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Figure 1. Yanyuwa country.
Chapter 1
Introduction: All Kinds of Things from Country
This is a volume about Yanyuwa ways of understanding the environment they, along with all the species 
mentioned, call home. Yanyuwa country is 970km southeast of Darwin, on the shores of the Gulf of 
Carpentaria. It incorporates the tidal reaches of the McArthur and Wearyan Rivers and the Sir Edward 
Pellew Islands (Figure 1).
Confronted by an object that is tall, with a woody trunk, roots and green leaves, most people from a 
Western European background would classify the object as a plant, more precisely a tree. Features such 
as salt encrusted leaves, distinctive fruits and above-ground roots alert us to the fact that it is a mangrove 
tree. With further examination and some scientific taxonomic knowledge we may be able to assign the 
mangrove to an exact genus and species such as Avicennia marina, the grey mangrove.
Classifying in this way, an observer relies on the apparent differences in the structure and form, or 
morphology, of nature. This is similar to scientific methods of classification, such as the Linnaean system, 
which groups organisms according to morphological and evolutionary similarities.
Yanyuwa people’s classification of the environment immediately challenges this seemingly logical 
methodology, reminding us that there are other ways of seeing and other ways of understanding the natural 
world. For example:
Ma-mangaji ma-ngatha ma-jamurimuri ma-wurrama ma-mangaji ma-warnjarrngu kulu nganu li-Wuyaliya 
janinyamba-wundarrbanji likilinganji- kirlakangku.
That tree, the grey mangrove, is my most senior paternal ancestor, and we people of the Wuyaliya clan name 
ourselves as those people who are kin to the grey mangrove (Annie Isaac Karrakayn, Bradley Field Diary 
1988).
On that day, classification was not simply a process of partitioning the environment into groups based on 
physical or evolutionary similarities. It was more salient for Annie to classify the grey mangrove 
according to her kin relationships derived from the clan system. As this monograph will demonstrate, 
Yanyuwa classification is a highly contextual act, heavily influenced by cultural and social interpretations 
of the universe. Objects may be classified into groups based on their physical and evolutionary 
similarities, but they may also be grouped according to similarities in habitat, their place in the kinship 
system, their mythological importance, their utility as food or tools, their potential danger to humans, their 
ecological relationship to other environmental features, or even according to the Yanyuwa expression of 
their own identity and self-realisation. Of these methods, it is perhaps habitat and kinship that are most 
frequently used by Y anyuwa people in their classification of the natural world. In contrast to scientific and 
Western European thought, and in contrast to much anthropological research, the physical appearance of 
plants and animals play a secondary role in the processes of Yanyuwa biological classification.
Understanding these processes is part of a field of study known as ‘folkbiology’ or ‘ethnobiology’. These 
terms have been defined as ‘the study, in the broadest possible sense, of the complex set of relationships 
of plants and animals to present and past human societies’ (Berlin 1992:2), or simply as ‘people’s 
everyday knowledge of the biological world’ (Medin and Atran 1999:1).
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Within the field of folkbiology, a specific line of inquiry is concerned with how people classify their 
environment. It is generally accepted that classification is a fundamental cognitive process common to all 
humans. The ability to group objects into categories, that is to classify, enables humans to efficiently 
order, communicate, and memorise the complexities of their natural surroundings (Clavin 1997; Malt 
1995; von Sendon 1960). Indeed if human beings conceptualised each object in their environment as 
unrelated to all others then mental life would be exceedingly chaotic (Smith and Medin 1981).
While classifying behaviour may be essential to the human experience, identifying the principles of 
folkbiological classification is the subject of an extensive and often vigorous anthropological debate. 
There are essentially two schools of thought: ‘universalist’ and ‘relativist’.
Universalist authors (e.g. Atran 1985; Berlin 1978; Berlin et al. 1973, 1974; Boster 1987; Boster et al. 
1986; Brown 1984; Conklin 1955, 1962; Waddy 1988) assert that all people classify their environment 
based on the obvious differences in nature’s structure and form. As ‘nature’s basic plan’ (Berlin 1992:8) 
is essentially the same worldwide it is assumed that all people will develop similar taxonomies. For 
example, the features that distinguish fish from birds are much the same worldwide, therefore it is argued 
that all cultures will classify the creatures as two distinct groups. Hunn (1977) popularised the term 
‘discontinuities’ to express these obvious differences in nature. Berlin (1992:80) elaborates:
Nature is not a continuum where one organism gradually and imperceptibly merges into another organism, 
rather it is made up of a series of discontinuous chunks of biological reality.
Consequently, universalist theories of classification reflect the physical structure of nature, are inflexible, 
and hierarchically structured. Organisms are grouped into general categories such as ‘plant’ and ‘animal’, 
which are increasingly subdivided until the final grouping is reached, containing a single species. The 
resemblance of this rationale to Western European thought and scientific method is clear.
Furthermore, universalists assume that the discontinuities of nature are so strikingly obvious that different 
cultural and social interpretations of the environment will only play a secondary role in classification. As 
Berlin (1992:9) states:
The world of nature cannot be viewed as a continuum from which pieces may be selected ad libitum and 
organized into arbitrary cultural categories. Rather, groups of plants and animals present themselves to the 
human observer as a series of discontinuities whose structure and content are seen by all human beings in 
essentially the same ways, perceptual givens that are largely immune from the variable cultural determinants 
found in other areas of the human experience.
This statement is representative of the fundamental differences between universalist and relativist thinking. 
All theories of universalista maintain a separation between the classification of nature based on 
morphology and classification based on the variable influence of cultural and social factors.
In contrast, relativist authors (e.g. Atran 1998;Bradley 1997;Bulmer 1979; Ellen 1993;Hunn 1990; Hunn 
and French 1984) claim that while morphology is important in the process of classification, it cannot be 
separated from the influences of cultural, social and ecological factors. Ellen (1999:108) argues that the 
classification of plants and animals according to their physical appearance ‘does not exist apart from a 
broader socially informed understanding of the world, in some kind of hermetically sealed vacuum from 
which other aspects of culture are excluded’.
There are many different relativist theories, which vary according to which social, cultural or ecological 
factor is seen to have the greatest effect on classification. A popular relativist view, named ‘utilitarianism’, 
proposes that people classify according to which plants and animals are useful in their everyday lives (see 
Brush 1980; Hunn 1990, 1996; Turner 1989). For example, Friedberg (1999:2) notes that Qausse Mejan 
sheep farmers, while recognising a great diversity of grasses and herbs in their meadows, only make 
distinctions based on plants that their sheep eat or that are useful to humans.
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Povinelli (1990) finds that in addition to utility (and morphology) the Emiyenggal and Batjemal people 
of Cox Peninsula in northern Australia classify organisms based on their habitat or behaviour (see also 
Kesby 1979). Indeed, for the Yanyuwa people, habitat is of fundamental importance to the way in which 
the environment is ordered. While some of the classifications are very broad, for example the distinction 
between land and sea, others are more detailed, such as the division between the mangroves and the 
intertidal zone.
Some relativist authors have noted that plants and animals are classified according to the social order of 
clans (Durkheim and Maus 1963; Povinelli 1990; Waddy 1988), a position supported by the analysis of 
Yanyuwa kinship classification discussed in this volume. Other authors have noted the close link between 
spiritual and mythological dimensions and biological classification (Bradley 1997; Bulmer 1979; Morris 
1979; Povinelli 1990).
In addition to classification being a combination of variable inputs, Ellen (1993) states that for the Nuaulu 
of eastern Indonesia, the actual system as a whole is flexible. That is, the way the system is used in a 
cultural context may change depending on factors such as the status of the individual who is classifying 
or the type of activity being conducted at the time. Yanyuwa classification also proves to be highly 
contextual.
From the multitude of relativist arguments a common theme emerges: the ‘obvious discontinuities of 
nature’ have a minimal influence on classification. Instead the principles of classification are closely 
linked to the numerous different ways in which people, plants and animals interact with their environment, 
whether they be ecological, functional, cultural or social.
While the study of Yanyuwa biological classification presented in this monograph supports a strong 
relativist argument, it is not the intention of the authors to test universalist/relativist hypotheses against 
the Yanyuwa case study (see Holmes 2001 for further discussion). This volume aims to stand alone as an 
ethnographic study of Yanyuwa biological classification.
The ethnographic data on which this work is based is the result of 25 years of John Bradley’s research in 
conjunction with the Yanyuwa community, in particular with four women, Dinah Norman Marmgawi, 
Annie Isaac Karrakayn, Jemima Miller Wuwarlu and Ida Ninganga, who have been instrumental in the 
final editing of the material. Its introduction into the literature is timely considering that few detailed 
folkbiological studies have been conducted in Australia. The most comprehensive Australian study to date 
is Waddy’s (1988) universalist interpretation of Anindilyakwa biological classification from Groote 
Eylandt, Northern T erritory. McKnight’ s ( 1999) study of the Lardil people from Momington Island is also 
relevant. McKnight examines their systems of classifying the natural world, and creates an inventory of 
the cognitive aspects of the social structures including kinship, myth and ritual. Povinelli (1990) and 
Rudder (1978) also provide interesting, although less detailed, taxonomic studies for the Emiyenggal and 
Batjemal and the Yolngu people respectively from the Northern Territory.
The study of folkbiology is beneficial for several reasons. Hays (1982:89) notes that a detailed study of 
folk classification may assist in understanding lifeway s that are no longer directly observable, in particular 
a people’s interaction with their natural world. This monograph is particularly relevant to Australia, where 
in the last two decades interest in traditional ecological knowledge, called more recently Indigenous 
knowledge, has dramatically increased (Birckhead et al. 1992; Peterson and Rigsby 1998; Williams and 
Baines 1993). Indigenous knowledge is being used as a tool for environmental management and research, 
often in conjunction with Western science (Baker et al. 1992; Kalotas 1993). An understanding of 
Aboriginal processes of classification seems an obvious and practical way to facilitate these endeavours. 
The melding of scientific and Indigenous knowledge is not always smooth (Head 1990), and when 
inconsistencies are encountered there is often frustration and confusion, which may lead to a devaluing 
of Indigenous knowledge (Baker and the Mutitjulu Community 1992; Birckhead and Smith 1992).
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However, the complexity of Indigenous knowledge demonstrates that as with ‘mainstream Western 
knowledge’ it is detailed and localised and well-grounded in empirical observations. One of the reasons 
for dispute is that although both bodies of knowledge are concerned with a common environment, they 
are substantially different. Yanyuwa knowledge is firmly based within the land and the sea in their 
‘country’ and it is based upon issues of personal authority, personal achievement, the authority of senior 
men and women, and the autonomy o f local groups who control the dissemination of some knowledge. 
One thing that is not free, in Aboriginal societies relating to land and in Aboriginal politics, is knowledge.
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Chapter 2
Learning About the Living Things
Lot of different names eh? You still want to learn? (Don Miller Mamarra, Bradley Field Diary 1981).
Bradley encountered the above comment after trying to identify some fish and finding that they had many 
different names that reflected certain cultural conditions. His ensuing confusion was a source of great 
hilarity amongst his informants.
Dealing with Indigenous thought in relation to the classification of living things can be difficult and time 
consuming. Many cross-cultural differences exist in relation to environmental perceptions, knowledge of 
scientific practices, spirituality and language. Bradley notes that it was only after he had become quite 
fluent in Yanyuwa that he began to really understand how the Yanyuwa view their environment. He was 
then able to have discussions in their language and put questions to people that were culturally correct and 
conformed to a Yanyuwa way of asking things. He also learnt to listen and not to speak, so that he could 
hear how people talked about things without continual bouts of questioning. An understanding of language 
also led to the learning of an important lesson: not just to look at the words, but also the way the words 
are put together. As Douglas ( 1976:4) also notes, ‘it is frequently through the subtlety of word choice that 
indigenous classifications of nature are brought to light’ (see also Wilkins 1993).
To collect the ethnographic data presented here, Bradley first went to the old people, most of whom were 
too old to travel far. To elicit the names of plants and animals he went loaded with books and photographs, 
but these aids were a dismal failure. It became evident that context was crucial to the way in which 
organisms were classified. Photographs did not display a ‘sense of place’ or a contextual setting for the 
plants and animals under consideration and therefore could not be reliably classified. Photographs 
provided no sense of scale and, furthermore, could not account for different colour markings. F or example, 
the same species of trepang is named differently depending on its colour. Similar difficulties were 
encountered with museum skins that people found too unlike the living animal to accurately classify. 
Equally many of the old men stressed the plant’s and animal’s ritual importance over any ecological 
understanding, and therefore Bradley would often return from fieldwork with notebooks and tapes 
detailing song and ritual knowledge of the creatures he was enquiring about.
Problems with this type of decontextualised research have been noted in the anthropological literature. 
Authors such as Taylor (1984), Ellen (1993) and Holmes (2001) have criticised specifically designed 
‘classification experiments’ because they encourage participants to exclude cultural categories such as 
classification according to habitat (see Waddy 1988), or to classify dead animals (see Boster et a l 1986), 
and are therefore predisposed to find classifications based on morphology. In addition, many researchers 
warn that the very act of conducting a ‘classification experiment’ may actually create new and novel 
situations in which people create new and novel classifications to deal with the task at hand (Bradley 
1997; Taylor 1990; Turner 1989; Waddy 1988). For example, when Bradley enquired about a term for 
‘all living things’ he was told Ihungkirri, which means ‘having life’. Subsequent conversations with a 
number of people, regarding this term, resulted in considerable confusion and arguments. Bradley 
concluded that such a question was one which the Yanyuwa have never really had to answer before and 
thus they used language, as opposed to an existing hierarchy, to create the term they thought he was 
desiring.
The majority of the data presented in this monograph is not based on specialised ‘classification 
experiments’, rather it is the result of Bradley’s observations and enquires during his travels with 
Yanyuwa people through their land and sea country. Other useful ways of identifying animals were
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through visits with Yanyuwa people to museums and zoos in Darwin and Bessy Springs. Such visits 
proved worthwhile as people could see creatures as mounted specimens, or moving in enclosures such as 
aviaries and aquariums. In these situations a deeper and more accurate classificatory system was obtained 
than by using photographs or skins. Overall, it is a research methodology that Ellen ( 1993:111 ) calls ‘non- 
directive’, and Bradley (1997:4) ‘unassertive’. Such an approach is important as it allows the researcher 
to observe, on a day-to-day basis, the ways in which people choose to classify their environment.
A further difficulty was that Yanyuwa people lack familiarity with the common names for organisms. 
Whilst the old people could give Bradley many terms in Yanyuwa, they knew very few of the English 
terms by which the species in question was known. Consequently, Bradley’s initial notes were full of ia- 
alanthaburra -  bird with red chest, lives in mangroves’, or ‘a-yandinya -  bush medicine plant’, and 
sometimes comments such as ‘ ngurdungungurdu -  big dreaming for Rrumburriya mob, possibly a whale 
or shark’, or ‘jiyamirama -  a type of dugong, it lives alone’.
As Bradley travelled more frequently to the islands he would take a number of the more common bird 
books, fish books and plant books from which he would make more accurate observations. Sometimes, 
if the people he was travelling with did not know the Yanyuwa terms for things that they found, Bradley 
would bring them back to Borroloola and the old people would name them and describe their place in the 
environment, discussing such things as habitat, clan classification, songs, ceremonies and the particular 
species relationship to other similar or different species.
Understanding Yanyuwa classifications of the fish, sharks and rays was particularly difficult. Here, Mr 
Steve Johnston of Vanderlin Island gave assistance. Steve was bom, and has lived all of his life on 
Vanderlin Island, his mother was Yanyuwa and his father European, and he has both a traditional 
Yanyuwa education and a Western European education. He grew up with the last group of Yanyuwa men 
and women who lived permanently on the islands and speaks the older form of Yanyuwa fluently; he also 
has a strong interest in both the Yanyuwa and Western view of the environment. He spends part of the 
year as a professional barramundi fisherman and reef-line fisherman. His assistance in explaining the 
Yanyuwa terms for fish, sharks and rays was invaluable.
There was also some difficulty in establishing the authentic Yanyuwa view of the flora and fauna. 
Sometimes when Bradley would ask questions about how a particular animal was classified he would be 
given an answer followed by: ‘well that’s what such and such a whitefella told me’ or ‘what do you 
think?’ It was in this area that the oldest people provided the most assistance, as their perception of the 
environment was still given almost totally in Yanyuwa language, and as they had little exposure to other 
non-Indigenous views of the environment because of their age. Once the terms for species and other 
general data had been identified, middle-aged and younger Yanyuwa people were invaluable when 
discussing habitat and general information, and for showing Bradley the places where such species may 
be found.
Another issue, as mentioned above, is the refusal of Yanyuwa people to separate biological knowledge 
from the place that many of the floral and faunal species have in a spiritual worldview. While it may be 
easy for a non-Yanyuwa person to see the differences between what is purely biological from what is 
purely spiritual information, to make this distinction would result in a loss of the Yanyuwa perception of 
the particular species and its place within the environment. Therefore in learning about Yanyuwa 
biological classification it is important not to disregard spiritual information. Indeed, Bradley sometimes 
discovered that knowledge which would first appear as spiritual information would eventually lead to the 
discovery of biological fact. For example, olive pythons live near wells for two reasons. Firstly, they can 
catch small game and birds that come to drink. Secondly, and more importantly, they have, in a Yanyuwa 
view, the potential to be Rainbow Serpents. Such entities are elementally associated with water and are 
said to keep the levels of the wells constant. This example and others confirm the observations of Healey 
(1993:22) who states that:
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traditional ecological knowledge is more than simply “knowledge” in an abstract and value-free or 
“scientific”, objective sense. Typically, small-scale, tradition based societies do not make clear distinctions 
between scientific and popular knowledge as in the western tradition; nor do they necessarily separate the 
mundane and mystical, sacred and profane, objective and subjective.
That Yanyuwa spiritual/mystical and biological views of the environment are inherently interlinked is 
further demonstrated by the classification of spiritual entities with the same terms as those used for plants 
and animals (see Chapter 16).
A discussion of Yanyuwa environmental views cannot ignore the contemporary issues facing Yanyuwa 
people in Australian society and the ways in which these impact on their traditional knowledge. In 
Borroloola, the township in which Yanyuwa people reside, there are between 600 and 1,000 Indigenous 
people in the community, descendants of the Yanyuwa, Marra, Garrwa, Gudanji and Binbingka language 
groups. These people make up to 85-90% of the population. Borroloola has been an open town since its 
establishment in 1884; the Indigenous community has not been protected from outside influences, but has 
held on with grim determination to its cultural wealth against an outside world seeking domination. The 
Yanyuwa community has suffered the death of many senior men and there are only about 10 full speakers 
of the language left. The drive to preserve sacred knowledge is being pushed by a core group of five senior 
women and a few younger people. Health conditions are perilous, serious addictive behaviour and 
violence are common and unemployment is the norm.
Amid the constant pressure of dealing with these issues is an attempt to hold onto things that continue to 
resonate from the past by creating new texts based on the old and asking serious questions about whether 
any text can hope to bridge the gaps between past lifeways and the present community. The few remaining 
older Yanyuwa men and women possess among them many ancient traditions nearly buried in a 
contemporary chaos. The country from which these traditions came has been cut up and ‘squared’ into 
town boundaries, pastoral leases, mining leases and parcels of land. Some of it has been won back through 
the long process of land claims, but its status remains in doubt as government ministries, unhappy with 
court decisions, delay land grants. Many people in this community thus lie between home and exile from 
the land they see as a source of spirit and identity. Such issues confront senior Yanyuwa men, women and 
their families on a regular basis.
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Chapter 3
Yanyuwa Biological Classification
Introduction
Every little thing’s got a name, all these animals, birds, fish, tree... everything (Don Miller Mamarra, Bradley 
Field Diary 1982).
For Yanyuwa people the environment is both a physical and cultural landscape. Organisms may be viewed 
as their biological selves or as much more, such as Spirit Ancestors, kin, ceremonial objects, and sources 
of food and medicine. This ‘multi-layered’, ‘multi-dimensional’ environmental view is replicated in 
Yanyuwa systems o f classification, which are both diverse and dynamic.
While no single methodology can account for the contextual nature of Y anyuwa biological classifications, 
the process is by no means ad hoc. Several guiding principles weave throughout Yanyuwa taxonomy 
giving it a distinctive structure. This chapter is an overview of the core principles of Yanyuwa 
classification. Specifically, it discusses the kinship system and the role that this type o f social organisation 
plays in the Yanyuwa classificatory process; the fundamental importance of where an organism lives (its 
habitat); the influence o f linguistic rules; and the way in which the entire system can be adjusted according 
to context and the caprice o f everyday life.
Subsequent chapters expand these concepts in the context o f the major groupings o f plants and animals 
and introduce some special purpose principles such as classification according to danger, utility, edibility 
and spirituality.
Kinship, Clans and Classification
Standing in a mangrove swamp on the banks of the McArthur River, Steve Johnston slapped a-wurrkayny, 
a large mosquito and said, ‘warriya a-luku rra-ngatha a-jayakurra a-mangaji\ poor bugger, that’s my 
Dreaming mother that one (Steve Johnston, Bradley Field Diary 1992).
Similarly, Bradley notes in his field diary how a walk through the bush with Minnie a-Wulbulinimara 
revealed the primary way in which many plants and animals are classified. Minnie called a pandanus palm 
kuku ma-ngatha, ‘my mother’s mother’s brother’; the grey mangrove referred to in the introductory 
chapter was ma-warlabarla kayikayi, ‘the grey mangrove my husband’. Faced with a dead catfish she said, 
warriya a-luku a-jamurimuri, ‘poor thing my senior grandfather’.
It is quite common for Yanyuwa people to classify their natural environment in this way. While children 
in their very early years are taught the biological names for plants and animals, as soon as they are old 
enough to understand, their kin relation is emphasised. It is these kin relations that become a dominant 
form of classification, which is often recalled and expressed in daily life.
To understand this system of classification it is necessary first to provide a brief introduction to Yanyuwa 
kinship. The Yanyuwa system of kinship is based on the four terminological lines of descent, which are 
distinguished at a grandparental level. Thus, an individual may be perceived as being descended from the 
four distinct patrilineages o f his or her father’s father, mother’s father, father’s mother’s (brother) and 
mother’s mother’s (brother). Each of these lines of descent has a defined set of rights and responsibilities 
associated with the ownership o f land, rituals and social interactions. These four lines of descent can also
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be matched to a clan. There are four named clans: Wurdaliya, Wuyaliya, Rrumburriya, and 
Mambaliya-Wawukarriya.
While people are assigned to clans based on the four lines of descent, plants and animals and other 
environmental features are assigned to clans based on the actions of the Spirit Ancestors. In this way the 
clan system divides most people, areas of land and sea, plants, animals, Spirit Ancestors and phenomena 
(such as rain, lightning, winds, fire etc) into the four named types.
The clans are categories that codify relationships of importance in ritual activity and in daily life. For 
example, people know, based on their own clan, where they will find their various mothers and fathers, 
grandparents, potential wives and husbands and the clan of their children. As known relationships exist 
between members of different clans, and because plants, animals and spirit entities (as well as humans) 
belong to a clan, the potential exists for relationships to exist between humans and flora and fauna. This 
relationship will vary depending on the clan of the speaker and that of the other person/organism.
For example, quite often people will view certain species of plants and animals or natural phenomena and 
call them by a kinship term, which corresponds to the four primary lines of descent used within the clan 
system. Thus, on viewing a brolga, kurdarrku {Grus rubicundus) people from each of the clans would 
relate to it in differing referential ways. A Mambaliya-Wawukarriya person would call it ja-murimuri or 
‘my most senior paternal grandfather’; a Wuyaliya person would call the same being ja-yakurra, ‘my 
Ancestral mother’, a Wurdaliya person would call it ja-ngabuji, ‘my most senior father’s mother’ and a 
Rrumburriya person would call it ja-wukuku, ‘my most senior mother’s mother’s brother’.
The division of plants and animals into the various clans stems from the central religious ideals of 
Yanyuwa people. This doctrine, discussed below, is fundamental to the way Yanyuwa people understand 
and hence classify their environment. It is introduced here through the medium of kinship but in reality 
it influences all aspects of Yanyuwa classification. Please note that while the term ‘clan’ is used in this 
volume, the social classification of Yanyuwa kinship is more formally associated with moieties and semi­
moieties. The term clan is favoured by the Yanyuwa co-authors.
Dreamings, Spirit Ancestors and the Birth o f  Classification
According to the Yanyuwa, the classification of plants and animals into clans stems from the primary 
foundations of all life systems, namely the Spirit Ancestors, which are in Kriol commonly called 
‘Dreamings’, or in Yanyuwa, yijan. The Yanyuwa concepts involved in the term Dreaming or yijan are 
quite complex, and can be used to describe the Spirit Ancestors. These were creative beings who rose up 
from the earth or travelled from distant places, and created and/or changed geographical features and 
placed different plants and animals on the earth. The Spirit Ancestors also created a charter that is the Law 
for existence. The term yijan can also be used to describe a creative act, such as the Dugong Hunter 
Dreaming breaking a rock, or creating a body design that is still worn in ceremonies. Dreamings, Spirit 
Ancestors or yijan are the source from which all possible relationships between human beings and the 
environment originated.
The word ‘Dreaming’ is not used in this work unless it is used in a direct quotation from a Yanyuwa 
speaker. Swain (1993:23-25) discusses in some detail the origins of the terms ‘Dreaming’ and 
‘Dreamtime’ highlighting their ambiguity (see also Wolfe 1991). Therefore the term ‘Spirit Ancestor’ will 
be used as this is how the Yanyuwa seem to relate to the concepts which are embodied in the elusive term 
‘Dreaming’.
The Yanyuwa people state that their lives, society and land are held by what they classify as the Law or 
the Way, which in Yanyuwa is called narnu-yuwa. This Law is inextricably linked to the Spirit Ancestors 
and their past actions. The Law is the reason why things are as they are, or are done in a particular fashion.
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In response to Bradley’s questions as to why a dugong is cut up in a prescribed way, the answer was, 
‘that’s the Law’, similarly when asked why certain dugong live by themselves the reply was, ‘that’s their 
Law, Law for themselves, that’s all’. The Law is the charter by which all beings in the environment are 
regulated.
Johnson Timothy Ngayijbungayijbulama also made the following comments concerning his perception 
o f the way the Yanyuwa people hold the islands of the Sir Edward Pellew Group, ‘Law goes from island 
to island, Law to Law’. That is, each island has its own particular Law, and no part o f the land and sea is 
without Law. In such a statement the term Law can include all of the Spirit Ancestors associated with the 
islands, the names given to each locality, the food resources that can be found and the various rules and 
ways o f acting when one visits these islands.
The Yanyuwa draw their Law from the traditions of the past Creative Period during which the Spirit 
Ancestors set out the forms of Law, and established the natural order and shape o f the landscape, whilst 
leaving, as they did this, their creative potency. At some point in time, most o f the Spirit Ancestors 
changed into a number of forms. Some became life forms or phenomena, as we know them today, such 
as certain species o f plant and animal, celestial bodies, winds and tides. Others transformed themselves 
into rocks, trees and watercourses, and their power became localised at certain sites.
The Yanyuwa believe that these Spirit Ancestors and their power still exist in the land. They also believe 
that their power is still active and that through ceremony, song and certain forms o f ritual action, they can 
be contacted. It is because of this that the country is said to be able to ‘hear’, that a rock, for example, can 
make certain things happen, and that places when visited can be described as being happy, sad, generous 
or ungiving.
In addition to the localities which mark places where Spirit Ancestors ended their journeys or left items 
o f importance, all o f the islands, sea and mainland are cris-crossed with the tracks or paths o f these Spirit 
Ancestors, and these tracks are marked with places where the Spirit Ancestors danced, ate, fought, slept, 
urinated and so on. All of these places are seen to be repositories o f power and the consciousness of the 
Spirit Ancestors. Some Spirit Ancestors did not travel. They remained in one place, but interacted with 
the travelling Spirit Ancestors. Thus the whole landscape is seen as a vast network o f interconnected 
meaning.
The Yanyuwa speak of these travelling Spirit Ancestors as wandayarra a-yabala or as those that ‘follow 
the road’. These roads are the routes that the Spirit Ancestors took as they crossed over land and sea. The 
Yanyuwa often refer to these roads by the name of the major Spirit Ancestor that travelled along it. So, 
for example, there are roads of the Tiger Shark, Groper and Dugong Hunters. In actual fact, there can be 
a range o f Spirit Ancestors associated with the road o f a single main character and its activities.
These roads are also the song cycles, kujika, which are sung during ceremonial performances. The song 
cycles for the travelling Spirit Ancestors follow a particular road and have offshoots that diverge from the 
main road to bring into the song all the stationary Spirit Ancestors that may be associated with a particular 
tract of land. Both the songs and the creatures can be called kujika, as they play a creative role. The Spirit 
Ancestors and their songs are inseparable from each other and from the sites that they created through the 
action o f singing. Thus, the Spirit Ancestors are the creators, the singers o f songs, which sang the 
Yanyuwa environment into being.
These song cycles, the Yanyuwa state, come directly from the Spirit Ancestors. Everything they did is 
recorded in these songs: the names o f country, fauna, flora, events and names o f people and places are all 
recorded. As one man explained when talking of the song cycle for the Dugong Hunter Spirit Ancestors:
They name the country from start to finish, right from Vanderlin Island up to the Limmen Sight, all the names 
of places they named, are sung in that song, the ceremony song, every time them Dugong Hunters used to
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have a rest they used to call the name of that place, every little place, they call that name of country ... they 
sang that place and they sang themselves, they sang that rope, dugong rope, or like when they found 
something like a yam, or when they saw fish, or white-bellied sea eagle they would sing i t ... they sing it, like 
hunting, finding the country and naming the country all the way along (Wylo McKinnon Widamara, Bradley 
Field Diary 1992).
Thus, biological classification is seen to begin with the Spirit Ancestors as they sang the landscape into 
being and named the various objects in the environment. However, classification is more than just naming 
individual organisms, it is also the clustering of organisms into defined groups. As discussed previously, 
Yanyuwa often classify the environment according to kinship terms associated with the clans. The clan 
system also originates with the actions of the Spirit Ancestors. The Yanyuwa state that the Spirit 
Ancestors were imbued with a classifying agent that divided all things into one of the four clans. The 
agent with which they were imbued is called ngalki.
Ngalki is a very complex word that is best described as the ‘essence’, ‘quality’ or ‘substance’ that 
identifies and gives distinction to its owner or owners (see Kirton and Timothy 1977). The ngalki of a 
flower, for example, is its smell or perfume; of food, its taste; a song’s ngalki is its tune; and an animal’s 
ngalki, its smell. The ngalkingalki of a person is the voice, or the ngalki of a person may refer to the sweat 
from the armpits and his/her own distinctive odour. A person’s ngalki is also an individual’s social or clan 
group. People, country, natural phenomena, plants and animals, material culture items and ritual objects 
all carry a ngalki which places them within the Yanyuwa clan system.
Table 1 presents a selection of some of the clan classifications given by the Yanyuwa to various objects, 
phenomena and species. Older Yanyuwa people have no hesitation in classifying species and phenomena 
into the clan categories. The major Spirit Ancestors (e.g. groper, hammerhead shark etc) are easily placed, 
while other decisions are made by referring to song cycles and the activities of the Spirit Ancestors. Such 
things as song cycles are heavily and locally nuanced, therefore these sung texts provide the specificities 
required for survival and success in everyday life in any given particular tract of land or sea. It is, 
however, this very specificity that renders them almost invisible to the generalising gaze of the West, 
especially insofar as knowledge, for the West, is so often seen as content specific rather than processes 
of engagement, negotiation and consensus.
There appear to be no set rules associated with clan classification, or no rule that anyone has ever been 
able to articulate, and the knowledge of such classification is acquired over a long period of time.
Table 1. Examples of Yanyuwa clan classification.
R r u m b u r r iy a M a m b a liy a -
W a w u k a r r iy a
W u r d a liy a W u y a liy a
li-m  a ra m  a ra n ja m u rn d a n g u m a lu rrb a w a r d a li
dugong hunters long necked turtle green turtle dingo
w a rriycm g a la ya w u ku rd a rrk u karru bu a -k u r id i
hammerhead shark brolga hawksbill turtle groper
n gu rdu n gu rdu a -k ily a rrk ily a rr a -w u rrk a yn y k ird il
tiger shark wedge-tailed eagle large bodied mosquito sandfly
m a -a rn b a k a k in yb u th a n g a b a ya l  i- ja k a ra m b irr i
cycad palm little read flying fox spirit man blue ringed octopus
a -w a rra n yu k a w a k u w a k u b a lu b a lu m a -lh a lh a k i
black flying fox Cyprus pine pelican northern kurrajong tree
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The Yanyuwa, however, appear to believe that such classification is rational, even when some things do 
appear to be obscure and quite anomalous. People will describe obscure classifications in terms of 
relationships that one thing has to another. For example, the species of seagrass, Enhalus acoroides, is 
Rrumburriya, because the majority of big reefs are in Rrumburriya territory, while the dominant seagrass 
of the large seagrass beds, Syringodium isoetifolium, is Wurdaliya, ‘sometimes a little bit’ Wuyaliya 
because, firstly, seagrass is in Wuyaliya country, and secondly, the lone male dugong, which is Wuyaliya, 
travels these seagrass beds.
In summary, clan classification and associated kinship terms represent a commonly articulated grouping 
of plants and animals which is in turn linked to the actions of the Spirit Ancestors who travelled, named 
and created the environment, imbuing it with their unique essence. The actions of the Spirit Ancestors are 
central to the Yanyuwa environmental view and are consequently also central to the way in which people 
classify their environment. However, just as the Yanyuwa environmental view is not limited to one way 
of seeing and understanding the environment, their systems of folkbiological classification are also 
multifaceted. Another very common way in which the Yanyuwa people classify their environment is with 
reference to the physical landscape and the habitat an organism occupies.
Habitat, Country and Classification
The Yanyuwa say that all life forms on the islands, in the sea and on the coast are called wurralngu, which 
translates as ‘belonging to the sea’ or arnindawangu ‘belonging to the coastal regions’, and all life living 
away from the islands, on the savanna grasslands, open eucalypt forests and freshwater lagoons and creek 
and river systems are called ankawangu or mayangku or ‘belonging to the mainland or inland country’.
An example of Yanyuwa habitat classification is shown in Figure 2. Note that the Yanyuwa do not have 
an explicit expression for ‘all life’, this category has been added to show that habitat groupings are 
occurring at the highest level of classification.
It should be noted that the broad habitat classification terms recorded in the appendices at the end of this 
work are variably translated and do not always agree with those used in Figure 2. For example, wurralngu 
is recorded as meaning ‘inhabitants of fresh and saltwater’ or in the case of seagrasses as ‘of the sea’. The 
terms anthawu-wurralngu and arnindawangu-anthawu express a similar concept meaning ‘being 
inhabitants of the sea’ and ‘for the coastal regions’ respectively. Similarly, ankawangu-mayangku is 
translated as ‘belonging to the mainland or inland country’ or ‘of the freshwater inland areas’. In some 
cases the term used is simply, mayangku meaning ‘for the mainland’ or just ‘of the land’. This divergence 
in translations is a reflection of the way in which Yanyuwa people use these classificatory terms. The 
difference in terms may be based on such things as emotion, the need for clarity or the individual 
speaker’s choice of words on any one day. It is another example of the inherent variability that exists in 
Yanyuwa folkbiological classification. As such, no attempt has been made to illicit a standard term as this 
would detract from the way in which Yanyuwa classification operates.
In addition, habitat terms may be used to subdivide distinct groups of plants and animals, for example, 
the classification of julaki represented in Figure 3. Reference to the appendices also shows the frequency 
with which plants and animals are grouped according to their habitat. It should be noted that there are no 
strict taxonomic rules governing the level of inclusiveness at which habitat classification applies; the 
system that is commonly used for the sea turtles and dugong is different to that used for various kinds of 
birds. More importantly, in everyday situations the Yanyuwa place a high reliance on an organism’s 
habitat to classify the animals, and to a lesser extent the plants in their environment.
To understand why the Yanyuwa rely so heavily on an organism’s habitat as a method of classification 
it is necessary to explore in more detail how the Yanyuwa view their environment and their place, as a 
people, within it.
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nyinga/jikuyu
crabs
arnindawangu-anthawu 
of the coastal regions and 
the sea
na-yirrnyi 
shellfish, shells 
and shell-like 
creatures
Figure 2. A schematic example of Yanyuwa classification according to habitat.
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Figure 3. Primary and secondary classification of julaki according to habitat.
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Land Units as a Way o f Viewing the Environment
As described previously, the Yanyuwa view the landscape as a web of meaning through which Spirit 
Ancestors travelled, named and created the country. As well as having this spiritual view of the 
environment, the Yanyuwa also divide the physical landscape into distinctive ‘land units’ reflecting 
topography, soil and vegetation. Western geographers use a similar method in which they categorise the 
country according to objective ecological realities. Yanyuwa biological classification based on an 
organism’s habitat is influenced by the way in which the Yanyuwa view their environment as being 
composed of different land units.
Figures 4-14 represent the 10 units into which the Yanyuwa divide their land. These units should not be 
seen as separate as the distinction is somewhat arbitrary; they should be seen as an attempt to show a 
continuum of country that the Yanyuwa have names for. However, not all land units in the Y anyuwa sense 
are of equal importance: the Yanyuwa, reflecting as they do their coastal maritime view of the world, 
would see the last seven as being a true reflection of their ‘proper’ country. The illustrations are an attempt 
to give a cross-section of the environments that the Yanyuwa call home and consider important, 
illustrating the ways in which they describe each of these units. The cross-section as presented by Figures 
4-14 represents a general line that starts just to the southwest of Borroloola near what the Yanyuwa
consider to be their mainland limit (near the Little Jump Up and Frog Rock) and then travels northeast
through what could be termed the mainland ‘heartland’ of Yanyuwa country, across the open forests and
savannah country to Manankurra, and then northwards across the sea, through Vanderlin Island on a
south-north axis and then out to the open sea (see Figure 1).
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1. Minyirrirri - whispy, horizontal clouds
- < D -
e. Mijingu - Boulder, rock monolith (like Frog Rock)
f. Ma-murrinja - Hill coolibah
g. A-yandinya - Silky Oil grass; 'vix grass’
h. Jankya - Stone, hill 
Janykajanyka - Rocky hill country
a. Lhurralhurra - Pebble strewn
plateau country
b. Linybun - Marble tree
c. Ma-jawurr - Kapok tree
d. Ma-nguyarra - Spinifex grass
Yingkarra - inland country
Jibuburula - dry country
Narnu-maya - mainland
Figure 4. Yanyuwa land units and environmental detail -  1.
1. Wajirrwajirr - small horizontal clouds 2. Ngarrwuru - midway between 3. Ararr - blue sky
on the horizon sky and earth
h. A-kalwakalwa - White berry bush c. Yubalala - Bloodwood tree
i. Na-rdirrmu - Sorghum grass d. Jarrabarl - Wattle tree
j. Balbaji - Beefwood tree e. Rarrbi - Hardwood wattle
Balumarra - dry cracked, pot-holed 
blacksoil plains
Ngurrbunngurrbun - scrub country
Namu-maya - mainland
Figure 5. Yanyuwa land units and environmental detail -  2.
Na-yarrayarra - dry creek bed
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1. Wabuda - freshwater 3. Ngakarla - moon
 ^ « ■. * 2. Jilili - spring waters1a. Rarra - midstream ^ a
4. Na-wungkala - flying fox colony
k. Wirndawimda - River cane grass
l. Ma-lhalhaki - Immature kurrajong
A-binjirri - Paperbark tree
g. Ma-wirdiwirdi - River pandanus
h. Ma-mayarranja - Sandpaper fig
c. Ma-warlan - River coolibah
d. A-marabarna - Casuarina tree
e. Murrurndu - Freshwater
mangrove
Yiwirr - edge of the river bank Na-wulangi - river 
Winirr - reef of rock in river 
Namu-maya - mainland
Narnu-wunda - river bank
Figure 6. Yanyuwa land units and environmental detail -  3.
1. Wurunkurun - mixing of salt and
freshwater
2. Rawurrki - freshwater well
3. Na-ngalulu - ripples on freshwater 5. Bujimaia - rainbow
4. Ngawu - clouds 6. A-kamba - sun
m. Bulinja - Water plants
n. Ma-rnayi - Water lily
o. Ma-kakayi - Water lily
seed pod
p. Ma-kingkirra - Wild rice
q. Ma-juwayawa - Yam
g. Wulban - Tea tree
h. Birnlnymarr - White barked gum tree
i. Ma-rnbaka - Cycad palm
j. Ma-wukarra - Sprial pandanus
k. Dirdikala - Paperbark tree
l. Ma-lunjurr - Water reeds
a. Wakuwaku - Cyprus pine
b. Budanja - Messmate ‘stringybark’
c. Manjaba - Weeping tea tree
d. Ma-warlan - River coolibah
e. A-marabama - Casuarina tree
f. A-ngaiarda - Rushes
Nankawa - lagoon Ma-wirla - country of plentiful cycad food Na-yala - creek
Wuburr awara - country of plentiful bush foods Narnu-wulyurr - sandridge country
Mambalmambal - swampy ground
Narnu-maya - mainland
Walangarra - messmate forest country
Figure 7. Yanyuwa land units and environmental detail -  4.
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1. Yarriwin - ant hill 3. Bujimala - whirlwind 5. Wurnngarr - smoke
2. Na-lawarr - goanna hole 4. Mankurlmanya - grassfire 6. Muyu - seasonal movement of species
d. Ma-warrangayi - ‘Dogsbal! bush’
e. Balbaji - Beefwood tree
f. Yirniyirni - Wattle tree
a. Wulban - Tea tree
b. Lamurra - Ironwood tree
c. Jinbilarri - Mistletoe
Wumburrwumburr - savanna grasslands/plains country 
Wuburr awara - country of plentiful bush foods
Warrman - well burnt country Ngarrki awara - badly burnt land
Narnu-wunburr - clear open country
Narnu-maya - mainland
Figure 8. Yanyuwa land units and environmental detail -  5.
1. Yurdurrbalala - billowing dust
2. Ja-warimbarrinji - heat haze
d. Ma-marrbirnbi - Coastal coolibah
e. Nyilanyila - Parkinsonia bush
A-rinja - black saline mud Mankuru - saltpan Jadara - claypan Rrujuwangu - salt plains
Narnu-ruluruluwangka - country with sandflats, saltpans 
and small raised islands of scrubby vegetation
Narnu-maya - mainland
Figure 9. Yanyuwa land units and environmental detail -  6.
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1. Alhibi - saltwater
2. Na-alanji - human camp
roots g. Ma-warnjarrngu - White mangrove b. Wankiwanki - Coastal spinifex
h. Wulanda - Mangrove c. Na-wubulu - Coastal hardwood
d. Ma-rdularla - Mangrove roots
Na-ruwaji - saltwater creek 
A-rndarr - branches of saltwater creeks
Lhukannguwarra - mangrove country
Arnindawangu - coastal country
Mankuru - saltpan
Narnui-maya - mainland
Narnu-ruluruluwangka - country with sandflats, 
saltpans and small raised islands of scrubby vegetation
Narnu-yurrungkurru - coastal sand ridge country
Figure 10. Yanyuwa land units and environmental detail -  7.
1. Na-ngunantha - dugong/sea turtle 2. Ngirarra - dugong feeding trail 4. Wandangurru - storm clouds
living and feeding area 3. Manginy - sediment disturbed 5. Mijiwaru - torrential rain
by feeding dugong
c. Maraman/Ma-lhanngu - Seagrass a. Lhukan - Mangroves
b. Yllbirrinji - Mangrove saplings
Arnindawangu - coastal regions
Yawurndu - sand/mud bank
Maramanda - seagrass beds
Lhukannguwarra -
mangrove country
Antha - sea
Figure 11. Yanyuwa land units and environmental detail -  8.
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1. Yijan balarrinjjarra - marks made by the Dreamings 3. Janjirlkirri - tidal rubbish
2. Lhirrilhirri - shell grit 4. Liyi-wankalawu - piles of shells left by
the old people
n. Waraji - Paperbark
o. Ma-wurkarra - Spiral
pandanus
p. Ma-lharrkuntha - Water reeds
q. Ma-wurruyu - Banyan tree
plum
h. Wurrurru - Beach cedar
i. Ma-kawurrka - Wattle tree
j. Wakuwaku - Cyprus pine
k. Budanja - Messmate ‘stringybark’
c. Ma-rilkarra - Supplejack vine
d. Nukurnu - Tamarind tree
e. A-waynkuwaynku - Coastal
casuarina
Na-anjinja - cave Ngayulu - island spring water Mankuru - saltpan 
Yiji - soft white sandstone Na-wuku - hill
Waliyangu - island country
Namu-wurru -
beach
Antha
sea
Narnu-wuthan - intertidal zone
Figure 12. Yanyuwa land units and environmental detail -  9a.
1. Yurrbunjurrubun - shafts of 2. Lhulukarra - deep clear sea 4. Nanda-minymi - fine sea spray
light shining through the sea 3. Nanda-ruru - sea spray 5. Nyurunyuru - calm sea
c. A-warrangkurli - ‘Wild grapes’
Na-mulkan - Rawu - Bambarl - Na-wulmuku - Jidalbirringki - Duwinirra -
peninsula sand dune coral reef bay sandstone ridges limestone
Narnu-rawu - reef Wunuwarr - rock Arnarra - cliffs
shelves and ledges
Antha - sea Waliyangu -
island country
Figure 13. Yanyuwa land units and environmental detail -  9b.
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1. Wandamarriya - fire burning for 2. Rrumadi - smoke that 3. A-rumu - wave 5. A-budijbudij -
a long time (seen in the distance) is white and cloud-like 4. Nanda-rayal - rough sea
wave crest 6. Na-wurdu - trough
Wurrumu - neap tide Arrayalya - tidal current
Mirndiingundayarra/Ralundu - Wayikuku - coming together of two 
second high tide in one day tidal currents
Rrantharra - pulling/dragging of 
tidal currents
Kunjurrkunjurr - sea far from land, Warlamakamaka - wide open sea
theliorizorfky ^  S6a ° n Narnu-ngawurruwurru - deep, dark shadowed sea
Antha - sea Waliyangu - island country
Figure 14. Yanyuwa land units and environmental detail -  10.
Ngakan - high tide 
Mangkuru - low tide 
Jaiababa - turning tide
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Although the ‘land unit’ model corresponds to a methodology used by Western geographers, the 
similarities are only superficial. The two systems serve a different function, derived from the very different 
ways in which knowledge is embedded in cultural structures and processes. The Yanyuwa scheme is richer 
and more animated in its conception, serving not only as a way to partition the environment but also, as 
discussed below, as a way to identify country that is meaningful to people. Thus the system is both 
geographic and culturally-based. The following section explores more deeply the Yanyuwa connection 
to country and the way that this understanding informs the land unit system and the classification of plants 
and animals based thereon.
Land Units and Yanyuwangala -  The Essence o f Being Yanyuwa
The Yanyuwa people describe themselves as being li-Anthawirriyarra -  ‘those people whose spiritual and 
cultural origins are from the sea’; the phrase is generally glossed as ‘people of the sea’. While people use 
the Yanyuwa or English phrase to emphasise their feelings of distinct identity as sea people as opposed 
to mainland or ‘scrub’ people, it is not always easy to identify the deeper feelings associated with this 
distinctiveness or the cultural practices that are related to it, such as dugong and turtle hunting, which 
reinforce it and add to the concept of Yanyuwangala -  ‘the essence of being Yanyuwa’.
The Yanyuwa consider the sea to be part of the geographic land units. The sea itself is divided into antha, 
which usually refers to sea that is familiar and often travelled on during hunting and fishing, whilst the 
large expanses of open sea and ocean are called warlamakamaka or malabubana. These two terms imply 
a sense of being careful when travelling in these areas. The known sea is further divided into the seagrass 
beds and the sea above them and can be seen as a land unit: this is the ‘underwater country’, named and 
known. There is a tendency amongst some Yanyuwa people, especially those of the older generation, to 
say that the mainland begins at the extreme inland limit of the coastal saltpans and mudflats. The reason 
is that these areas also contain small shady ‘islets’ which are often covered in sparse vegetation.
The Yanyuwa are at home in these lower saltwater coastal regions and, while they hunt in the inland 
freshwater limits of their country, they describe it as jibuburula, translated as meaning ‘dry country’. The 
word is based on the root jiburu that means rude, unpalatable or even wom-out or broken: it is the country 
of the Garrwa and Gundanji people. The irony of the term ‘diy ’ in this context is that it refers to the areas 
where the McArthur and Wearyan River systems are permanently fresh and not under tidal influence.
Such inland country is also called ‘scrub country’, and people describe it as country where it is not 
possible to get a breeze on one’s face. This thought is highlighted in the following song composed by 
Elma Brown a-Bunubunu. She had been away working on the cattle stations on the Barkly Tablelands, 
and on her return to the coast and the islands she composed the following song:
I stand and feel the sea wind,
it refreshes my face: for too long
I have been a woman of the inland ‘scrub country’
(Bradley Field Diary 1987).
The Yanyuwa see the coastal areas as being special, in terms of their geography, the food sources that are 
available, and as an environment that gives the Yanyuwa distinction from the other Aboriginal groups in 
the area. The coastal country sometimes moves people to high levels of emotion, as the following 
comment highlights in relation to the coastal samphire saltwort country, which to non-Yanyuwa eyes may 
appear quite alien and inhospitable:
The saltwort grows on the sand, it is country with a beautiful feel, it is close to the sea and we get shellfish, 
bakarla [Terebradapalustris], a-yaka [Telescopium telescopium] and a-wanduwandu [Neverita sp.] and we 
get wild honey from the mangroves, it is saltwater country and it is beautiful (Bella Charlie Marrajabu, 
Bradley Field Diary 1989).
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Yanyuwangala, the essence of being Yanyuwa, is, in part, defined by their emotional connection to 
country, in particular the sea country. In addition much Yanyuwa knowledge both secret and public is in 
some way linked to the land, through the actions the Spirit Ancestors, sacred sites or through the Yanyuwa 
people’s own detailed ecological knowledge of the environment. All knowledge then has sacred content 
and division between the secret and the secular, as made in Western society, cannot be so clearly cut in 
a Yanyuwa understanding of life. In fact it is wrong to see that there is a clear cut distinction, the Yanyuwa 
term kurdukurdu can be translated as ‘secret’ and ‘sacred’ but it can also mean that things are ‘very 
sacred’ but can still, at times, be seen by women. Conversely, the term lhamamda is often translated as 
meaning ‘free’ or ‘non-sacred’ but it too can be used for things that are sacred but which anyone can see. 
The two terms are on the same continuum with the full meaning and weight that the word is carrying at 
any time dependant on context. There is also a word, warruki, which can mean ‘a little bit sacred’ and is 
totally dependent on context and the authority of the individuals making the distinction. All creatures have 
supervital or mystical aspects that relate to the sacred knowledge of the animal or plant under discussion, 
again this is dependent on context and no firm rules of separation or disengagement can be made between 
what is secret and what is not. Thus a tiger shark can be a tiger shark but if one were to sing the song cycle 
of the verse as one watched the tiger shark then the sacred or supervital aspect of the creature’s identity 
has been touched. For people who have seen the secret and sacred rituals of the shark they too can think 
of these when they see the shark and in their own minds activate sacred knowledge for themselves. Thus 
nothing is without meaning, because to have no meaning would be to have no Law, if something has no 
Law it has no place and this cannot be for Indigenous plants and animals, all have ngalki, they have 
essence or substance that relates them to all other living things including humans.
It can be seen that a strong attachment to country is an identifying feature of Yanyuwa and indeed many 
Australian Indigenous cultures (Povinelli 1990; Rose 1992). It is probable that the division of country into 
land units and classification based on habitat are so commonly used not only because it reflects the 
physical structure of the environment but because it informs and reinforces the Yanyuwa view of the 
environment and their understanding of themselves as a people. Whatever the case, land unit or habitat 
classification is a core feature of Yanyuwa taxonomies.
Linguistics and Classification
Another core principle of Yanyuwa biological classification is contained in the linguistic structure of 
Yanyuwa nouns. In Yanyuwa, nouns are of remarkable complexity, and a full and detailed study of them 
leads into a tapestry that highlights inter-relationships among the speakers, as well as illustrating the 
relationship of people to the world around them. Noun classes are another layer of information and another 
level of complexity through which the Yanyuwa classify the plants and animals in their environment.
There are 16 noun classes (Table 2), and all but a few of the faunal species are found in Class 3 (feminine 
nouns) and Class 4 (masculine nouns). However, there are exceptions: one species of poisonous jellyfish 
is placed in the Class 6 (arboreal) nouns, and for special purposes, certain sea turtles can be placed in the 
Class 5 (non-meat food) nouns (Bradley 1992; Kirton 1971a, 1971b). Flora is more variously classified; 
many species take the Class 5 prefix ‘mo-’. This class represents the non-meat foods, for example, ma- 
wujku, the common yam vine that is a popular food. Other species take the Class 6 (arboreal) prefix ‘«a-’, 
such as seagrass, na-wirralbirral, or like many of the faunal species, flora can take either Class 3 
(feminine) or Class 4 (masculine) prefixes.
When one attempts any form of classification with the Yanyuwa people, one of the first groupings which 
faunal species are put into is those which are masculine and feminine. The Class 1 nouns in Yanyuwa are 
female, and the Class 2 nouns are male, but these relate specifically to humans and in some cases animals 
such as dogs and dugongs. This is because dugongs and dogs are perceived as having a social organisation 
which in many ways is akin to humankind. The majority of faunal terms are found in Class 3 (feminine) 
and Class 4 (masculine).
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Table 2. Yanyuwa noun classes (cf. Bradley 1992; Kirton 1971). Note: 0 -  designates no prefix.
C lass  In d e n tify in g  P re f ix T y p ic a l C a te g o ry E x a m p le
C lass 1 r r a - /a - fem ale (hum an  centred) rra -bard ibard i -  o ld  lady
C lass 2 n y a -  (w o m en ’s speech) 
0 -  (m en ’s speech)
m ale  (hum an  centred) nya-m albu  -  o ld  m an  
m albu  -  o ld  m an
C lass 3 r r a - /a - fem in ine a-karnkarnka  -  w h ite -be llied  
sea eag le
C lass 4  0 - m ascu line nangurrbuw ala  -  h ill 
kangaroo
C lass 5 m a - food  (non-m eat) m a-ngakuya  -  cycad  fru it
C lass 6 n a - arboreal na -w ab ija  -  d igg ing  stick
C lass 7 i n a rn u - abstract n a m u -w u rra m a  - f ig h tin g  
ground
C lass 8 possessive  p ronom inal 
p refixes
body  parts nanda-w ulaya  -  h e r  head
C lass 9 ! 0 - fam iliar k insh ip kaja ja  -  fa ther, dad
C lass 10 various p ronom inal p refixes form al k in sh ip  used  to  d iscuss 
close k in
anga tharra -w angu  -  m y w ife
C lass 11 various p ronom inal p refixes form al k insh ip  designating
grandparen t/g randch ild
relationsh ips
karna-m arrin i — m y  
d augh ter’s m ale  ch ild
C lass 12 various p ronom inal p refixes 
and suffixes
form al k in sh ip  w hen  speak ing  
o f  avoidance  relatives
rra -kay iban thayinda lu  -  y o u r 
m other-in -law
C lass 13 r r i -  dual hum an and li- p lural 
; hum an
group  k insh ip lik ilin g a n ji-w iliw a rm g u  -  w e 
w ho are k in  to  th e  is land  w ild  
honey
C lass 14 r r a - /a -  w o m en s’ nam es 
n y a -  m en s’ nam es w hen  
spoken  by  w om en 
! 0 -  m e n ’s nam es spoken  by 
m en
personal nam es rra-M arm gaw i
nya-B irrib irrikam a
0 -B irrib irrik am a
C lass 15 r r a - / 0 - cerem ony nam es: som e 
fem in ine o thers m ascu line
rra-K unabib i, Y ilay i
¡
C lass 16 0 - p lace  nam es K andanbarraw ujb i
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The fact that the Yanyuwa classify the world in such a way does not mean that every species has a male 
and female counterpart. What appears to happen is that animals that are now or once were an important 
food source, or whose life habits are well-known, have a generic form and are then subdivided into 
specific terms for male and female.
Other species that are not commonly hunted or seen to belong to only one of the classes are categorised 
as being either only masculine or feminine (Tables 3-4). This does not mean that the species is not 
considered important. For example, the sea snake called a-wiminybiminy, the groper, a-kuridi, and 
barracuda, a-mukarra, are all extremely important figures within the totality of Yanyuwa cosmology. 
Much of the division between feminine and masculine has a basis in the creature’s gender in the Creative 
Period or other perceived behavioural traits. Note that like Class 1 (female) nouns, Class 3 (feminine) 
nouns are marked by the prefix ‘rra-’. This prefix has the free variant of ‘a - \  and its usage varies from 
speaker to speaker. It would appear, however, that the irra- form is used in more formal speech such as 
in discussing ritual matter, or important events from the past.
Table 3. Masculine and feminine classification of julaki -  birds.
Noun Masculine Feminine
birds (generic) julaki  (Note: generally speaking 
all generic terms are masculine)
-
brolga kurdarrku (male) a-rndarrma  (female)
emu jakudukudu  (male) a-mangantha  (female)
pelican balubalu
white-bellied sea eagle - a-kamkarnka
osprey jujuju -
spoonbill - a-rarrawa
Table 4. Masculine and feminine classification of wunala -  kangaroos and wallabies.
Noun Masculine Feminine
kangaroos and wallabies (generic) wunala -
hill kangaroo nangurrbuwala (male) a-jumabu  (female)
plains kangaroo bardakalinya (male) a-warungala  (female)
agile wallaby mulirli (male) a-jangkujangku  (female)
nail tailed wallaby ngurluku
!
_
1
rock wallaby - ! a-buluwardi
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The above examples are very simple and are based upon linguistic analysis derived from two noun classes; 
however, a number of points can be raised.
Where masculine and feminine terms exist for certain species this is the equivalent of the male and female 
of that species. However, a problem arises when a species is not attributed a masculine form, such as the 
white-bellied sea eagle which linguistically belongs to the feminine nouns. How do the Yanyuwa speak 
of a male form of this bird if the need arises? The Yanyuwa have a term mayani that can be used to 
describe the male of any animal, bird, fish or human. For example, on observing a feminine classed but 
obviously male white-bellied sea eagle, as during mating, a person would say a-karnkarnka mayani, a 
white-bellied sea eagle, male.
The other case where a specimen is culturally marked as masculine but is obviously female is more 
complex as there is no word for ‘female’ in Yanyuwa. Usually it is a mature form of such animals that 
needs to be spoken about so the Yanyuwa use the word ‘mature’, wurrirri, and mark it with the feminine 
case marker ‘a-\ In the example of the masculine ngurluku, nail tailed wallaby, one would say ngurluku 
a-wurrirri, ‘mature female nail tailed wallaby’. In the case of small or immature animals the termyumbu 
is used accompanied by necessary class markers. Species such as the rock wallaby, a-buluwardi, however, 
carry feminine class marking because of her postion within the Law and interactions with other Ancestral 
beings.
Noun classes -  feminine, masculine and otherwise -  are a core principle of Yanyuwa biological 
classification and will be seen repeatedly throughout this work. In addition to habitat, kinship and other 
special purpose classifications, noun classes are one of the many ‘systems’ or ‘layers of information’ that 
make up Yanyuwa classificatory knowledge. The following section discusses how the various systems 
of classification are used in everyday contextual settings.
Context: The Variable Nature of Yanyuwa Classification
Y ou’ve got big names and little names, some things got more than one name (Annie Isaac Karrakayn, Bradley
Field Diary 1989).
Yanyuwa biological classification is above all contextual, varying according to the organism, speaker and 
situation. Classifications are typically diffuse and totally negotiated and constructed according to the 
experiences of everyday life. Consider the classification of snakes: the more common division of snakes 
is between terrestrial and marine/water environments (cf. Waddy 1988). However, after some children had 
been chased by a taipan, people classified snakes for some time as those that are venomous and those that 
are not. Similarly, during ceremonial times people are more likely to classify snakes according to whether 
or not they are potential Rainbow Serpents. An exception is some of the venomous snakes, such as the 
king brown and taipan that are often referred to as bujimala, Rainbow Serpent, before any other term is 
used, and irrespective of whether or not it is a ceremonial time.
The dynamic nature of Yanyuwa classification contradicts many established models of folkbiology that 
argue that classification is based on defined rules and protocols. Referred to as universalist in the 
introductory chapter, these models reflect a generic Western definition of the term classification such as 
‘the assignment of plants and animals to groups within a system of categories according to rules’ (The 
Macquarie Dictionaiy 1981 ). It is implied that inclusion in a particular group or category is definitive and 
inflexible.
However, this definition does not describe the Yanyuwa situation in which the goal of classification is not 
simply to partition nature into categories. Rather, Yanyuwa taxonomies are the expression of a cultural, 
spiritual, social and biological understanding of the environment. Yanyuwa classification is a means 
through which people can define and explore the multitude of relationships that exist between various
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fauna, flora, humans and other phenomenon in the environment. Bradley and Tamisari (in press) argue 
that for Yanyuwa and Yolngu of northeast Arnhem Land that which is normally referred to as 
‘classification’ is ‘just one moment in a general process of plotting similarities and differences’. What is 
more relevant is not so much the categories used in classification, but the potential of organisms to 
permeate category boundaries and exist in more than one category at once. Such variable taxonomies are 
based on Yanyuwa understandings of the relationships that may exist between the objects being classified 
and any other features of the natural environment. In this way Yanyuwa classification can be seen as 
‘systems of relatedness’ in which taxonomies are continuously negotiated, classified and reclassified 
according to context (Bradley and Tamisari in press).
In the Yanyuwa world there is no separate body of classificatory knowledge that is distinct from other 
Yanyuwa knowledge, as systematic biology is a distinct field of science. Those concepts that are central 
to Yanyuwa thought and culture, namely the Spirit Ancestors, the physical landscape, kinship and 
language are, not surprisingly, central to Yanyuwa classification. Acceptable classifications are 
constrained by what is biologically real and more importantly by the value and possibility of what is 
culturally significant.
A study of Yanyuwa biological classification is inherently linked to a study of Yanyuwa culture because 
one informs the other. Therefore, the taxonomies recorded in this monograph are necessarily a discussion 
of how Yanyuwa people relate to and understand their environment, not simply how they classify it.
Major Category Divisions
The list of categories that appears in Table 5 relates to issues to be raised in the next and following 
chapters. They are the major category headings under which most of the Yanyuwa birds, animals, insects 
and fish are placed. The remainder of this monograph discusses each group, including the subclasses and 
specific names listed under the major category divisions. While the system adopted here follows a general 
pattern of moving from the general to the specific it does not suggest that for the Yanyuwa the major 
category divisions and their subclasses are more obvious or significant than the specific organisms. Once 
again context defines significance; what is more interesting to the Yanyuwa is the cultural significance 
that a major category division or subclass can acquire or loose according to the context in which they are 
used such as hunting and gathering as opposed to ceremonial contexts. It is also significant that the major 
category divisions are often considered to be less important than specific names as it is through specific 
names that notions of authority, ownership and Aboriginal Law are often expressed (Bradley and T amisari 
in press).
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Table 5. Major Yanyuwa ethnobiological classifications.
C a te g o ry C o n ta in s
walya dugong and sea  tu rtles
miriyi dolphins
yulangu w hales
adumu sharks and rays
arlku fish
nyinga crabs
na-yirmgi shellfish
yumbulyumbulmantha ki-anthawu all k inds o f  th ings from  the  sea  -  sea ho rses, ch itons, trepang , 
je lly fish , starfish , squ id  and  octopus
Ihuwa rep tiles and am phib ians, exclud ing  sea  tu rtle s  bu t inc lud ing  sea  
snakes
wunala te rrestria l m am m als, kangaroos, w allab ies, band icoo ts, possum s, 
echidnas, m ice  and  rats
wardali d ingoes and dogs
julaki fly ing  th ings, b irds, fly ing  foxes and bats
bibin insects -  inc ludes sm all fly ing  insects, na tiv e  bees, sp iders, 
beetles, scorp ions, cen tipedes, ants, g rasshoppers and  locusts
buyuyu grubs, w orm s and  caterp illars
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Chapter 4
Walya -  Dugong and Sea Turtles
Introduction
In the general classes listed above, the first category is walya, which includes all dugong and sea turtle. 
It is one of the most detailed and complex categories in Yanyuwa folkbiological classification, including, 
for example, 16 different names for dugong. Such detailed taxonomies are an indication of the importance 
of these creatures to the Yanyuwa way of life and as such they will be discussed in more detail than many 
of the other general classes.
Yanyuwa consider dugong and sea turtle to be food sources of wurrama or ‘authority’ and as having their 
own ‘Law’. The concept of ‘Law’ and ‘authority’ informs our understanding of the way in which these 
creatures are classified and demonstrates that cultural understandings are an integral part of the 
classificatory process.
Sea Creatures of Authority
The dugong and sea turtle they are sea creatures o f  authority, they belonged to our ancestors and they belong 
to us ... they are like the fruit o f  the cycad food as it too is a food o f authority (Nora Jalirduma, Bradley Field 
Diary 1988).
In Yanyuwa classification, the dugong, the green sea turtle and the fruit of the cycad palm (Cycas 
angulata) are all classed as being food sources of wurrama or authority. In past times they were 
considered to be those food sources which were essential for the physical as well as the spiritual survival 
of the Yanyuwa people. At the present time, the cycad palm fruit is rarely gathered and processed, 
although when people speak of it their voices will still resonate with a degree of emotion, highlighting the 
importance that this food source has in the historical view of the Yanyuwa environment and their place 
in it (Bradley 1988:1-29).
The dugong and sea turtle are still important. They represent continuity with the past, and in times that 
are rapidly changing, an affirmation of the ability to be able to maintain links with the past. This is 
demonstrated by the hunting of these creatures and in the expression of other knowledge associated with 
them.
Yanyuwa men and women say that all living things have their own Law, narnu-yicwa. The word Law is 
an allusive term that refers to plants and animals having their own culture and Creation stories, or their 
own way of being, their own habits and way of doing things. This Law can be observed and interpreted 
by human beings. An obvious example of this is the brolga {Grus rubicundus). It appears to the Yanyuwa 
as a creature which has a strong Law; its red head, elegant dimensions, its trumpeting calls and spectacular 
dancing displays are evidence that the Brolga, kurdarrku, is a highly developed creature in relation to the 
possession of its own culture or Law.
The sense that the various species have their own culture is also evidenced in that they have their own 
favoured food sources and localities and that they behave in certain ways. It is also felt that all life forms 
such as animals, plants, insects, fish and birds have the ability to make perceptions about the environment 
they live in and evaluate a given situation. Ultimately, they are seen to be totally conscious and 
responsible beings. Furthermore, just as human beings observe and interpret the actions of other living
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things, it is also felt that living things observe and interpret the actions of human beings. As such, they 
too are part of the established Law that began when their own Spirit Ancestors first moved on the 
landscape. Thus, the Dugong Spirit Ancestor not only provides a basis by which human beings can try to 
understand dugong, but the original Dugong Spirit Ancestor is also seen to provide the reasons why 
dugong behave like dugong. The everyday observance of habits such as mating, giving birth to young, 
feeding, growth and eventual death are then seen to be elements which express the eternity of the natural 
order which is simply called the Law. Such processes are a continual restatement about how things were 
in the very beginning, and how it is hoped they always will be. The names that things are called are 
important and are ultimately bound up within the concepts of any creature’s particular Law, as Annie Isaac 
Karrakayn highlights:
All things got a name, that’s their own name for themselves, they’ve had that name from the start, and that’s 
the only name we know how to use, you’ve got big names and little names, some things got more than one 
name ... but everything has a name (Bradley Field Diaiy 1994).
As with the physical landscape, the ability to call the name of something is to begin to understand and 
know it. Not to know the names is to stand in considerable ignorance. The Yanyuwa possess many names 
for the dugong and sea turtle, and the knowing of these names is the beginning of coming to understand 
the culture or Law of these creatures. Thus classification is seen to be more than partitioning nature into 
groups, for the Yanyuwa the names of things are linked to the Creation period and the various Spirit 
Ancestors and are seen to be part of the Law for that creature. Existing processes of classification are an 
expression of this understanding.
Classifying Dugong and Sea Turtle
As discussed, a general principle of Yanyuwa biological classification is the division between 
coastal/marine as opposed to inland/mainland species. This categorisation is not rigid and, depending on 
circumstances, some animal and plant species will move between the maritime and mainland categories. 
Usually such examples have more to do with individual perception of the species involved which in group 
discussion can be the source of lively debate. Generally any species seen to be associated with the sea, 
islands and coast are called wurralngu, a term meaning literally ‘being for depths of the sea’ ; by extension, 
however, the term is also used to describe any creature which is perceived to belong to the marine and 
island environment. Yanyuwa people, too, are included in this category. The flexibility of this term is 
reflected in the appendices where it is variably translated reflecting the slightly different ways in which 
it is used in everyday contexts.
Dugong and sea turtle are of course labelled as wurralngu, but are more commonly referred to as walya. 
The term walya has no direct English translation, but it is generally translated as ‘dugong and sea turtle’. 
The basis for such a category is probably twofold: firstly, they are the only creatures in the sea that feed 
extensively on seagrass; secondly, they represent the largest marine animals hunted and are culturally 
significant.
A number of younger Yanyuwa people have suggested that the term is used because when they go hunting 
they do not usually know what they are going to get, so it is easier to say that they are going to hunt walya. 
In common everyday Yanyuwa, this is the most common meaning given to the term. In archaic Yanyuwa, 
the term walya was further highlighted by the inclusion of two adjectives, long and short. Thus, 
jumanykarra walya or Tong walya’ meant dugong, and wukulkuthu walya meant ‘ short walya’ which was 
used for turtle; these two terms are very rarely used today.
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Dugong Classification
The general term for dugong is waliki\ this term is further defined with the use of prefixes describing the 
various noun classes. When prefixed with 7z-’ or ‘a-’ thus appearing as li-waliki or a-waliki, it is used to 
describe a herd of dugong. The use of these two prefixes is an indication of how the Yanyuwa perceive 
the dugong. The prefix 7/-’ is used to describe plural, but it is normally only reserved for use on human 
subjects and sometimes on animals such as dogs, especially if they are pets. Thus the prefix indicates that 
a degree of intimacy exists between the animal and person.
The prefix ‘a-’ is a feminine prefix normally used to mark that the subject under discussion is female. The 
prefix also usually denotes the singular, but within archaic Yanyuwa, singular prefix forms are often used 
to describe plural (Jean Kirton, pers. comm., 1985). The reason why the feminine prefix is used to describe 
a large number of dugong is because the Yanyuwa believe that most dugong herds consist predominantly 
of females with calves, single females, one or two lead bulls and a few young subordinate males.
Another example of this perceived familiarity between dugong and humans is seen in the term 
li-milkamilarra. This word is normally reserved to describe a group of human mothers and their children,
but it is also used to describe a group of dugong cows and calves. The term is also used by the Yanyuwa
to highlight their perception that dugong are gregarious and highly social animals and that females and
young dominate any given herd. It is also an indication of the way in which an animal’s behaviour and
an animal’s perceived association with people affects the way in which it is classified. In this case it is the
noun class prefixes that reveal additional levels of classificatory information.
A difficulty in discussing dugong with the Yanyuwa is the sense that dugong are not just dugong, but, 
rather, there are types or kinds of ‘dugongness’. It is rare amongst those people who still speak Yanyuwa 
as a first language, or for those Yanyuwa who know how to use the special vocabulary associated with 
dugong, to hear the term waliki (dugong) used as the dominant noun. If this word is used, another 
statement will follow which will tell the hearer what ‘kind’ of dugong is being talked about. A hunter, or 
somebody distributing dugong meat, for example, will not just say it is dugong, but rather it is a particular 
type of dugong. A receiver of meat, or a person hearing that a dugong has been harpooned will enquire, 
‘what kind of dugong is it?’ The answer is always a specific term which can be applied to the kinds of 
dugong that the Yanyuwa know. Even when out hunting, skilled hunters and observers of dugong can tell 
from the actions of the various dugong -  how they surface, how they roll, dive and move -  what kinds of 
dugong they are looking at.
For non-Yanyuwa people understanding the different types of dugong can be confusing, however, there 
is little confusion and there is rarely any debate amongst Yanyuwa as to what classification a dugong 
should be given.
From a linguistic viewpoint, many of the terms given to the different kinds of dugong, could at first be 
seen as adjectives, as they appear to be describing the dugong, but they are used as if they were nouns. 
For example, the first time Bradley formally recorded information about lone male dugong,jiy amir ama, 
it was in the following form (in this example the interlinear translation is also included):
Nya-mangaji jiyamirama jiwini yiwalumba
That specific one lone male dugong he is being by himself
ja-wulumanji yiwalumba arrkula awara nyinkungu
he is running by himself one place it is for him
kalngi barra jiwini wukuwarrumanthamara.
truly now he is being the one who desires to be on his own place.
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Figure 15. Yanyuwa classification of waliki- dugong.
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The free translation of this sentence is ‘That lone male dugong he is always alone, he runs by himself, 
truly he has one place/country which is for him, he is the one that desires to be on his own country’ 
(Johnson Timothy Ngayijbungayijbulama, Bradley Field Diary 1992). Figure 15 is a diagrammatic 
representation of the Yanyuwa dugong classification.
The following discussion emphasises the special nouns used to name the different ‘kinds’ of dugong and 
discusses some of the important ecological and cultural characteristics which inform the Yanyuwa 
processes of classification. It will be noted that there are recurrent references to dugong behaving ‘like’ 
humans. The dugong stands alone in being described in such detail using human metaphors. Other animals 
may be described like this but to a much lesser extent, with the exception perhaps, of the domesticated 
dog. Bradley’s original research also includes considerable Indigenous knowledge regarding the ecology 
and biology of dugong. For example, physiology, migration, breeding behaviour, ageing, predation, 
feeding etc. Most of this information is not reproduced in this work and the interested reader should refer 
to Bradley (1997).
Male Dugong Nouns
wiriji -  This is a term given to any very large, presumably old, male and sometimes to, presumably no 
longer productive, females. They often have very mottled hides, sometimes near to white on the back, are 
heavily scarred, and are said to be foul-smelling. They are not hunted as their meat is said to be 
unpalatable, but also because these dugong are considered to be ‘half-Rainbow Serpents’.
In Yanyuwa belief, all dugong, dolphins and whales are considered to be the offspring of the potentially 
destructive Rainbow Serpent, whose most visible form is seen in a cyclonic depression. In Yanyuwa, the 
term bujimala is used for an actual Rainbow Serpent, while the termyulangu is used for any creature that 
can potentially manifest itself as a Rainbow Serpent. All dugong can do this, but the wiriji is considered 
to have crossed a line because of its presumed age and size and because its basic ‘dugongness’ and 
‘rainbowness’ are virtually indistinguishable. This example demonstrates the permeable boundaries 
inherent in Yanyuwa classification that enable a creature to be a member of more than one classificatory 
group. In this case the dugong is part of the group waliki -  ‘dugong’ and also part of the group of creatures 
known as yulangu -  ‘potential Rainbow Serpent’. This concept is discussed further in relation to the 
classification of whales.
jiyamirama -  Lone male dugong, sometimes described as a very old male, and sometimes as a male of 
reproductive age onwards which has been driven away from the herd by the dominant bull. This dugong 
is unique within Yanyuwa clan classification in that it is a Wuyaliya Spirit Ancestor, while all other 
dugong are associated the Rrumburriya clan. The lone male dugong is associated with many significant 
sites in Yanyuwa country. Its significance is further highlighted in that it has two alternative names, 
wanarraba and jiwarnarrila.
These dugong are said to be territorial in that they occupy a specific seagrass area and rarely move away 
from it. The Yanyuwa describe the behaviour of this dugong with a special intransitive verb, 
wukuwarrumantharra, which is best translated as ‘belonging only to one place’. These dugong, more than 
any of the others, are seen to have a close and complex relationship with the seagrass beds. Older 
Yanyuwa people would describe these dugong using the following phrase: jiyamirama kumbu-ngka baji 
ki-maramandayiwa wirriyarra, which means, ‘the lone male dugong he originated there on the seagrass 
beds, he is spiritually associated with that place’. In everyday Yanyuwa, the perceived territorial nature 
of these dugong is simply described as jibiya baji or ‘a countryman/inhabitant of that place’.
There is a sense that the presence of lone male dugong over the various seagrass beds makes them 
responsible for the well-being of the seagrass beds. While other dugong may move off an area, the lone 
male will stay and maintain the relationship between the dugong and the seagrass. The dugong is
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considered to be to be kin to the seagrass. Indeed this symbiotic kin relationship is another relatively 
common way in which the Yanyuwa may classify their environment. This concept is discussed further in 
relation to some of the sea birds that are often classified together in a group called nyiki-nganji ki-arlkuwu, 
‘those that are kin to the fish’.
bungkurl-  This dugong is described by the Yanyuwa as a ‘stranger that comes from the north’, with the 
Torres Strait region usually being referred to as a possible source. They are not commonly seen, and if 
seen, are not hunted. Yanyuwa say that they are unusually short and somewhat ‘barrel-shaped’ and in poor 
condition. A number of younger hunters call them ‘ dwarf dugong’. They are also described as being much 
darker than other dugong. Colour descriptions range from between dark brown to black. People also say 
that they may also be dugong who grew up without a mother and were therefore starved of milk and 
protection, which normally would allow it to develop into a fully grown dugong.
mayili -  A young male still within the herd, but living on the fringes. It is sometimes referred to as a 
‘traveller’, as it is said to travel between the various herds that inhabit the southwest Gulf of Carpentaria. 
This travelling between herds is equated with the way young human males will sometimes travel or 
congregate together as they look for girlfriends, and, hopefully, sexual partners. These dugong will have 
just erupting or erupted tusks. It is from these young males that some challengers to the dominant bull’s 
authority will arise.
jawaruwaru -  A young male which still lives within the herd. It is often described as a ‘teenager’ in 
English or a ‘young steer’ by those men who have spent time working on cattle stations. It is said to be 
weaned, but because of its youth, stays within the herd because it is no threat to the dominant bull.
rangkarrku -  The dominant bull of a herd. Some people say there is only one of them, while others say 
there are two or three other bulls in a subordinate position that follow him. People give the term 
rangkarangkarrku for the other male followers of the bull. People describe this dugong as being ‘just like 
a man’, that is, it is very clever. It is the dominant male’s task to lead the herd safely. As the tide begins 
to rise, this dugong will travel alone and very quietly onto the seagrass beds and make sure it is safe. If 
all is clear, he will slap the surface of the water with his tail, and the other male followers will lead the 
cows and calves onto the seagrass. If danger is sensed or the tide begins to change, the dominant male will 
again slap the water and round up the herd and drive them out into deeper water. This dominant male is 
also sometimes called wirumanthangu or wirumanthamara, both meaning ‘the one which whistles’. The 
dugong is said to communicate with the rest of the herd by whistling.
The following text, recorded by Jean Kirton in 1967 with an old Yanyuwa dugong hunter called Pluto 
Wurrumungkumungku, highlights the Yanyuwa perceptions of this dugong:
And that dominant male we can hear it from a long way away, it is there whistling in the water, it is there 
when we are hunting, and we can hear it in the depths of the sea it is talking, in the depths of the sea along 
the coast. When he is moving in the depths of the sea we do not see it, we can only hear it. He is bearing with 
him many dugong, he is bearing them with him and we can hear him whistling. We acknowledge that 
dominant male, we call out to him, we call out, ‘Yes you are there’, he is bearing with him many females and 
calves. He is rounding them up, he is going eastwards and westwards rounding them up, he is talking to them, 
he is just like a bull rounding up his cows, like a bull he is talking to his cows. He is in the depths of the 
water, he is moving down inside the water. He is feeding himself as he comes from the north, he is coming.
He is bearing with him many dugong he will take them to the shallow water and they will feed themselves, 
he is continually rounding up the females. Yes we are listening for him, we acknowledge that he is here, ‘Here 
he is, here he is’, we say this with an intensity we always acknowledge that dugong that dominant male (Pluto 
Wurrumungkumungku in Kirton 1967, text HD:29-31).
The concept of acknowledging the dominant male is closely related to the idea that dugong are like 
humans. By acknowledging the dominant dugong, humans are saying that they understand and accept the 
authority of that dugong to lead the herd and that, as with humans, dugong have a designation whereby 
each individual dugong knows and understands its place.
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Female Dugong Nouns
a-wurduwu -  This is a young cow, often called ‘a teenager’, ‘young woman’ or a ‘heifer’; it is not yet 
ready to breed. The Yanyuwa term actually translates as ‘having a womb’. These young cows are also said 
to travel among the various herds of dugong. The Yanyuwa equate this moving around with concepts 
which are embodied in the term wunji. This term can be translated as eloping, or running away with a 
lover or running away with the intent to find or meet a lover. These dugong are sometimes called by the 
term a-wurrumbarra which is the same term given to adolescent girls who are showing the first observable 
signs of physical maturity.
a-kulhakulhawiji -  A young cow, pregnant with its presumed first or second calf. The term literally means 
‘being with child’. The stem of the word kulhakulha is a human kinship term used by women for their 
children. The unborn dugong calf is called nyanki-ardu ‘her child’. It is the only example where both the 
pronominal prefix meaning ‘that specific one for her’ and the stem ardu meaning ‘human child’ is used 
for the offspring of an animal, and is another indication of the Yanyuwa perception that dugong are very 
similar to humans. Hunters of dugong say they can tell a pregnant dugong by the way it dives sharply in 
the water after having taken a breath. It was said by older Yanyuwa men and women that a cow dugong 
on the birth of its young will bury it in the mud until it gets strong enough to travel with its mother. It is 
a story still discussed by the older Yanyuwa hunters, but they give the impression that it is information 
that belonged to the old people which they do not necessarily have to accept as correct. Once old enough 
to travel, the calf is described as being carried nungkanda-wukungka or ‘with her (the mother’s) back’, 
and a number of older hunters speak of baby dugong swimming beneath their mothers for protection. This 
they call nungkanda-wurdula, or ‘with her (the mother’s) stomach’.
a-ayarra -  Cow with a small calf. The calf is called ngumba. The term ayarra is also a term used to 
describe a human mother and child or a child with its mother’s sister. If a large number of cows with small 
calves is seen, then the term is changed to li-alayarra, which has the same meaning as the above, but it 
indicates plural.
a-ngarninybala -  Cow with a large calf. The calf is said to be somewhat independent of its mother, so she 
is said to talk to it so as to keep in contact with it. The root of this term is ngarniny, which is the root of 
the verb to reply or answer. There has been some debate amongst Western biologists as to whether 
dugongs do communicate with each other. The Yanyuwa cite evidence of the ‘whistlers’, but also believe 
that dugong have their own language.
a-mirramba -  A non-lactating cow with a large calf still in her company. Yanyuwa men insist that from 
observation in the water they can determine this kind of dugong, saying they rely on the size of the 
accompanying calf. Bradley also notes that they check the mammary glands of such a dugong during the 
butchering process, which may indicate that confirmation of a particular dugong kind or type can occur 
once the dugong is out of the water. This term is also given to women of the Yanyuwa Rrumburriya clan 
or the Mara Murrungun clan as a personal name associated with the Dugong Spirit Ancestor.
a-lhumurrawiji -  A  pregnant cow with a large calf still following her. The stem of this word Ihumu is 
probably related to the verb to ‘pull or drag along’. Yanyuwa hunters say that the calf is reluctant to leave 
its mother so she is forced to take it or ‘drag’ it along with her. The same verb stem is used to relate to the 
specific action of pulling a harpooned dugong alongside the boat.
a-bayawiji -  A  mature cow dugong which is not pregnant and has no calves with her.
a-banthamu -  A  mature cow dugong which is considered to be past reproduction.
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Other Terms Relating Predominantly to the Actions o f  Dugong
ngumba -  Yanyuwa word for a dugong calf. In Yanyuwa there is a term, marrantharl, that means the 
young of certain animals which are helpless and require constant attention if they are to survive. Such 
animals as pups, joeys, chicks and human babies are called by this term; baby dugong, however, are not. 
Because they swim almost immediately, dive and surface, suckle milk and move off with their mother, 
they are not deemed helpless. The Yanyuwa believe the bond between the cow and calf is very strong.
nhabarl -  Yanyuwa avoidance dialect word for dugong. It is also used by inland groups such as the 
Gudanji and Wambaya people as a general term for dugong and turtle.
yiwaji -  Archaic Yanyuwa word for dugong. Often described as island language.
kirrimantharra -  Two dugong such as a cow and calf surfacing to breathe at the same time. A personal 
name Kirrikathu is derived from this term and can be given to male members of the Yanyuwa 
Rrumburriya clan or the Mara Mummgun clan.
mukulinjayarra -  Dugong surfacing to take a breath, the same term is given to a dugong who is seen 
feeding on the floating seagrass which gathers on the water’s surface.
walijburrungkayarra -  The action of a dugong turning swiftly away if  it senses danger or when in contests 
with other males during mating.
wirlibungkayarra -  Term given when dugong leaps nearly bodily from the water, especially during mating 
contests or sometimes when surprised during hunting or after they have been harpooned. The same term 
is used to describe the leaping of dolphins and breaching of whales.
wakumantharra -  The flogging of a dugong tail on the water to give warning and also used to describe 
the action of male dugong as they chase a female during mating, and often to the actual process of mating.
Summary o f  Dugong Classification
For the Yanyuwa the understanding of the different kinds of dugong is the beginning of knowing about 
dugong. Older Yanyuwa men and women still go to great pains to try and teach their sons, daughters and 
other young relatives these special terms. Young men, when they have been successful in hunting a 
dugong, are always asked, ‘what kind of dugong is it?’ If they are unable to respond with the correct term 
they are often severely reprimanded and told that such names are important. Such times usually end with 
the older people listing off the different kinds of dugong and asking the young hunter to identify what kind 
of dugong it is that he has harpooned. The inquest usually ends in one of two ways: the hunter is able to 
give the correct term and all is well, or the hunter angrily leaves, uttering comments about how these older 
people who are seen to be harassing him will eventually eat the meat of the dugong with no name. Such 
situations do not occur in relation to other animals with the exception of the sea turtle, and, ultimately, 
such behaviour is related to the importance that the dugong has for the Yanyuwa. In recent years, however, 
such interrogations have become less common. As long as the hunter can describe in detail what kind of 
dugong he has captured, all is well, and the older people will usually complete the hunter’s description 
with the appropriate Yanyuwa term.
The preceding discussion of special nouns used to describe dugong demonstrates the difficulty in 
identifying ‘folkbiological classification’ as a process that is separate from other aspects of Yanyuwa 
culture. In this case the names of dugong are more than just labels, they carry with them layers of 
information and speak of other relationships and responsibilities. For example, dugong are understood to 
be ‘creatures of authority’, some are classified as ‘Rainbow Serpents’, others are ‘kin to the seagrass’, all
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are viewed as similar to people and classified as such through noun prefixes. In short, Yanyuwa 
classification of dugong reflects Yanyuwa peoples’ understanding of dugong ‘Law’. In such a paradigm 
Yanyuwa classification should be viewed as a web of meaning used to identify animals but also as a way 
of interpreting their place in the environment, their responsibilities and the nature of their interactions with 
humans.
Sea Turtle Classification
He’s just like a dugong, he’s got a lot of different names (Mussolini Harvey Bangkirrinu, Bradley Field Diary 
1983).
As with dugong, the only true way to understand the Law or culture of the sea turtle is to understand and 
know the many names that are given to them. Within the Pellew Islands the following species of turtle can 
be found:
1. Green turtle (Chelonia rrtydas)
2. Flatback turtle (Natator depressus)
3. Loggerhead turtle (Carreta carreta)
4. Hawksbill turtle (Eretmochelys imbricata)
5. Olive ridley (.Lepidochelys oliváceo)
6. Leatherback turtle (Dermochelys coriácea)
The Yanyuwa speak of the high intelligence of the dugong as it has keen hearing, but they consider its 
vision to be poor. The sea turtle, however, is considered to have excellent vision above and below water, 
while the Yanyuwa attribute it with poor auditory skills. A song cycle verse from the Wurdaliya clan 
speaks of the turtle’s ‘wide round eyes; eyes like a round upper grindstone’.
Of all the turtle species the green turtle is the most commonly seen and the most often hunted, while it is 
the eggs of the flatback turtle that are most commonly gathered. Unlike the dugong, the Yanyuwa do not 
consider the sea turtle to be an animal that is a truly social being; they consider that the only reason sea 
turtles come together is because of the food they need to eat. This comment really only relates to the green 
turtle, which is predominantly a seagrass and algae feeder. The fact that the females lay their eggs and then 
leave them is another indicator of their anti-communal behaviour. During conversations about the habits 
of turtles, one older man exclaimed with some exasperation that ‘ even mardumbarra [saltwater crocodile] 
look after their eggs’ (Nero Timothy Wangkarrawi, Bradley Field Diary 1981). The point is that 
something as potentially dangerous and vicious as a saltwater crocodile still has some concern for its 
young, but not the sea turtle. Another older man commented in a derisive tone that the only time sea turtles 
like each other was when ‘that boy one look about for girl turtle, big mob boy like that one girl’ (Tim 
Timothy Rakawurlma, Bradley Field Diary 1989), a reference either to seeing two or three males pursuing 
a single female, or to more than one male resting on top of the single male that is mating. However, the 
above comments are considered to be the way of the turtle; it is their Law, their culture, which only turtles 
will ever really understand, and which the Yanyuwa people can only explain from their observations and 
the Law that they possess in relation to this creature. There is no perceived close relationship at a general 
level with the turtle as there is with the dugong, although of course it is a major Spirit Ancestor for the 
Wurdaliya clan. However, like the dugong, the sea turtle has an extensive vocabulary associated with it, 
which does highlight that the Yanyuwa have a complex conceptual classification for the species of turtle 
that exist in the area of the Pellew Islands.
The terms given to the sea turtle, as with the dugong, were originally thought to be adjectives, but on 
further analysis of the way they were used in speech it became obvious that they were considered as 
nouns, and that, as with the dugong, the Yanyuwa were talking about ‘kinds’ of sea turtle. This is 
especially in relation to the green turtle. The classification of turtles and the use of specific terms are, after 
the dugong, the most complex in Yanyuwa classification.
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As with the dugong, Yanyuwa men and women were at pains to make sure Bradley put down and 
understood the different kinds of sea turtle that existed. Yanyuwa classification of sea turtle is shown in 
Figure 16.
As was mentioned above, a general term for sea turtle is either walya, a term shared with the dugong, or 
wukulkuthu walya, meaning ‘short walya’. The most common term to describe any species of sea turtle 
or any ‘kind’ of sea turtle is wundanyuka, or yundanyuka, which is a Marra language loan word. The rest 
of the terms are given below:
liyambi -  Olive ridley. This term was recorded from a single sighting off the west coast of West Island. 
The hunters Bradley was travelling with were most insistent that it was neither a flatback, loggerhead, 
hawksbill nor green turtle. They gave the above term for the turtle, saying that it was sometimes seen 
around the islands, but it really liked to inhabit deep water. They added that the ‘old people’ would 
sometimes capture it, but its flesh was inferior to that of the green turtle or even the flatback. When 
Bradley asked how they were so sure it was a liyambi, they gave the roundness and colour of the shell as 
the prime indicators. This recording was made in 1981 ; further questioning about this species has resulted 
in similar information as provided above. No-one has been able to confirm whether or not this species 
nests on the islands, and older men and women were reluctant to give it a clan classification, although 
most agreed it was probably Wurdaliya as that is what most other sea turtles were.
limarrwurrirri/kalumaluwardma -  Loggerhead turtle. This turtle is occasionally seen around reefs and 
sometimes even around the mouths of the rivers that flow into the Gulf. The Yanyuwa say that it was 
occasionally hunted, but only the oldest of the hunters, those over 50, could ever remember one being 
taken. The Yanyuwa say that this turtle eats such things as crabs, trepang, shellfish and sometimes 
seagrass, but only the seagrass from the reefs. Bradley has only ever seen one captured, but it was released 
as soon as it was brought close enough to the boat to give a reliable identification.
It is noted that the term for loggerhead is composed of the stem wurrirri which can mean mature, well- 
developed or very big. This turtle is the only species not associated with the Wurdaliya clan; instead, it 
is considered a Spirit Ancestor of the Mambaliya-Wawukarriya clan. Why this turtle has a different clan 
classification than other species has never been explained; people say that it is ‘just the way it is’. 
However, one old man suggested that because its head was so big and that it was often seen far out to sea, 
floating on the surface, it may be a Tittle bit like a rainbow’ (the Rainbow Serpent is a being that is 
predominantly associated with the Mambaliya-Wawukarriya clan). Another more surprising view put forth 
by this informant was that, unlike other sea turtles, the loggerhead made nests for its eggs under water. 
He stated that when submerged these turtles made a lot of ‘dust’ with their flippers, and this was the turtle 
in the process of making a nest. Such an activity, this informant concluded, was another factor in making 
this turtle species ‘rainbow’-like, as Rainbow Serpent are said to dwell in the mud under the sea and create 
‘nests’ (Ginger Bunaja, Bradley Field Diary 1982).
The term limarrwurrirri is also used for a turtle that Bradley could only assume to be a leatherback. It is 
always described as being huge, not very often seen, and ‘just too big’ to be hunted. Steve Johnston of 
Vanderlin Island stated that very rarely a leatherback turtle may be seen near the northernmost reefs of 
the Pellews or near the sand bars at the mouth of Fat Fellow Creek to the south of Vanderlin Island. It is 
also sometimes seen just off the beaches in the area of sea running east away from the Pellew Islands 
towards the mouth of the Robinson and Calvert Rivers. There have also been some reports of this turtle 
species having been seen in the Bing Bong area, where the turtle was described as being ‘big as the boat 
with a head like a bucket’ (Mussolini Harvey Bangkirrinu, Bradley Field Diary 1982).
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Figure 16. Yanyuwa classification of wundanyuka -  sea turtle.
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karrubu -  Hawksbill turtle. 
a-ngurrin -  Female hawksbill turtle. 
yibarriwuna -  Male hawksibill turtle.
The first and foremost feature which the Yanyuwa mention in relation to the hawksbill turtle is that it is 
wardingalki, or one whose ‘essence is bad’. The Yanyuwa consider this turtle to be poisonous. The 
Yanyuwa attribute the poisonous nature of this turtle’s flesh to two factors. Firstly, that during the time 
when the Hawksbill Turtle Spirit Ancestor was on the earth, it ate a poisonous species of yam, called 
karrubu, the same term used for this turtle, and the yam imbued its flesh. Secondly, people state that one 
of the favoured foods of this turtle species is jellyfish, and the poison from these creatures becomes stored 
in the flesh tissue of the turtle.
Generally speaking, it is the older men and women who speak about this turtle with any degree of 
authority. Most of the younger men, in an age group from mid-40s downwards, have seen one or two of 
them in their lifetime, while others have never seen one. Those that are seen are usually as a result of 
harpooning, where they are released immediately.
wirndiwirndi -  Flatback turtle. 
a-karninja -  Female flatback turtle. 
dilhali -  Male flatback turtle.
The Yanyuwa say that the flatback turtle is an eater of trepang, crabs and some species of seagrass which 
grow on reefs. It is said that the high meat content in their diet makes their flesh ‘stringy’, greasy and not 
very palatable, and that they ‘taste like fish’. A song composed in the 1930s by an old man called Jack 
Baju Akarrunda speaks of the flatback turtle in the following manner:
The flatback turtle has poor meat;
no fat, and barnacles rest on its shell
(Dinah Norman Marmgawi, Bradley Field Diary 1986).
It is also only the older people who have spoken of harpooning and eating these turtles, and they have only 
spoken of doing so in the more northerly regions of the islands. Most of the people under the age of 50 
with whom Bradley has spoken have never seen an adult flatback and are not familiar with the Yanyuwa 
terms for this species. One or two younger men have harpooned a flatback, but on the advice of older 
hunters they have released them, though two were brought back to camp in the 1980s to ‘show’ people, 
and they were cooked and eaten. Hatchlings are sometimes caught in the sea by children who immediately 
call them green turtles. The eggs of this species are still gathered and savoured.
malurrba/kudabi -  Green turtle. 
a-tharra -  Female green turtle. 
a-wandangumara -  Very large female green turtle. 
warrikuliyangu/warrijkundayangu -  Male green turtle. 
bankiba -  Very large male green turtle.
For the Yanyuwa, the green turtle is the species with which they are most familiar. It is the most 
commonly seen turtle species around the islands, and in hunting takes from 1980 to 1993, 98% of the 
turtles taken were of this species, while the remaining 2% represent rare flatback captures (Bradley 1997).
The following terms also relate to green turtles, but they have more to do with whether the turtle is 
considered suitable for eating:
lijalijangulyanda -  Green turtle that is not big enough to eat, of a size where perhaps two men could easily 
carry it.
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ngajilingajili -  Young green turtle with a lot of pale, yellow colouring, not eaten.
wurrukijbulungu -  Immature green turtle, where sex cannot yet be distinguished. This term, when used, 
invokes in people the care that must be taken when cooking the turtle. They say that a green turtle with 
such a classification has a thin shell which could easily be burnt through.
ngarrangarra -  Large green turtle which when caught is felt to be low in fat content. This is usually 
ascertained by feeling the area near the neck and shell of the turtle, or in the region where the flipper joins 
the body. If the hunter feels the turtle is not fat enough it will be released. The term ngarrangarra literally 
means ‘angry because one is in poor spirits or health’, and is commonly translated as ‘cheeky’, meaning 
that it is ‘not happy’ because it is not fat. Such finds always cause Yanyuwa people to address and take 
stock of their country, and to ask questions as to what has happened that may cause animals not to be fat. 
These comments often dwell on moral components of group behaviour as well as individual responsibility 
for the maintenance of land.
a-wathawayawiji -  Female turtle that when butchered is found to contain unlaid eggs or egg follicles. The 
Yanyuwa consider these a delicacy.
wunakathangu -  Large sea turtle in very poor condition, which on butchering is found to have ulcerations 
in the stomach. On two occasions Bradley has seen large female turtles captured which have been in 
terribly poor condition. On one occasion, the shell of the turtle was so brittle that the harpoon broke right 
through the shell and tore through the turtle’s lung. When these turtles were butchered prior to cooking, 
they were found to contain little seagrass in their stomachs and intestines. What seagrass was present was 
in slurry form, as opposed to the tightly packed mass usually encountered. The normal rich yellow fat 
lining the intestinal membranes and the green fat lining the shell were barely present. On opening the 
stomachs of the turtles, large black ulcerations were found. On both occasions the turtles were not eaten 
but were burnt along with all the internal organs. The Yanyuwa hunters were not surprised by these 
ulcerations, saying that the old people often spoke about them and said they were caused by the poison 
from jellyfish. The term Wunakathangu is also a name which can be given to male members of the 
Wurdaliya clan for whom the green turtle is a major Spirit Ancestor. A ritual song cycle verse also speaks 
of a turtle having these ulcerations:
Male green turtle, with black stomach ulcerations
at the mouth of the creek, swimming meakly [as if  ill] at low tide
(Tim Timothy Rakawurlma and Jerry Brown Ngamawakajarra, Bradley Field Diary 1985).
The green turtle is the most commonly seen, primarily because its main food source is seagrass. It 
therefore inhabits the seagrass beds that follow the coast of the Gulf, an area most frequented by Yanyuwa 
hunters. However, it is because of this that younger Yanyuwa people are apt to class all sea turtle nests 
as the nests of the green turtle.
Other vocabulary associated with the sea turtles is given below: 
jardiwangarni -  Nesting sea turtle.
rri-bankuja -  Mating sea turtles. It is noted that the prefix ‘m - ’ marks duality and is usually reserved for 
use with humans. It is probably used in this instance to mark the importance of the sexual act. The female 
turtle when mating is called na-wiyaji.
li-wirnkuja -  Large numbers of nesting turtles on a beach. Again it is noted that the use of the plural 
marking prefix 7/-’, normally reserved for use on human subjects and dugong, is used here for turtles. 
Again, it is probably giving emphasis to the act of nesting.
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Yanyuwa terms for sea turtle eggs and hatchlings are listed below:
a-wathawaya -  Unlaid eggs or egg follicles. 
na-munga -  Nest. 
wujbi -  Egg.
makuliji -  Fresh eggs no sign of embryo.
wulungumilka -  Egg containing a partly developed embiyo.
wulungu -  Egg with a fully developed embryo. Older people considered such eggs to be a delicacy. 
yabarlarla -  Turtle hatchlings.
ruju/rujurru -  Small immature turtles seen at sea, bigger than hatchlings. In the area of the Gulf under 
study, the only hatchlings that Bradley has observed, or has seen children bring back with them from 
hunting trips or trips to the islands, have been flatbacks.
ngululurru -  Young male or female green turtle, ‘ saucer to dinner plate’-sized green turtles often seen on 
the fringing reefs on the east coast of Vanderlin Island. This is a generic term because sex differentiation 
cannot usually be distinguished. As a general rule generic classifiers in Yanyuwa are generally masculine 
nouns.
Summary o f Sea Turtle Classification
Yanyuwa folkbiological classification of sea turtles is based largely on the inherent differences between 
species. However, there are many additional terms that are connected to the classification of turtles and 
which enhance our understanding of the way in which the Yanyuwa view these creatures. In this chapter 
some terms are presented as primarily taxonomic while others are presented as being more descriptive. 
The distinction is probably somewhat artificial as all terms for the sea turtle are part of Yanyuwa 
classificatory knowledge, not just the ones that partition the various species. It can also be seen that 
references to mythology, hunting and habitat are relevant to the processes of classification. What has not 
been mentioned in this chapter is the frequency with which sea turtle are classified with kinship terms. 
This classification stems from the very high importance of the sea turtle as a Spirit Ancestor, particularly 
to people of the Wurdaliya clan.
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Chapter 5
Miriyi -  Dolphins and Yulangu -  Whales
The two categories miriyi (dolphins) and yulangu (whales) present a number of problems. The first is that 
of positive identification of species. Identification has been based on positive sightings of living creatures 
in river systems and observing them off rocky headlands on the islands, as well as identification of dead 
animals found washed ashore after Cyclones Kathy ( 1984) and Sandy (1985). Identification of one species 
was based upon a skull brought into Borroloola by an elderly Yanyuwa man, and by matching the skull 
to pictures and descriptions of skulls found in a number of scientific books. It should be noted that this 
man found Bradley’s passion for such creatures quite amusing, and his bringing in the skull was seen by 
him to be as much as a joke as providing him with information. The identification of two other large whale 
species was based on accurate hearsay and partial remains, while another identification was made by using 
a photograph.
Many Yanyuwa people found and still do find Bradley’s interest in such potentially dangerous creatures 
as dolphins and whales to be slightly disturbing, and put it down to his ‘whitefella brains’. It is especially 
disturbing because the skulls and heads of creatures, including humans, are considered the most sacred 
part of the body. To be over-interested in such items runs the risk of ‘something happening’. ‘Something’ 
in this case refers to the spiritual/mystical realm of the environment and could include physical illness, 
injury, unusual or inclement weather, especially considering the relationship of these creatures to the 
Rainbow Serpent and the Rainbow Serpent’s relationship to winds, stormy weather and cyclones.
Whales and dolphins belong to the category anthawu-wurralngu -  ‘being inhabitants of the sea’. Along 
with certain dugong types they are also classified as yulangu -  ‘marine creatures which exhibit some, if 
not all the attributes of the Rainbow Serpent’. Yulangu is the name given to all sea-dwelling Rainbow 
Serpents whose offspring may then be manifest in the form of whales, dolphins and old male dugong. The 
Yanyuwa also say that the sea-dwelling Rainbow Serpents have a tail similar to the flukes of a whale, 
dolphin or dugong (see Bradley 1992:558).
The generic term for all dolphins is miriyi. As is sometimes the case in Yanyuwa classification, the generic 
term is extended to refer to a particular species: in this case it is also used as a name for male bottlenose 
and male indopacific humpback dolphins. Females of these two species have a separate name, a-burmirri. 
Notably, this term contains the female noun class prefix ‘a -\ The only other named dolphin species is the 
irrawady dolphin, which is called wundumarlamarla.
The Yanyuwa see whales as a separate category, but there is a difference in the way they are categorised. 
While there is no specific generic term for whales, older Yanyuwa men and women say that whales are 
Rainbow Serpents and are, therefore, primarily yulangu. Y ounger Y anyuwa men and women tend to group 
them first by definition of their species (e.g. kungkabubu -  ‘false killer whale’), and then add that like 
dolphins and some dugong, they are potentially Rainbow Serpents.
The fact that the category yulangu can be used for all sea-dwelling Rainbow Serpents as well as whales, 
dolphins and certain dugongs is interesting in that it can include specimens which would otherwise be 
lumped under another heading. It is a good example of the permeability of category boundaries. In 
addition, the fact that younger Yanyuwa people classify whales differently should not be dismissed as an 
irrelevant anomaly. It is evidence of the effect that different contextual situations may have on 
classification. It is also evidence of the relative and flexible nature of Yanyuwa classification, and the 
inappropriateness of attempting to present one system as the primary method.
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The term yurlurryurlurrwiji literally means ‘having straightness’ and is said to refer to the nature of a pod 
of whales surfacing and submerging together in a side-by-side formation. It is also a term given to larger 
species of whales sometimes sighted far to the north, but more often evidenced by their skeletal remains. 
Such remains have included a sperm whale at the mouth of the Robinson River, and a possible humpback 
whale on the east coast of South West Island.
The Yanyuwa believe that these whales/Rainbow Serpents died because they had swallowed the anchors 
of large seagoing boats, or possibly they had been killed by narnu-nyiri -  ‘power songs’ sung by older 
powerful Yanyuwa men of the previous generation during cyclonic activity, and that the dead whale had 
actually been the Rainbow Serpent causing the cyclone.
There is also a story concerning two dugong hunters who were killed and eaten by a false killer whale -  
kungkabubu. It is said that this whale died because the men had been enacted upon by sorcery and when 
the whale ate them the sorcery burnt the fat of the whale and killed it (see Bradley 1992:594-609). The 
whale is also seen by the Yanyuwa as one of the predators of the dugong, and even though the whale and 
dugong are seen in some ways to be kin, people put such behaviour down to the wild and unpredictable 
nature of any creature that may also be a Rainbow Serpent.
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Chapter 6
Adumu -  Sharks, Rays and Sawfish
The Y anyuwa classify all sharks, rays and sawfish as anthawu-wurralngu -  ‘being inhabitants of the sea’. 
More specifically they are grouped under the general term adumu. There is only one secondary 
classification before individual species are named, and that is mayiwiji, which literally means, ‘having 
teeth’ but also relates to the particular nature of shark skin being composed of placoid scales. Mayiwiji 
refers to those sharks that obviously have sharp, possibly dangerous teeth. The term mayi (teeth) is also 
used as a personal name derived from the Shark Spirit Ancestor which members of the Rrumburriya clan 
can use.
While all sharks and rays are grouped under the singular named term adumu, Bradley found that when 
talking with Yanyuwa about this category they would generally recognise three different, but unnamed, 
groups based on physical characteristics and other distinctions, namely sharks, rays and sawfish. 
Sometimes a further distinction was made to divide the large ray species such as manta rays into a separate 
category because of their importance both as Spirit Ancestors and their size.
The distinction between fish and sharks, rays and sawfish is also marked linguistically in relation to terms 
for their flesh and liver. Sharks, rays and sawfish are given the separate name of na-ngarda as opposed 
to na-warnnyi for all other flesh, and the liver is called wirrinymirri as opposed to na-wirdiri for the liver 
of all other animals. Yanyuwa say that shark flesh has to be cooked twice if it is to be fit for eating, and 
the liver must also be mixed with the flesh during the second cooking. Otherwise the meat is not 
considered to be worth eating. It is also for this reason that the suckerfish arlarlaalarla (which is often 
seen attached to or nearby the larger shark and ray species) is included in this taxonomy. It is classified 
into a category called nyiki-nganji ki-adumungku, ‘kinsmen to the shark’. People say that its flesh is 
similar to the shark, a fact also recorded by Waddy (1988) in her work on Groote Eylandt with the 
Anindilyakwa people. For the Yanyuwa, the relationship in this instance is more than just similarities of 
flesh; it is based upon the term nganji, which at its most basic meaning can be interpreted as ‘kin’. Waddy 
(1988:73) discusses the Groote Eylandt term adiyerrumanja which she translates as ‘sibling’. It is likely 
that there are similarities in the meanings, however, it is noted that Waddy does not investigate its full 
range of meaning, but states that it is also used with a number of plant species.
A more detailed discussion of the term nganji is given in the chapter about julaki -  birds. The concepts 
of mate, sibling and kin is also discussed briefly by Sutton (1980:313) and Nash (1991), and Kirton 
(1968:16, 1969:43) in her Yanyuwa field notes makes a number of references to the concept.
Some Yanyuwa people say that larger sharks such as tigers and hammerheads should also belong to a 
group they call nungku-lamarra, which means ‘with dorsal fins’. The term is the ablative form of the noun 
na-lamarr (dorsal fin). There were older Yanyuwa men and women who suggested that whales and 
dolphins should be included in such a category, but on this point there is no general agreement. The lack 
of general agreement on this point is important and should not be seen as being peripheral to the analysis 
of Y anyuwa folkbiological classification. Rather, such contested opinions highlight the inherent variability 
of Yanyuwa classification. They are also a warning against attempting to distil some form of ‘general 
average statement’ from which ‘the’ system of classification is constructed. It may also be said that to 
construct a system based on the variability of informant responses may lead to a system being developed 
when in fact there is none.
Many of the creatures in the adumu category have more than one name (see Appendix 3). In Yanyuwa 
folkbiological classification the reason for this is variable. Within the group of rays the manta ray, eagle
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ray, blue spotted ray and large black ray all have two terms recorded. The first term is used for juvenile 
members of the species and the other for adults.
The brown stingrays and river whaler sharks are the two most commonly caught species for eating. The 
river whaler shark derives one of its names from this usage. In the wet season it grows very fat and travels 
up the rivers where it is often caught -  a shark caught during this time is given the special name a- 
walarrawiji, while at other times it is called a-adumu or a-mayarra. The term a-walarrawiji conveys 
notions of ‘fatness’.
Some species, such as the hammerhead shark and the tiger shark have a number of names. However, these 
names relate more to spiritual/mystical and associated power qualities, as both these species are perceived 
to be important Spirit Ancestors. For example, the most common term for the hammerhead shark is 
warriyangalayawu but when the creature is being spoken of in the context of spiritual matters, it is called 
yulmunji, while the other term nuwanyngbirri is said to be a term reserved for very large members of this 
species. They are classed as being true physical embodiments of the Spirit Ancestor. The various terms 
for the tiger shark carry similar meanings. The term ngurdungurdu is the general term. Bayalmakurra is 
used for very large specimens and are seen to be a physical embodiment of the Spirit Ancestor. The term 
wukuwarrba is used for smaller-sized species, and ayababaraku is used as a term to describe juvenile 
forms of the species.
The category adumu illustrates many of the features of Yanyuwa classification as much by its lack of 
categories than anything else. No definitive term is given to distinguish between the sharks, rays and 
sawfish as would be expected under a more conventional scientific system. Rather, they are often grouped 
on the basis of having similar flesh. Kinship, habitat and Spirit Ancestor significance also play a 
significant role in classification as does physical size and, once again, the entire system proves to be 
contextual and variable.
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Arlku -  Fish (other than Sharks, Rays and Sawfish)
The category of arlku -  ‘fish’, was the most complicated group to work on -  both in terms of the number 
of species and identification. What became clear after some initial identification was that, like many things 
in the Yanyuwa view of the environment, the primary division was between saltwater and freshwater. 
Bradley decided to first work on the inland fish, thinking that because Borroloola was located inland, he 
would be able to collect more initial data on these fish. Within a few minutes of discussion about 
freshwater fish, the man with whom Bradley was working stated in some exasperation:
We do not know the fish of the inland, maybe only the small barramundi, the archerfish and the Saratoga. We 
do not know these fish to the south. We know the fish for the north [i.e. the sea and islands], the diamond 
scaled mullet, sea mullet and that big fish, the milkfish, the large tailed mullet, trevally, black bream and 
salmon. There are many names for the fish for the country to the north. There are also the rays, the cow tailed 
ray, the rat tailed ray, manta ray, spotted eagle ray and large black stingray (Tommy Peter Jaalarri, Bradley 
Field Diary 1984).
It should be noted that when this recording was first made, Bradley’s Yanyuwa for specific terminology 
was not well-developed and the text initially contained a lot of what were then untranslatable Yanyuwa 
nouns. It highlights that at times it is easy to acquire large amounts of information that can for a long time 
mean very little. It also needs to be stated that the way the fish are named in the above statement bears no 
relation to any form of classification; rather he was just naming species that came into his head as he 
talked.
The above comment is not unusual. In 1991 Bradley attempted to do more work on the inland fish. This 
time his informant was Bella Charlie Marrajabu, who said after about 15 minutes of discussion:
The Garrwa people to the east, they are mainland dwellers they have the knowledge concerning the inland 
fish and country (Bradley Field Notes 1991).
Bella then went on to list the Yanyuwa terms for many fish species found around the islands, and that 
could also be caught in the river and creek systems, and that the Yanyuwa were saltwater people not 
freshwater people like the Garrwa and Gudanji. Such statements reinforce the fact that the Yanyuwa sense 
of place and sense of identity is a driving principle in their processes of classification.
In researching this category Bradley found that the best way to find out about fish was to go with those 
who fish regularly. In the Borroloola of the late 1980s and 1990s, this was the women. Whenever the 
women went fishing on the islands or on the stretches of the McArthur and Wearyan Rivers or the Batten 
Creek, Bradley would go also. The information he gained on these trips up the freshwater rivers was not 
very detailed. The saltwater fish had, by this time, been fairly well-recorded and the fish that people were 
catching were saltwater fish coming up the river systems in the late dry season and wet season. However, 
Bradley did record a few generic terms for freshwater fish as well as the developmental stages of the 
barramundi, which are illustrated below.
One of Bradley’s more memorable learning exercises regarding fish came from Mussolini Harvey 
Bangkirrinu. Musso has always stated that to learn anything, one has to ‘ask the old people because they 
have all the fine detail about things, all the little names’ (Mussolini Harvey Bangkirrinu, Bradley Field 
Notes 1984). On a trip to the islands, they arrived at the mouth of the McArthur River too late to hunt 
dugong, and as they had a number of hungry small children with them, Musso raided a professional 
barramundi fisherman’s net. Within the net were a number of barramundi, but also a number of moonfish,
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bream, trevally, cod and a variety of other fish. As he brought the fish into the boat, he called their 
Yanyuwa and English names which Bradley wrote down. On their return to Borroloola, Musso called 
Bradley over to a group of older men who proceeded to ask the names of various fish. During this process, 
Bradley was able to record ritual names, island dialect terms, terms for immature and juvenile of species, 
as well as a number of generic terms for various groupings. At the conclusion of this exercise, Musso 
simply stated that his words were true -  the old people did have a lot of information. He also added that 
people were not learning all the information because people were scattered and not living on their country. 
The issue of social conditions and retention of traditional knowledge is an important one, however, it lies 
beyond the intent and scope of this work.
Overall, Bradley identified some 80 species of fish. Figure 17 illustrates the more common groupings. It 
should be noted that the terms anthawn/arnindawangu -  ‘ of the coastal regions and the sea’, also includes 
those species of fish which are commonly caught in saltwater stretches of the rivers. In this instance the 
terms anthawu/arnindawangu are most likely being used in the wider sense of those species being 
‘derived from the saltwater’.
There are a number of interesting details highlighted in the taxonomy as it is presented. The first are the 
terms for barramundi. Bradley collected these terms from a very old man in his early days at Borroloola 
before he knew anything about the habits of these fish. Subsequently, however, they appear to agree with 
what Western science knows about the species. The small immature barramundi, lakuyarlku, live in the 
sea. They then travel upriver to the freshwater and are sometimes washed by floods into lagoons. The 
Yanyuwa say that these are the freshwater barramundi, Ihunduba. The fish then travel back downstream 
assisted by flood waters and are called rdiwabi. Then when they are becoming mature the Yanyuwa term 
wurrirri is used. The barramundi then grow and sometimes reach the very big specimens of over one 
metre that are then called wirrumburrangu.
The classification of barramundi is a good example to demonstrate the complexities involved in the broad 
Yanyuwa divisions of saltwater and freshwater. The Yanyuwa recognise, as highlighted above, that 
barramundi progress through a number of quite marked developmental stages. During the period that the 
Yanyuwa classify as Ihunduba, the barramundi is seen as a freshwater fish only, and this is quite logical 
as it can be found in freshwater lagoons and streams, and awaits the floods to flush them back into the 
major river systems and then back to the sea. The difficulty is that the division between saltwater and 
freshwater collapses together because of this process, with barramundi being grouped simultaneously in 
both the freshwater and saltwater habitat groupings. Bradley notes that on a number of occasions he has 
sought to dismiss the rigid categories of saltwater and freshwater, but the Yanyuwa will not allow it. It 
is suggested that this occurs because the saltwater gives the Yanyuwa, as a people, distinction and pride, 
and any lessening of the perceived divide between saltwater and freshwater is seen as a weakening of their 
own self-realisation.
Waddy (1988) records similar sentiments in her research of Anindilyakwa folk classification. Her 
informants classified animals based on whether they lived in the sea or on the mainlaind. Waddy 
(1988:74) compromises her normally strong universalist framework, by including these habitat 
classifications at the highest level of her taxonomy, with the remainder of the system based on 
morphology. Waddy (1988:73, emphasis added) states:
The naming of these two categories reflects the basic dichotomy between life in the sea and life on the land 
that is borne out in other areas of life for the people of Groote Eylandt... My questioning led me to feel that 
there was no way 1 could leave out this distinction even though it was the source of a number of anomalies.
Thus for the Yanyuwa and Anindilyakwa people folkbiological classification may also be an expression 
of identity and place. The number of anomalies that this classification creates again suggests that for 
Yanyuwa people classification has a wider function than that usually attributed to it in a Western European 
or scientific sense.
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Figure 17. Yanyuwa classification of arlku -  fish.
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The general term for ‘freshwater fish used for bait’ is wurumul. The common archer fish, termed a- 
majkurndi when small, are a favoured bait for barramundi. These fish are common in freshwater streams, 
swamps and lagoons, and in river systems after the major flooding of the wet.
The gulf archer fish Jurlbi, is also considered to be a good baitfish, while large archer fish, bathubathu, 
are sought after for eating. In the diy season, many hundreds of them are caught.
Black bream, mangrove jack and the various species of parrot fish are classified under the term 
rdardardardamayi which literally means ‘upright teeth’ and refers to the many small sharp teeth found 
in the mouth of the black bream and a number of other fish species. Black bream are a favoured fish for 
the Yanyuwa, and when on the islands, people will fish for long hours trying to catch them. They are said 
by the Yanyuwa to be a ‘proud’ fish, that is, they do not like to be caught easily. The black bream is also 
an important Spirit Ancestor for the Wuyaliya clan, and has sites located on the northwest tip of South 
West Island and on the lower stretches of the Wearyan River on the west bank.
The general term for catfish and salmon, jamukawiji, literally means ‘having whiskers’and incorporates 
catfish and salmon species. Catfish and salmon are a favoured fish of the dry season, with the fork-tailed 
catfish, mandimandi, being especially favoured. The large salmon catfish, ngurru, are also favoured fish, 
though as with all catfish, people are wary of the barbed poisonous spines. The threadfin salmon, a- 
yubara, is also called a-wumdinywirrba which literally means ‘swollen legs’, and seems to refer to this 
fish’s long pectoral fins. The term jamukawiji -  catfish and salmon, is one that also lends confusion to the 
labels of saltwater and freshwater because fish from both regions are often placed together under the one 
heading.
The groper and barracuda are noted as being important Ancestral entities and as such their catching and 
eating is surrounded by strict rules of cooking and distribution that involve negotiations between those 
people who are paternally linked to these species and those that are linked to these species through their 
mothers.
The stone fish and the mudskipper are generally described as being ‘kin to the mud’ or ‘being of the mud’. 
The term for mud skipper is the same as a verb stem for a specific ritual dance undertaken by Yanyuwa 
women during the performance of the a-Kunabibi rituals. This fish is not seen to be related to this 
ceremony but its actions are said to be similar to the dance movement as it leaps across the mud and 
shallow water. The stone fish is greatly feared by the Yanyuwa, and quite common on the Pellew Islands. 
It is colloquially described in local Kriol as being of ‘one guts’; that is, it ‘will kill quickly, it has no 
mercy’. The Yanyuwa say it can kill dugong quite easily, and any dead dugong that are found and cannot 
be associated with fishing nets or other visible signs of injury, are associated with this fish.
The Yanyuwa believe that no-one has power to heal an individual if they are stung by this fish species. 
Unlike other poisonous plants and animals, there are no power songs or bush medicines to assist a person 
stung by a stone fish. Bradley was told on his first viewing of this fish species: ‘ Step on that one and we’ll 
just have to leave you for dead!’ (Don Miller Mamarra, Bradley Field Diary 1980).
The group known as ralyi ‘eels and eel-like fish’ includes three species, of which only one is called a true 
eel. The identification of a moray eel is, however, tentative. The species was described to Bradley as a 
long fish that lived in caves under the sea in reef environments and had many sharp teeth. When television 
arrived at Borroloola, Bradley was watching a natural history program on marine life with a number of 
older people when a moray eel was shown. All the men and women commented on it being a ralyi. The 
other two species -  the hairtail and flutemouth -  are not true eels. They are fish species but resemble eels 
in their elongated bodies and are quite common along the rocky coastal areas of the Pellews. The hairtail 
was identified from a number of catches by women who immediately classified it into the group of ralyi. 
This fish also has long teeth and is eel-shaped.
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Many of the general principles that underlie Yanyuwa classification are demonstrated in the intermediate 
terms used by Yanyuwa to classify fish. Some fish, such as the archer fish are grouped according to their 
utility, in this case as baitfish. Other fish are grouped according to their appearance and as such are placed 
in general groupings that are very similar to those used by all Australian fisherpeople. For example, all 
the mullet species are grouped together, as are the various cod species. Similarly the different kinds of 
sweetlip, bream and tevally are given separate groupings. The large pelagic fish such as the various 
mackerels, while physically very distinctive, are actually classified under the habitat grouping rawungka 
-  ‘of the reefs’.
The category of arlku also clearly demonstrates the high importance that the Yanyuwa place on habitat 
in their processes of classification. The distinction between freshwater and saltwater is enthusiastically 
maintained despite obvious ambiguities. This suggests that classification is more than just partitioning 
animals into groups. In this case it speaks of the Yanyuwa sense of identity, of their connection to the sea, 
indeed of them being li-Anthawirriyarra -  ‘people of the sea’.
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Chapter 8
NyingaUikuyu -  Crabs
The habitat term used to classify crabs is arnindawangu-anthawu -  ‘of the coastal regions and the sea’. 
All crabs are then classified under the generic term of nyinga or jikuyu , which is a synonym of nyinga. 
Jikuyu is actually a Macassan loan word from sikuyu meaning crab (Walker and Zorc 1981). Bradley has 
identified 10 different named species of crab. The only crab heavily exploited as a food source by past and 
contemporary Yanyuwa is the mangrove or mud crab {Scylla serrata). Due to its utility as a food it is 
perhaps not surprising that it is the only crab species to have a detailed taxonomy. The Yanyuwa name 
for mud crabs is nyinga. Yurla is the term used for male mud crabs. Female mud crabs receive a different 
name, a-wanthirl, whilst immature crabs are called kadikadi. The mud crab is the only species which has 
a classificatory term for male, female and immature forms. An increase site for this species is on the west 
coast of Vanderlin Island at a locality known as Nyungkawathungka in Victoria Bay. The site consists of 
a number of boulders and large stones which represent all three forms of the mud crab. The generic term 
for crab, nyinga, is more often used as a term for the mud crab. When the generic term is being used to 
describe other crab species, it is usually accompanied by the necessary noun prefixes, if needed, and 
adjectives to describe the size of the crab being discussed, and then the actual name of the crab, for 
example a-mbangu a-nyinga a-buyi a-mulkangka -  ‘that crab, the little fiddler crab’ (see Bradley 1997; 
Yanyuwa Families et al. 2003).
Yanyuwa also use the term marndurrbu for a mud crab that has shed its old shell and its new shell is still 
soft and the term mulhulhu for a crab that is moulting.
The utility of other crab species is varied. The hermit crab, soldier crab, sand crab and fiddler crabs are 
used for bait, especially for black bream and have strong spiritual/mystical connections to various other 
Spirit Ancestors. Thus the fiddler crab is closely associated with the Groper Spirit Ancestor of the 
Wuyaliya clan and the blue swimmer crab, a-mawurrungka, is never touched due to its associations with 
the Rrumburriya North Wind Spirit Ancestor, lhambiji, on North Island.
Unlike most groups of fauna, the Yanyuwa rarely make a distinction between marine and mainland crabs. 
This may be because the Yanyuwa only recognise one species of freshwater crab which is called murru. 
This crab is thought to be the staple diet of brolgas. One of the lesser used terms for brolga is murrumara 
or ‘that one which is desirous of freshwater crabs’. Some older people have stated that these crabs were 
once gathered in large numbers during the wet season off the black soil plains, and were eaten by the ‘old 
people’, though even then it is classed as ‘starvation tucker’. It is still sometimes gathered for bait.
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Chapter 9
Na-yirrnyi -  Shellfish, Shells and Shell-Like Creatures
Introduction
The Yanyuwa term for shellfish is na-yirrnyi and is the only generic term to carry one of the noun 
classifying prefixes. Without a prefix, the term yirrnyi can mean the shell of a dead turtle, or the claw of 
an animal or fingernail. It is a word that conveys the sense of a hard outer covering. In this case it is the 
Class 6 arboreal prefix ‘na- which is used on all terms indicating a shelter or a place where an animal is 
thought to live, especially those that live in large groups such as na-alanji- ‘ahúman camp’, na-wungkala 
-  ‘a flying fox camp’, na-ngunantha -  ‘a dugong/sea turtle living area’, na-ngardarna -  ‘a bandicoot 
resting place’ and, na-waja -  ‘a kangaroo/wallaby resting shade’. Therefore, the Yanyuwa see the shell 
as being the outer covering, the camp of the actual creature inside the shell. Shells that no longer contain 
any animals are also called by this term, though sometimes people remove the ‘na-’ arboreal prefix and 
replace it with the masculine possessive prefix meaning ‘his’ or ‘its’. In the male dialect the prefix is also 
ina- while in the female dialect it is in i-\ Some older speakers of Yanyuwa sometimes refer to shellfish 
as na-waba, which has the meaning of an outer layer.
At an intermediate level (i.e. the level of grouping before individual organisms are named) the 
classification of shellfish, shells and shell-like creatures is based upon the six quite diverse categories 
listed below:
na-yirrnyi -  shellfish
1. maranjawu -  for dugong and sea turtle hunters
2. walyawu -  for dugong and sea turtle
3. Ihukandu -  mangrove zone
4. nifwarnu-wuthandu -  intertidal zone of mudflats and sand
5. mayangku -  for the mainland, but includes islands in this instance
6. rdaruwu -  for circumcision initiates
Yanyuwa intermediate shellfish categories are excellent examples through which to investigate the 
principles of class inclusion, as the names given to intermediate taxon define how individual organisms 
are grouped.
For example, the intermediate taxon maranjawu consists of the root word maranja meaning ‘dugong 
hunters of excellence’ and the dative suffix ‘ww’, meaning ‘for’. Combined, the label demonstrates the 
principle of class inclusion, in this case, ‘for the dugong and sea turtle hunters’. That is, all generic 
shellfish taxa that are related in some way to hunters of dugong and sea turtle are grouped together. Table 
6 identifies the different categories and the principle of classification being employed.
Evidently, shellfish are variably classified on the basis of utility, morphology, ecology, habitat and ritual 
factors. Such a classification clearly demonstrates the lack of a unifying theory in Yanyuwa folkbiological 
classification.
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Table 6. Yanyuwa principles of class inclusion in intermediate shellfish categories. * Refers to the 
number of taxa within an intermediate category, calculated based on the number of named 
organisms. However, some names refer to more than one scientific species and some scientific 
species receive more than one name.
Yanyuwa
Intermediate
Taxa
Intermediate Taxa 
Translation
No. of Taxa* Principle of 
Class Inclusion
Example
maranjawu for dugong and sea 
turtle hunters
4 utility baler shell: used to 
bail out hunting 
canoes
walyawu for dugong and sea 
turtle
4 morphology 
and ecology
cuttlefish: look like 
shells but are seen to 
be indicators of 
dugong health
Ihukandu mangrove zone 3 habitat mud whelk: lives in 
mangroves
nuwamu-wuthandu intertidal zone of 
mudflats and sand
13 habitat oyster: lives in the 
intertidal zone
mayangku for the mainland, but 
includes actual islands 
in this instance
5 habitat land snail and 
freshwater mussel: 
live in lagoons
rdaruwu for circumcision 
initiates
1 ritual pearl shell: worn by 
individuals going 
through initiation
Maranjawu -  For Dugong and Sea Turtle Hunters
These shell species have been classified according to their use by dugong hunters. The baler shells have 
three names for three distinct sizes. The term rabu is used for baler shells that could easily fit into the palm 
of the hand and were once used as cups and for the digging out of, and cleaning of, freshwater wells 
0rawurrki/mabin). The term rabu is also a generic term for baler shells. The wirringkayi baler was a larger 
shell favoured as a tool to bail out bark and dugout canoes, whilst the largest specimens, called thalimbu, 
were used as water carriers. These shells are often still gathered, though they are not used for their original 
purposes. They are used to decorate garden beds, and more recently to decorate the graves of recently 
deceased dugong hunters or men and women whose traditional country was on the islands. Occasionally 
old baler shells are found at camping sites, but they are left where they are as they are considered to be 
the belongings of deceased people (li-wankala) who inhabit the land.
Before using baler shells, the Yanyuwa would fill them with damp sand and bury the shell so that only 
the top round section of the shell protruded. They would then build a fire over the top of the shell. After 
the fire had died down, the burnt shell would be broken away, thus making a bowl-like container.
Living baler shells are no longer gathered, although older Yanyuwa said they once were during the spring 
tides around September and October when tides were far back along the intertidal zone. It is near the limit 
of this zone that living shells can be found.
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The conch shells, a-rabijinda and a-wuluwangku were once used to signal people on the shore of a 
successful turtle and/or dugong catch. Holes were punched towards the smallest end of the shell, and when 
blown through, produce a deep, resonant sound that travels great distances up the river systems or over 
the sea. These days, the throbbing sound of outboard motors getting closer and closer to camp serve the 
same purpose. The Yanyuwa say that the two terms for the shell are just synonyms for each other, though 
one older informant suggested the latter term was for a very large shell. These shells were also used as 
water carriers and were provided with shoulder straps made from bark to facilitate carrying when full.
Whilst these shells are classified according to their potential uses, such classification in contemporary 
times is made more on the basis of emotion than actuality, as none of the shells listed above are associated 
with the contemporary technology used in the hunting of dugong and sea turtle. However, it is a 
classification that even the young Yanyuwa people persist with as it serves as a historical link with the past 
and present.
As with baler shells, the conch shells are much sought after as decorative items for homes and, in more 
recent times, the graves of close kin who were well-known dugong and turtle hunters. Some individuals 
also possess older conch and baler shells which once belonged to, and were used by, their ancestors.
Walyawu -  For Dugong and Sea Turtle
Of the species listed under the heading walyawu (see Appendix 6), only one species can be called a true 
shell. However, the Yanyuwa usually only see the skeletal remains of the others washed up on the beach 
where they look ‘ shell-like’. All walyawu shells or shellfish are said to be indicators of the abundance and 
health of dugongs and turtles. Cuttlefish shells, na-wurlurlu, washed up on the beach or seen floating in 
the sea during the coldest period of the cold season indicate that dugong are abundant, and at high tide are 
close to shore. A number of older Yanyuwa men also commented that the dugong ate the shell. During 
the hot dry season and the beginning of the build-up period, the sea contains hundreds of disc-like 
creatures a little larger than a fifty cent piece. Each ‘disc’ is rimmed with brilliant purple hair-like 
fillaments. This creature is wurdiyi -  ‘porpita’, and they are said to indicate that turtles are coming 
together to mate or are laying eggs, and that they are abundant in fat.
Small barnacles, Ihundu, are often found on sea turtles. They are said by the Yanyuwa to be a ‘kinsman’ 
(nyiki-nganji) of the turtle. A sea turtle with many barnacles is said to be fat.
The nautilus shell, ngakarla and the ‘globe-like’ skeleton of sea urchins, mirnmimjaliji, when washed 
ashore in the cold season are said to indicate that dugongs will be easy to harpoon. The term for sea 
urchin, mirnmimjaliji, literally means ‘having eyelashes’, and refers to their long slender spines. Ngakarla 
literally means ‘moon’, and relates to a very old Creation story associated with a site called Wirrinyangku 
to the south of the Limmen River. The story is no longer told and Moon Spirit Ancestor stories are today 
taken from Garrwa country to the east. The following story was once considered the ‘proper saltwater’ 
story for Yanyuwa people (Dulu Burranda, Bradley Field Diary 1982).
Two men were fishing with a scoop net and they scooped up a nautilus shell, it cried out to the men, ‘Let 
me go and I will allow you to live forever like me, you will die for three days and then come back to life’. 
The two men admired the shell very much and would not let the shell go. The shell increased in size and 
again demanded to be let go in exchange for eternal life. Again the men refused, the shell increased in size 
and stretched the net to near breaking point, again the men refused. The nautilus shell again asked to be 
released and again the men refused. The shell then burst from the net and flew into the sky, it then cursed 
all people and living things saying that when they died it would be forever, while the moon would die and 
come back to life.
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Lhukandu -  For the Mangroves
The three species of shellfish listed in Appendix 6 under the heading of lhukandu -  ‘for the mangroves’, 
represent the shellfish most often gathered by men, women and children. During the period of the late 
1980s and the early 1990s when the cane toad had the greatest impact on the goanna and blue tongue 
populations, women who would have normally hunted these lizards turned to the above three shell species 
as a dominant gathering activity (see Seton and Bradley 2004).
Nuwarnu-wuthandu -  For the Intertidal Zone
All of the species listed under the heading nuwarnu-wuthandu -  ‘ for the intertidal zone’, are gathered from 
the shoreline and shellbeds on receding tides. Of all the abovementioned species, the only species still 
gathered with regularity in contemporary times are oysters. The two terms for rock oyster would appear 
to reflect two different species, but in keeping with much of the Yanyuwa perception of the environment, 
the first term is used for small or watha (immature) oyster, and the second term is given to wurrirri 
(mature) oysters. Because shellfish have not been a major resource for many years, it has been difficult 
to get much information about them. Bradley had to rely on information from older people, most of whom 
were too old to travel. They are the only people left who remember a time when shellfish provided an 
important part of their diet. From conversations with the ‘old people’ and observation of prehistoric and 
historic midden sites, the most commonly gathered shellfish was the kurruyurru (Anadara sp.). Large 
middens can be found along the banks of the McArthur River, Wearyan River, Crooked River and their 
many branches. They were gathered from beds within the rivers and were heavily utilised during periods 
of inclement weather when canoes could not travel to the sea to hunt dugong and turtle. Such shell 
middens were, when Bradley first visited the islands, usually casually classed as mulhil or rubbish by the 
Yanyuwa, then after interest was shown in these middens by Richard Baker during his postgraduate 
studies, the term began to be changed to liyi-wankalawu or ‘that which is for our ancestors’. Any 
disturbance of these mounds was viewed as being offensive to spirits of the dead. An idea that was 
highlighted by Billy Miller Rijirmgu during the process of giving evidence to the Land Commissioner on 
South West Island was:
empty shells. That was cooked by our old people: our grandfather and my father when they used to come here
... land with their dugongs... That’s what they used to eat and in Yanyuwa we call these kurruyurru (Bradley
Field Diary 1992).
The species nguyaya {Modiolus vagina suavifer) and lalarda {Trisidosyongei) were identified from shells 
on the beach. At first a number of informants said they were never eaten, but when the shells were taken 
back to Borroloola, an elderly woman looked at them and stated:
don’t eat much, after big wind that’s all, wind gotta blow bim up (Rita Anthawarramara, Bradley Field Diary
1985).
This observation has also been noted by Meehan (1982).
Bradley has no record of the flesh of the clam shell having ever been eaten, but the shell in contemporary 
times is eagerly gathered for garden beds and the decoration of graves. Such shells are only available from 
the northern islands and reefs. Older men said they were once also used as anchors on dugout canoes and 
sometimes as rudders when affixed to a pole. The term walba is a generic term for vagina. Older men have 
said that the hinge of the clam shell resembles the external genitalia of women.
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Mayangku -  For the Mainland
The term mayangku means for the mainland, but in this instance it also refers to the islands. This group 
includes freshwater mussels and the land snail. A-kambalngu -  ‘land snails’ are no longer gathered from 
the leaf fall of dense vine thickets and other dense vegetated areas found in various places on the islands 
and mainland, but in past times they were gathered in the beginning stages of the wet season. The shells 
of these snails are seen quite often in the display shades built by bower birds.
The freshwater mussels, a-bibiya, are still occasionally gathered. Immature forms are called a-bibiya and 
mature forms a-marlabakurra. The noun class marker ‘'a- identifies the mussels as feminine. In historic 
times, such shells were buried with the bones of deceased people that had either been wrapped in 
paperbark or interred in hollow log coffins. It was believed that the spirits of the deceased as they 
approached the spirit world would be met by the small bird, willy wagtail, who would demand the meat 
from this shellfish before the spirit would be allowed to enter the spirit world. If no meat was available, 
the willy wagtail would pierce the spirit with a sharp digging stick.
Rdaruwu -  For the Circumcision Initiates
The last category, rdaruwu or ‘for the circumcision initiates’, indicates a category based upon ritual as 
opposed to technological or economic classification. It seems that the Yanyuwa have never collected pearl 
shell in the area of the Sir Edward Pellew Islands. They obtained their pearl shell from the south, coming 
off the trade routes via the Wambaya and Gudanji people of the Barkly Tablelands and upper McArthur 
River. The pearl shell was undecorated and was worn as a neck pendant by individuals going through 
circumcision rituals, with the shell hanging down the back of the neck. Such decorations were 
occasionally used up until the middle of the 1980s when the practice declined and then ceased altogether.
Yumbulyumbulmantha ki-Anthawu -  All Kinds of Things Belonging to the Sea
There are other marine creatures such as trepang, crayfish, prawns and starfish which the Y anyuwa class 
under the very general heading of yumbulyumbulmantha ki-anthawu, which literally means ‘all kinds of 
things’ or ‘everything else belonging to the sea’. These are the residuals which are not placed by the 
Yanyuwa under any of the above headings. The term yumbulyumbulmantha can also be used as a 
descriptive term to mean all kinds of things and abundance of things, and it is in this usage that it is used 
as a part of the title of this monograph.
Trepang are an interesting example. The information regarding the trepang or beche-de-mere reflects past 
Yanyuwa association with people from South East Asia who travelled to the Pellew Islands to gather 
trepang. The Yanyuwa men and women at the time provided a part of their labour source.
The general term for trepang is tharriba and is derived from taripang a Macassan term (see Walker and 
Zorc 1981). The term warda literally means hair, and older informants have said this related to the trepang 
which were very dark in colour, ‘just like hair’ (Tim Timothy Rakawurlma, Bradley Field Diary 1987). 
The term rukaruka relates to the long skinny forms of this species.
Included in this group is a freshwater shrimp that can also be found in brackish river systems. It has two 
names, yimbayimba or yimburrangala. The latter term is used to refer to the large specimens. These 
shrimps are often caught at Borroloola in the late dry season, using a torch and a small lightweight fishing 
spear.
The blue ringed octopus of the Wuyaliya clan is included in the category of yumbulyumbulmantha ki- 
anthawu, but, along with the Pleiades star constellation, it is the actual physical embodiment of the very
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important Ancestral being. The Seven Sister Spirit Ancestor, the blue ringed octopus and the Pleiades star 
constellation share the same names; they are known by the terms li-jakarambirri, li-malamalaya, li- 
kuyakayula and li-malyarrala. All of these terms take the human plural prefix 7z'-’, however, only one of 
the terms is translatable and this is li-jakarambirri which means ‘those ones who came before’. While 
people recognise that this translation is possible they cannot articulate what it may mean; there are 
references made to it being associated with ancestors and maybe it belongs to the stories of old people that 
have not been passed on.
The Seven Sisters Stars are very powerful in that the old people believe that they have the power to keep 
everything in the country fresh and strong and they are also an important marker of time. Old people like 
Johnson Timothy Ngayijbungayijbulama and Bella Charlie Marrajabu both used to speak of it being the 
coldest part of the cold season when the Seven Sisters are low in the eastern sky just before sunrise, at 
‘about 4 o’clock’. Bella Charlie Marrajabu also had this to say:
It was lovely, those old people would wake up in the early morning and they would look to the east, they 
would sing out, ‘Look there are the Seven Sisters they have appeared! ’, and they would all start to sing, men 
and women, they would sing that song, I remember because I was a girl, I remember that song, all those old 
people singing it was really good (Bradley Field Diary 1985).
The power associated with the Seven Sisters is described by Annie Isaac Karrakayn:
My father had a song for them stars, old people used to sing them, sing them yalibala [early morning] when 
it’s cold season. Alright they make everything good, make everything new, new grass, new tree, all the 
animals get strong too, everything gets strong, kid too, those old people used to get them kids, sing that star, 
that Seven Sisters, tap those kids knees at the same time, kid gets strong (Bradley Field Diary 1984).
Annie also said that the fog of the sea country (a-wumalhu) was a close kin (rrankili-nganji) for the Seven 
Sisters, and the fog, when it lay thickly over the country, makes the Seven Sisters very strong, it gives 
them ‘power’ to regenerate the earth.
Only the old people remember the words of the song sung to the Seven Sisters: This is how it would be 
in language and in translation:
Nu-lhambanka
Lhuwirdinbimma
Rl anganyalyarrum a
Lhulambanka
Lhuwirdinbimma
Kalu-yanjarri
(Annie Isaac Karrakayn with Dinah Norman Marmgawi, Bradley Field Diary 1986).
Regenerating, the Seven Sisters rock in the eastern sky
Shining brightly, regenerating
The Seven Sisters rock in the eastern sky
Rocking low in the eastern sky
In the cold early morning
they have been bom
It is said by the old people that before the time of tourists, before there were lots of boats travelling down 
the Crooked River, it was possible to see the fat of the Seven Sisters. This fat is like a brown scum that 
covers the sea in the cold season. It is still possible to see if there are not too many boats about to break 
it up. The fat has a special name, nalu-wurundumdu, in everyday Yanyuwa; the fat of humans or other 
animal species is called either na-wungu or na-mayngul. Generally speaking fat is seen as both an actual 
and metaphoric way of talking about the health and well-being of country.
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Johnson Timothy Ngayijbungayijbulama had this to say about the fat of the Seven Sisters:
The Seven Sisters throw their fat everywhere because that is their power, that fat it makes everything good, 
everything fresh like new (Bradley Field Diary 1994).
As a dugong hunter, Johnson Timothy Ngayijbungayijbulama also said that when the Seven Sisters are 
low in the eastern sky in the early morning and it is high tide it is possible to find dugong nearly right up 
to the mangroves, he went on to say that this does not happen much any more because there are too many 
tourist boats and they frighten the dugong away.
The importance of the Seven Sisters, which is also the name for blue ringed octopus, demonstrates how 
Y anyuwa classification is a product of Y anyuwa cultural understandings of the environment. T axonomies 
are seen as a ‘system of relationships’ that represent many ways of knowing the environment and many 
interactions between plants, animals, Ancestral beings and phenomena such as the weather. Ultimately, 
from a Y anyuwa perspective, a sense of the moral and physical well-being of country, sea, flora and fauna 
and humans can only ever be fully realised if one is cognisant of these webs of inter-relationships.
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Chapter 10
Lhuwa -  Reptiles and Amphibians
Introduction
Lhuwa is a generic category label that refers to all reptiles and amphibians, including marine snake 
species. The term lhuwa is more commonly used in everyday speech for any snake species, with questions 
having to be asked to gain the actual type of snake being discussed. The Yanyuwa perceive there to be 
eight generic categories of reptiles:
1. mardumbarra -  fresh and saltwater crocodiles
2. a-wayurr -  blue tongue lizards
3. wardaba- goannas
4. wunbi -  frill necked lizard
5. kalki -  small lizards such as geckos and skinks
6. murndangu -  freshwater turtles
7. a-warnbul -  frogs
8. lhuwa -  snakes, including sea snakes and legless lizards
Like most other species of fauna in the Yanyuwa environment, reptiles can be divided into 
mayangku/ankangu -  ‘of the mainland/inland and/or terrestrial’ and wurralngu -  ‘of the water’ or 
arnindawangu -  ‘of the coastal regions, including the sea and islands’. However, most of this division is 
based upon commonsense observation of the species concerned, and not often talked about. What is of 
interest to the Yanyuwa is the quality that certain reptiles carry with them, so, for example, snakes can be 
classed according to four different categories: (1) poisonous, (2) non-poisonous, (3) Rainbow Serpents, 
and (4) being kin to the water. These various systems of classification exist simultaneously. Which system 
is used in preference to another is a contextual act varying according to the speaker, creature being 
discussed and the current situation.
Mardumbarra -  Salt and Freshwater Crocodiles
In Appendix 8 the first subcategory listed under lhuwa is mardumbarra -  ‘fresh and saltwater crocodiles’. 
Yanyuwa classification of fresh and saltwater crocodiles is presented in Figure 18.
Mardumbarra is a generic term for saltwater and freshwater crocodiles. However, it is also the term for 
male saltwater crocodiles that the Yanyuwa associate with the river systems and also for male saltwater 
crocodiles associated with the rocky ledges. The term wawurlmara is also a generic term that is used for 
any crocodile that moves to or is seen in the sea or on the islands. This word forms part of the special term, 
wawurlmara nyiki-nganji ki-wunifwarru, which is directly translated as ‘the saltwater crocodile who is 
kin to the rocky ledges along the islands’. This phrase is often shortened to wunuwarru or ‘of the rock 
ledges’. This crocodile is said to only inhabit the islands and the sea. It spends its out-of-water time 
basking on rocky ledges which make up large areas of the coastline of the Pellew Islands. It is also said 
to be more dangerous than the saltwater crocodile of the rivers, and will kill sea turtle and some people 
believe they will also attack small dugong.
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Figure 18. Yanyuwa classification of mardumbarra -  crocodiles.
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Mardumbarra nyiki-nganji ki-wararru, ‘the saltwater crocodile who is kin to the mud of the river systems’ 
is the term given to the more commonly sighted crocodiles o f the river systems that can often be seen 
sunning themselves on sandbars and mudflats.
The term a-mirrwa is used for female saltwater crocodiles in the rivers or in the sea and on the islands, 
but it is only used when a female crocodile can be identified properly and this is usually when it is seen 
guarding a nest.
There is only one term for freshwater crocodile, which is a-kaji. When Bradley queried this with an 
elderly senior Yanyuwa woman, she replied quite heatedly:
You should know, we are Yanyuwa speakers, we are people kin to the saltwater. Ask the Garrwa people they 
have names for the freshwater crocodile. They are the eaters of crocodile flesh (IdaNinganga, Bradley Field 
Diary 1991).
The above statement is not quite fair to the Garrwa people as the Yanyuwa people historically ate both 
freshwater crocodiles and smaller saltwater crocodiles. She did however give the term a-darrirrima which 
she said was the name given to large freshwater crocodiles. This term is usually described as an avoidance 
dialect term but it also appears in this form in the Yanyuwa Wuyaliya song cycle (Yanyuwa Families et 
al. 2003:350).
A-wayurr -  Blue Tongue Lizards
The blue tongue lizard is a much sought after quarry by Yanyuwa women hunters during the cold season 
after the initial burning-off has been completed. In addition to the generic term a-wayurr the Yanyuwa 
have separate terms for fully grown, a-kulakangu; pregnant, a-ngalibaku; immature, a-bangkurlbangkurl; 
and juvenile, a-rangkarangka, blue tongue lizards. An identifying feature of this taxonomy is that in all 
cases this species is marked with the irra -lia- feminine noun class series with no masculine terms 
existing.
Wardaba -  Goannas
As with the blue tongue lizard, the goanna is often hunted by Yanyuwa women, in particular the large 
sand goanna, warrnguna. During the wet season the men and women will also hunt the water goanna, a- 
yarraka or a-mirlbala. On the islands, people also pursue the sand goanna which they say is smaller than 
its mainland counterparts but still a desired food source.
All goannas are grouped under the generic term wardaba -  ‘goannas’ and are then divided into groups 
resembling the various species identified in conventional biology such as the spiny tailed monitor 
( Varanus acanthurus); mangrove monitor (V indiens), and Gould’s sand goanna (V. gouldii).
The sand goanna species is the only species that it is subdivided into male, female and juvenile.
Wunbi -  Frill Necked Lizard
The category of wunbi is represented by one species -  the frill necked lizard. In the early stages of 
developing a Yanyuwa classification of species, some people felt that this lizard could belong to the 
goanna class, while others argued that it belonged to the group of small lizards, a-karlki. However, this 
was not acceptable to a number o f old people who said it stood alone because it was an important ritual 
species. Jerry Brown Ngamawakajarra, a senior ritual leader, voiced his opinion in the following manner:
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He is alone, he is always alone that frill necked lizard. He is not a goanna, he does not belong to these small 
lizards. He is alone because he is ceremonially important (Bradley Field Diary 1993).
According to Yanyuwa tradition, the frill necked lizard gave to the Yanyuwa a particular style of dancing 
employed by the men in the a-Mamdiwa circumcision rituals.
A-karlki/karlki -  Small Lizards (such as Geckos and Skinks)
The small lizard group, a-karlki, mentioned in the above quote by Jerry Brown is comprised of three 
groups: an unnamed group made up of several small skink species, a number of geckos referred to 
collectively as wabarnnyi and a group of lizards commonly called ‘left hand lizards’. Left hand lizards 
have the habit of sitting quite still and waving one of their front claws. A-karlki is also used for a specific 
lizard of the Carlia species.
All of the above species have some ritual importance. The gecko lizards for example are common during 
the wet season. The term a-ngajarr refers to the tree gecko but literally translates as ‘lightning’, and in 
English the geckos are often called ‘lightning lizards’ or ‘thunder lizards’. It is believed that to kill a gecko 
would bring on large thunder storms. The squeaking and clicking sounds of the gecko are said to be 
associated with lightning and with a lightning site consisting of two white gums to the east of Borroloola 
at a locality called Liwurriya on the Weaiyan River near Manangoora. The trees are said to be the 
metamorphosed bodies of the gecko called a-ngajarr.
Murndangu -  Freshwater Turtles
The general category murndangu includes the freshwater tortoise species that are hunted by Yanyuwa 
women. The group of freshwater tortoises are called ‘turtles’ in local Aboriginal English. The most 
commonly hunted species is the northern snake/long necked tortoise also called murndangu or rurrururru. 
They are hunted when the lagoon water has dried up and people investigate the dried surface of the lagoon 
for the telltale signs of a tortoise hibernating underneath. Alternatively, they are hunted by people walking 
through shallow water feeling for the turtle with their feet. The species called a-yukuwal or ‘stinking 
turtle’ as it is known in local Aboriginal English, is named because when picked up it produces a strong 
musk-like odour. It is infrequently eaten. The three short necked tortoise species, barlwi, diamond head 
turtle, ngurlku, saw shelled turtle, and yaburumanja, which is possibly the northern snapping turtle, are 
usually caught in freshwater lagoons and stretches of river by hunters using fishing lines. Long necked 
tortoises are also quite common at various places in the lagoon systems on the islands, and hunting at these 
localities is looked forward to, primarily because cattle have not trampled all the lagoon surfaces making 
the telltale signs difficult to see. This is especially true of the large swamp systems on the islands, such 
as at Yathangka on the central east coast of West Island.
The term rurrururru for northern long necked tortoise is used as a synonym for the term murndangu. The 
term rurrururru is also the name given to small black water beetles, or whirlygig beetles that swarm 
together in their hundreds on the surface of the lagoon water. Some people feel that the term reflects the 
basic similarity in shape between the shell of the long necked tortoise and the beetle, whilst other people 
say the term is an avoidance dialect term and that there is no relationship. Both the long necked tortoise 
and the black beetle have close mystical links with the Rainbow Serpent and the alternative name may be 
a way of highlighting this relationship.
The stinking turtle, a-yukuwal, is associated with the Rain Spirit Ancestor centres of Larlbangka and 
Wuwurranda on McPherson Creek. Some senior Yanyuwa people feel that this species was the original 
composer of the now defunct rain-making magic songs. They give no reason for the scent that this turtle 
produces.
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It is interesting that the older Yanyuwa people sometimes use the term murndangu to refer to the sea­
dwelling turtles. This reflects the traditional belief that the sea turtle was once a terrestrial, lagoon­
dwelling creature and again indicates how habitat and mythology can be defining factors in classification.
A-warnbul -  Frogs
The group of frogs within the Yanyuwa taxonomy is very small with nearly all frogs being classified by 
the generic term a-warnbul -  ‘frogs’. This term is also the specific name for both the large brown 
wotjulum frog {Litoria wotjulumensis) and the rocket frog (L. nasulata). In addition, the rocket frog is 
called a-bukurrbukurr which is a ‘big name’ or ritually important name and is only used by senior 
Yanyuwa.
a-Wambul -  ‘wotjulum frog’ is also a Spirit Ancestor for a mainland Wurdaliya clan. All other 
identifiable frog species are also associated with the Wurdaliya clan.
The small brown sand frog, which is used for fishing bait, is collected in large numbers from the sand 
drifts deposited along river banks after the wet season floods. The green tree frog, karrurdji, is easily 
identifiable. This frog is seen by the Yanyuwa and the neighbouring Garrwa people to be the physical 
form of shooting stars when they hit the ground. Both the frog and the shooting star are associated with 
a potent form of sorcery.
Nowdays the Yanyuwa also include the cane toad under the a-warnbul category. There is no Indigenous 
term for this toad, though some older people prefix the term a-wambul with a-ladalada meaning 
dangerous or poisonous. More commonly, however, they are called a-kayintudor a-cane-toadthus placing 
the species in the same group as the other frogs that are perceived as being feminine, however, while it 
may be classified as being ‘frog-like’ it is not given any place within the Law of frogs (Seton and Bradley 
2004).
Lhuwa -  Snakes (including Sea Snakes and Legless Lizards)
Reference to the tables in Appendix 8 shows that the various snake species are primarily categorised 
according to the habitat in which they live and then according to their species. While Yanyuwa snake 
classification as presented in Appendix 8 is a relatively hierarchical model it would be misleading to 
assume that this layout is the only way that snakes (or indeed any of the animals discussed in this 
monograph) can be classified. To do so is to suggest that the structure of Appendix 8 is the endpoint of 
a cognitive process where the goal is the logical organisation of animals according to obvious similarities 
and differences. In contrast, this monograph presents the view that the taxonomies presented here and 
classifications recorded in the field are only one moment in a general process of plotting similarities and 
differences (Bradley and Tamisari in press). What is more relevant to the Yanyuwa than the definition of 
the categories themselves is the potential of organisms to be both natural and supernatural, to be related 
to everything else and to be re-contextualised and reclassified according to context (Bradley and Tamisari 
in press). The following information in relation to lhuwa -  ‘ snakes’ hints at the systems of relatedness and 
at the potential for other meanings that are so often missed when the focus of classificatory studies is the 
names of organisms and their division into categories.
The Yanyuwa classification of snakes can be complex and often dependent on the circumstances of 
recording. For example, when Bradley enquired about snakes during the performance of a ceremony 
people were more inclined to divide snake species into those that were potentially Rainbow Serpents and 
those that were not. This reflects the importance of the Rainbow Serpent figure in this particular 
ceremony. After some children had been chased by a taipan, people for some time categorised snake 
species into those that were venomous and those that were not.
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At other times, people classify snakes according to the more common terrestrial and marine/water 
environments, and finally some snake species are categorised as being thejibiya mabinja, ‘dwellers within 
freshwater wells’ or nyiki-nganji ki-wabudawu, ‘being kin to the freshwater’, and having the responsibility 
of maintaining a constant and level supply of water.
The Yanyuwa taxonomy of snakes also includes a species of legless lizard that is the only identified 
species under the general category of small scrub snakes.
Some of the snake species are identified by the Yanyuwa as being Rainbow Serpents and are thus 
sometimes called bujimala, the term that is also given to the arch of the rainbow in the sky, a whirlwind, 
a whirlpool, cyclones and any unidentifiable mass that may be seen under a body of water. These snake 
species are seen to be the physical embodiment of the Rainbow Serpent. They are not called by the term 
yulangu that is reserved for those creatures such as whales, dolphins and some dugongs and some snake 
species such as the green tree snake. The term yulangu conveys notions of a potentiality or having some 
of the attributes of a rainbow, that are dormant and a particular event is needed for them to reach actual 
Rainbow Serpent status. The term bujimala means that the species is recognised as being an actual 
rainbow and worthy of great respect. In Yanyuwa, it was thought that all snake species can be Rainbow 
Serpents but there are certain species that are more readily identified as such (Table 7).
Table 7. Yanyuwa classification of Ihuwa -  snakes as Rainbow Serpents.
Ihuwa -  snakes
bujim ala -  Rainbow Serpents
Venom ous Snakes ! Non-Venom ous Snakes
ngulwa king brown dirdikurru olive python
karrimala taipan
!
wurralbangu water python
It can be seen that this category contains two pythons and two highly venomous species. The Yanyuwa 
identify the venomous species with the wild, rash, extremely harmful attributes of the Rainbow Serpent, 
while the python species are seen to represent the strength attributed to rainbow snakes, and also the 
dormant potential strength. Often when these species are seen in the field, people will call them bujimala 
before using any other term. In Bradley’s early field notes, he identified three of the above species with 
the term bujimala before realising what it was in actual fact referring to. It was only during the 
performance of certain rituals that the identity of the above snake species and others became clear.
Some middle-aged men have suggested that the sea snake species called a-wiminybiminy should be 
included in the group of snakes that are Rainbow Serpents, but the older Yanyuwa men discounted this, 
saying that the a-wirninybiminy is associated with the creation of waves, and is therefore not a rainbow, 
and also within a mystical realm, responds to a totally different set of power songs by which her power 
can be manifested.
Other snake species usually only manifest themselves as Rainbow Serpents when they are provoked and 
their habitat is threatened. Thus in 1981 when a bridge was being placed across Rocky Creek at 
Borroloola, it was felt that the heavy earthmoving equipment would disturb the File Snake Ancestral site, 
a-bunubunu, present in the creek. A few days later, a heavy shower of rain during the build-up period 
formed a rainbow in the vicinity of the site. This was the file snake manifesting itself as a warning not to 
provoke it any further. Usually, however, such snakes are described as being wuntha or harmless.
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Yanyuwa notions of which snake species are venomous and which are not closely parallels the scientific 
understanding. The exception is the rear fanged species, for example certain sea snakes, which the 
Yanyuwa do not recognise as venomous. The Yanyuwa believe that the most venomous snake in their 
world is the taipan. Its poison is described as being like ‘fire which consumes the body’. The king brown 
snake and death adder are seen to be of equal danger, though the nature of the death adder in camouflaging 
itself is seen as being kabarrkabarr or ‘very bad mannered’ or ‘irresponsible’. The act of camouflage as 
seen in the death adder, a-rdali, is described in Yanyuwa as kumba-wajkirra or ‘hiding oneself away’and 
again is associated with errant behaviour. The black whipsnake is also considered to be poisonous, but to 
a lesser extent than others.
As mentioned above, Yanyuwa snake species are considered to be nyiki-nganji ki-wabudawu or ‘being 
kin to the freshwater’. For example, the olive python and water python often inhabit freshwater wells and 
soaks. It is said that these snakes are wurrbingu or ‘truly belonging’ to such places, and their presence is 
said to maintain the level of freshwater, they are described as kunkunmathawu ki-wabudawu, ‘caring or 
protecting the freshwater’. There are a number of locations on the islands where olive pythons and water 
pythons dwell in freshwater wells and soaks such as the large soaks at Limiyimiyila on Black Craggy, at 
Wurrumburramba, Wathangka and Anthawarra on South West Island, and another on the peninsula 
known as Sharkers Point or Jarrka. The snakes that inhabit these wells feed off small birds such as finches 
that come to drink at the well. The feathers that are often found on the edge of these soaks attest to this 
predation. It is believed that if one of these snakes were to be killed, the well or soak would become dry. 
If this occurs Yanyuwa believe that it is because someone has killed the snake, either intentionally or by 
fire during buming-off periods. At many of these places, the snake is considered to also be an actual Spirit 
Ancestor, with the snake coiled up inside the ground, and the mouth of the well being the mouth of the 
snake (Bradley 1988:42). During the dry wet seasons of the 1980s, many of the wells and soaks on the 
islands and mainland went dry, and it was said to be a result of people killing the snake species that from 
time immemorial had guarded the water supply at these locations.
At a locality known as Wubunjawa, 8km west of Manangoora, a well is present, and it is said that an olive 
python is coiled up within it. So hoary with antiquity is the snake that it has been given a personal name, 
Walayungkuma. This term is also a name which men associated with this site may be given. As was 
discussed in the introduction, Yanyuwa classification also challenges our perception of what it means to 
have a name. For the Yanyuwa to have a name implies a connection with the Law and responsibilities in 
relation to kinship, ownership and connection to country. It is interesting to note that much folkbiological 
research has assumed generic names to be the most definitive level of classification but for the Yanyuwa 
they are complex and contextual often blurring the boundaries between the natural and supernatural.
Indeed snake species, such as the olive python and water python, straddle the two worlds of spiritual belief 
and ecological knowledge. The Yanyuwa believe that the snakes are Rainbow Serpents whose power 
enables the well or soak to maintain a constant supply of water while ecologically speaking the habitat 
surrounding wells and soaks are an ideal place for these snake species to live as there is a good supply of 
food. In Yanyuwa classification there is no requirement to separate spiritual beliefs associated with actual 
species from their system of ordering the natural environment. For the Yanyuwa the notion of biology and 
spirituality/mysticism are often inseparable.
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Chapter 11
Wunala -  Terrestrial Mammals/Game Animals
Introduction
The Y anyuwa classification of wunala -  ‘terrestrial mammals’ is shown in Figure 19. This group includes 
terrestrial mammals that once or still do constitute sources of meat. The wunala term is also used as a 
generic synonym for meat that is derived from terrestrial mammals. Creatures such as kangaroos, 
wallabies, possums, echidnas, bandicoots, native cats, rats and mice are all found in this category. This 
chapter discusses the various ways in which the wunala category is divided and the reasons why this may 
be occurring. Much of the ethnobiological information presented below relates to the hunting of wunala, 
reflecting the fact that edibility is one of the primary principles of classification for this category. 
However, there are several exceptions, such as the classification of rock wallabies, which remind us of 
the contextual and dynamic nature of Yanyuwa classification.
Wunala -  Kangaroos and Wallabies
The term wunala is also a generic term for kangaroos and wallabies. Figure 20 shows the Yanyuwa 
classification of kangaroos and wallabies.
The mulirli or agile wallaby {Macropus agilis) is the most commonly seen kangaroo by the Y anyuwa and 
it is also frequently hunted by them. A large island formed by the branching of the McArthur River and 
Carrington Channel is called by the Yanyuwa waliyangu mulirliwiji or ‘the island of kangaroos’. It is 
known in English as Kangaroo Island.
The agile wallaby is sometimes encountered floating on the tidal currents between islands, and in 1982 
and 1985 while out hunting dugong and sea turtle several wallabies were encountered floating in the sea. 
In 1987, while camped on Jensen Point (Yungkurra) on Centre Island, Bradley and a number of Yanyuwa 
people watched an agile wallaby come out of the sea and hop along the beach. Yanyuwa informants at the 
time said it came from Labu Island which is known to have a population of agile wallabies. Likewise, 
Steve Johnston of Vanderlin Island has said that the agile wallaby is only a recent inhabitant of that island, 
and he guessed it had got to Vanderlin Island by floating with the currents (Bradley Field Diaryl987; 
Johnson and Kearle 1991:112). He believes it survives on the island because the original dingo population 
became extinct in the early 1930s due to trapping and baiting.
The hill kangaroo or euro (M. robustus) is an important Spirit Ancestor for a mainland Yanyuwa 
Rrumburriya clan, and the area around Borroloola is associated with this animal. It and the antilopine 
kangaroo (M. antilopines) are more commonly seen in the inland areas. Bradley became aware of the 
presence of the nail tailed wallaby {Onycholgalea unguífera) after viewing the Wuyaliya rituals associated 
with this species. The short eared rock wallaby (Petrogale brachyotis) is associated with the islands and 
is mythologicaly seen to have been a fiercely independent and quarrelsome creature who resented any 
other creatures coming onto the islands. She is classed as nyanku-nganji ki-waliwaliyangka, or ‘she is kin 
to the island country’. Some older Yanyuwa men and women often used this creature to explain why the 
Yanyuwa people are like they are, that is, fiercely independent and solitary island dwellers. The twisted 
western coastline of Vanderlin Island was created by a Rock Wallaby Spirit Ancestor running up and 
down in anger to stop other Spirit Ancestors (such as the tiger shark with cycad fruit, the hill kangaroo 
from the southern mainland, and the wild honey bee of South West Island) from entering the islands.
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Figure 19. Yanyuwa classification of wunala -  terrestrial game animals.
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kangaroos and 
wallabies
nyanku-ngan ji 
k i-w a liw a liyangka  
she is kin to the island country
Rrum burriya
a-bu luw ard i 
short eared rock 
wallaby
a-jum abu  
female hill 
kangaroo
nangurrbuw a la  
male hill 
kangaroo
dinybu
joey (generic)
W urdaliya
bardaka linya  
male antilopine 
kangaroo
a-w arungala  
female antilopine 
kangaroo
W uyaliya
a -jangku jangku  
female agile 
wallaby
m ulirli 
male agile 
wallaby
ngurluku  
northern nail 
tail wallaby
Figure 20. Yanyuwa classification of wunala -  kangaroos and wallabies (including clan 
classification).
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Karnbulanyi -  Feral Cat and Quoll
The term karnbulanyi (feral cat and native cat), needs explaining. When Bradley first recorded a term for 
the domesticated cat, he was given the term karnbulanyi for the male, and a-bujikad for the female, a- 
bujikad being derived from the English pussycat with a feminine class marker. Enquiries as to where the 
term karnbulanyi came from were met with blank looks. It was the term for male cats and it was said that 
sometimes feral cats were caught and eaten. Then in 1986 they were camping at Sharkers Point, Jarrka, 
when some children brought in the carcass of a small animal which was a native cat or quoll (Dasyurus 
hallucatus). Bradley asked a number of the older people present what it was and was told it was 
karnbulanyi, and that the female of the species was called a-kaliba. Yanyuwa people also said that they 
were common on the islands and that old people sometimes ate them. An elderly woman then sang a short 
song that dealt with the hunting of these animals. She could not remember the composer of the song but 
remembered it being sung and acted out when she was a child in the early part of last century:
‘Quiet you two!’
There is the quoll.
I will strike it on the head!
(Ida Ninganga, Bradley Field Diary 1988).
Subsequent investigations revealed that most people of middle age and below were not familiar with the 
species or the term applied to this species. Therefore feral cats are grouped under the term karnbulanyi 
-  ‘cats’ as that is how it appears to be perceived now.
Murlkun -  Mice and Rats
The term murlkun is applied in a general manner to both mice and rats, but when pursuing the matter more 
closely, people made a distinction between walkurra (big) and buyi (small). These divisions would seem 
to parallel the distinction in species. When Bradley first began to investigate this group it was only the 
older people who really knew much about it, and in particular, one elderly woman. She described the 
group of a-walurruma as living in rocks and trees, and the grouping of murlkun as living in sand dunes 
and ant beds. She also said that old people used to gather the mouse in large numbers from the sand dunes 
by first burning the dime and then digging up the burrows with dead mice in them, or catching live mice. 
They would then gather them together in a large heap and cook them in a shallow ground oven. She 
described their meat as ‘sweet’, and said that only occasionally did people eat a-walurruma, and that was 
when they were found asleep or chance dictated that they be caught (Ida Ninganga, Bradley Field Diary 
1986).
Namurr -  Water Rat
The namurr (water rat) is categorised alone as it is somewhat larger than the other species of mice and rats 
and is spiritually important. It may also be classed as wurralngu or an inhabitant of the water.
An alternative term for the water rat is riyariyangkangu, however, this name is usually only used when 
the power of the water rat is being discussed. The water rat is an animal associated with contraceptive 
practices, and it is said that certain women and a few men can sing the water rat, cause it to enter the water 
at various locations and frighten away child spirits (ardirri) which are believed responsible for pregnancy. 
The power of the water rat song is also described as blocking the womb so that child spirits cannot enter, 
as the following comment highlights:
I have no children, the reason being that I sang myself. I blocked my womb, I sang the water rat (Ida 
Ninganga, Bradley Field Diary 1986).
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A-wakanya -  Bandicoot
From oral accounts, it would seem that bandicoots were once a favoured food source for the Yanyuwa on 
the islands. Older Yanyuwa people would tell stories of hunting them. For example, the old people spoke 
of finding bandicoots in abundance around the large springs on South West Island and on Vanderlin 
Island. However, Bradley has not seen bandicoots eaten since 1984.
Unlike Western investigations on the islands which tell of one species (Isoodon macrourns), the Y anyuwa 
tell of two types of bandicoots on the islands. Unfortunately, Bradley’s main informant regarding these 
creatures was nearly blind and was unable to identify the creatures by sight. Using skin specimens or 
photographs, he said that there were ‘little’ bandicoots and then there was the ‘big’ bandicoot, both of 
which the old people ate, and that he also had eaten as a child. Bradley was unable to confirm whether the 
difference perceived by the Yanyuwa was biological or based upon traditional knowledge (Tim Timothy 
Rakawurlma, Bradley Field Diary 1985). The term a-wakanya is by far the most common term used. The 
terms a-bindiwaji and kudingi are the terms for the ‘big bandicoot’ which is definitely the northern brown 
bandicoot (I. macrourus) and the terms murdari and a-wangkulinya are the terms for the ‘little 
bandicoots’. It could be that the so-called ‘little’ species terms represented the golden bandicoot (/. 
auratus). Older Yanyuwa people with whom Bradley has worked spoke of it being common around 
freshwater wells and soaks, and even along the shoreline hunting for shellfish. It was also attracted to 
burnt sugarbag wax. Another detail that highlights the food source value to previous generations of 
Yanyuwa people is that there is a term for the resting place of a bandicoot, na-ngardama.
Biwali -  Possums and Phascogale
The classification of possums {biwali) includes two species of true possums and one species which is a 
phascogale. Ritually, possums are celebrated in a number of ceremonies, but they were once sought after 
both for their flesh and fur. This is especially so of the brush tailed possum. The fur of this possum was 
plucked off the animal, spun into string and used to make public coverings for both men and women. They 
were also an important trade item. The Yanyuwa say that the brush tailed possum can be found on the 
islands, and in particular on Sharkers Point {Jarrka). Many elderly people would speak of hunting these 
creatures at this locality. Yanyuwa people in contemporary times state that the possum population has 
dropped dramatically in all locations where they were once well-known.
The sugar glider is said to inhabit the freshwater margins of Yanyuwa country and the beginning of 
Garrwa country. They speak of it being along the freshwater zones of the Wearyan and McArthur Rivers. 
The creature is also ritually very important.
The identification of the phascogale is based upon conversations with a number of old people and by the 
use of photographs and a skin specimen. These old people spoke of a Tittle possum with hairy one tail’ 
that lived only on the islands (Tim Timothy Rakawurlma and Judy Marmgawi, Bradley Field Diary 1988). 
It was said to be too small to eat, and it was not to be classed in the murklun mouse and rat taxonomy. It 
was as Tim put it ‘a little bugger possum’ that was called rilikini or mararla.
A-wabalarra -  Echidna
The final grouping has only one species, and that is the a-wabalarra or echidna. Up until the early 1970s, 
women regularly hunted these creatures at night with their dogs around the rocky escarpments in the 
Borroloola region. They were a much sought after food source. Today they are still eaten, but only if 
caught by chance. The echidna is also an important ritual creature.
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Wakuku -  Dogs and Dingoes
Dogs and dingoes are grouped together (Figure 21) and are perceived to be their own group. The dingo 
is an important Spirit Ancestor for the Yanyuwa, and domesticated dogs are an important social animal. 
Bradley once asked if dogs and dingoes could be incorporated under the wunala -  ‘terrestrial mammals’ 
taxonomy, and the suggestion was met with a general ‘no’ and by horror from one old man who said in 
whispers and with a degree of loathing, that ‘old people used to eat dogs, but nothing now’ (Isaac Isaac 
Walayungkuma, Bradley Field Diary 1985).
The generic term for dogs and dingoes is wakuku. This term then becomes the generic term for dog, while 
the generic term for dingo is wardali.
Along with the dugong, the dog is the only other animal in the Yanyuwa language that is described using 
prefixes usually reserved only for human use. In Yanyuwa, a female dog is called a-wakuku by both men 
and women speakers. A male dog is called wakuku by men and nya-wakuku by women. The prefix ‘nya- 
is usually only used on the proper names of men when the name is being used by women speakers (i.e. 
nya-Tim, nya-Leonard). The plural term for dogs is li-wakuku; the plural marker 7z-’ is usually only 
reserved for humans and dugongs. As with dugongs, the Yanyuwa see the dog as an essentially social 
animal, but with a very warped sense of social morals, especially in relation to their sexual practices. Thus 
a common highly inflammatoiy form of insult in Yanyuwa society is to describe someone’s sexual 
behaviour as being like a dog.
Dogs are also valued for their hunting skills, and have their own Yanyuwa language that is used by then- 
owners when hunting. There is also a specialised vocabulary for swearing at dogs (see Bradley 1992). Old 
dogs are also often called by the human terms of a-bardibardi (old woman) and malbu (old man).
The term yarrarrawira is especially given to old male dingoes. The name is ‘a big name’ and is often 
equated with the Dingo Spirit Ancestor. Dingoes are said not to bark because when they were circumcised 
by the Frill Necked Lizard Spirit Ancestor, they were never released from speech restrictions.
Dingoes are found on the mainland, Vanderlin Island, South West Island and Kangaroo Island. However, 
some of the dingoes on Kangaroo Island and South West Island are feral dogs which once belonged to 
individuals who left them on the islands after they failed to return to camp after overnight or daytime 
foraging expeditions. These feral dogs still come close to campsites, especially if dugong or sea turtle are 
being cooked. There was once a resident population of dingoes on Vanderlin Island.
The term a-birndajarra is used for a female domesticated dog with many pups and is also given to women 
with many children, and again highlights the perceived social relationships between humans and dogs. 
Dogs are also given other specialist classification terms such as kundalurrwarra, a dog whose owner has 
died, and lirrmalirrma, a term given to a dog who has just died so its proper name does not have to be 
used. The following terms also relate specifically to dogs:
yalbiyarra -  A good hunting dog. 
arnthayarra -  Hunting with dogs. 
rulbantharra -  Training dogs to hunt.
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There is an archaic Yanyuwa word wurninyji which was still being used by older Yanyuwa men and 
women in Borroloola around 1980. The term seemed to convey the notion of a very domesticated dog, 
one which had been with the family for some time, and which people felt some sense of strong emotion 
to. When such dogs were being discussed, the general term for domesticated dog, wakuku, was replaced 
by the one mentioned above. The term wurninyji appears to have died out with the older speakers of 
Yanyuwa as Bradley has not heard it used for a number of years.
The term yalbiyarra is used for a good hunting dog. Bradley first heard this term in relation to a dog who 
saved a person’s life after being pulled overboard from a dugout canoe by a dugong and the hunter’s leg 
became entangled in the harpoon rope in thick fog. It was only the barking of the dog that allowed the 
hunter to know where to swim once he had disentangled his leg from the rope. As with humans, dogs are 
named with special names that are derived from spiritual relationships to certain tracts or features of that 
country. As has been noted, having a name links the name and the bearer to specific events associated with 
Spirit Ancestors which in turn implies notions of sharing, identity, property and authority (Williams 1986) 
but also involves the name bearer in the network of kinship obligations, rights and duties. Having or not 
having a name according to context is a way that people can recontextualise things, in this case dogs, from 
the natural to the supernatural domain (Bradley and Tamisari in press). For example, members of the 
Wuyaliya clan associated with Southwest Island give their dogs names related to the specific wild honey 
which is only found on that island, and is an important Spirit Ancestor for the group. One such name is 
na-Wurndaku which refers to the wild honey but more specifically to the small chips of wood found in 
the honey when it is removed from the tree by cutting.
The proper names given to dogs connect them with spiritual ancestral actions at specific places and 
associate them with other aspects of the land that belong to their owner. In one instance dogs do not have 
any Law, they are simply dogs, at other times they are adopted as kin and during rituals they will be the 
manifestations of Ancestral beings associated with country (Bradley and Tamisari in press). The salient 
point from this example that can be applied to all aspects of Yanyuwa classification is the permeability 
of category boundaries based on context.
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Figure 21. Yanyuwa classification of wakuku -  dogs and dingoes.
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Chapter 13
Julaki -  Birds, Bats and Flying Foxes
Introduction
Julaki -  birds, bats and flying foxes are seen, in Yanyuwa eyes, to be the markers of seasonal change and 
variation. Their movements tell the Yanyuwa which seasons are approaching, which plants are flowering 
and seeding, and the location of lagoons in the dry season that still may have water. Four examples below 
illustrate some of these observations:
The crow and black cockatoo are talking because they recognise the cold weather wind that is blowing from 
the south (Tim Timothy Rakawurlma, Bradley Field Diary 1988).
The seagull is making a round nest on the ground amongst the stones, while the white crane is making a nest 
up in the tree. This is when the cool season wind is blowing from the south across the sea (Banjo Dindalhi, 
Bradley Field Diary 1981).
The berry with the white head [Securinega virosa] is ripening when the pheasant coucal is calling out, “Bui, 
bul!” She knows the fruit is ripening” (Ida Ninganga, Bradley Field Diary 1988).
The grey fantail is the first to talk as it knows when day will break (Bella Charlie Marrajabu, Bradley Field 
Diary 1988).
Some people are seen to be able to communicate with certain bird species. They are messengers of 
portents and ill tidings, often of death, as Annie Isaac Karrakayn comments below:
The white-bellied sea eagle is my mother. Yesterday I saw her and she sang out in the following manner: 
‘Ngak, Ngak, Ngak!’, she would not go away, she was there on the beach all morning, playing with fish, 
singing out, so then I knew something had happened. Then later I heard the news that my younger brother 
had died (Bradley Field Diary 1992).
Various ritually important species have whole song cycles dedicated to them. Birds such as the brolga and 
white-bellied sea eagle are two of these more important species. Four of these verses are given below as 
an example. No acknowledgement is given as many people were involved with the singing of these song 
cycles when recorded, though Pyro Diridyalma, Dinny McDinny and Johnson Timothy 
Ngayijbungayijbulama played a large part in these translations (see also Yanyuwa Families et al. 2003).
1. This verse is from a general sacred public song cycle used by the Mambaliya-Wawukarriya clan: 
Red flying fox hanging by their feet, so many jammed together, hanging by their feet.
2. This verse is from the Brolga funeral ceremony used by Mambaliya-Wawukarriya and Rrumburriya 
people:
Replete with food the brolgas gather, at sunset they gather, on the plains country, in the midst of the grass 
covered plains, on the clear country they gather to dance.
3. This verse is from the sacred but public song cycle of the Rrumburriya people and tells of the often- 
seen sight of birds gathering at freshwater wells. In this instance, the well is at Manangoora on the 
Wearyan River:
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Seed eaters are gathering, crested pigeons gathering, drinking at the well, at the well called Rdungkurrumaji
they gather; with zebra finches they gather, they are there in abundance to drink from the well.
4. This last verse is from the same song cycle as above, only the verse belongs to Cape Vanderlin on
Vanderlin Island:
White-bellied sea eagle, resting on her haunches, white chest feathers gleaming in the sun.
The Yanyuwa taxonomy of julaki includes all birds, as well as fruit bats or flying foxes, bats, and one 
Ancestral Spirit entity. The Yanyuwa system of classifying these creatures is somewhat complex, and 
various subheadings are based around favoured environments or foods of the species. Some of these 
categories are quite clear, whilst others seem to collapse in on top of each other with finer details being 
drawn on to keep an animal within a particular category. A good example of this is the brolga. It is put 
within the group of wumburrwumburru or birds ‘of the plains country’, but it could easily belong to the 
nankanankawu -  birds ‘ of the lagoon systems ’. However, because the brolga is mythologically associated 
with the plains country, it will always be classified as such. It is also the dancing which the brolgas 
perform on the plains that is culturally relevant to the Yanyuwa. These types of habitat classifying terms 
are usually only given to bird species, but similar ones can be found in the Yanyuwa classification of fish 
where certain species are seen as ‘of the reefs’ or ‘of the mud’.
The pelican balubalu is another example. It is classed amongst those sea birds that are seen to be ‘kin to 
the fish’, but it can also be found on the freshwater lagoons and river systems further inland. The 
Yanyuwa, however, keep it associated with the saltwater because, as they say: ‘we are saltwater people’.
Rudder (1978) refers to this type of environmental classification of species as locality classes. Rudder 
worked amongst the Djambarrapuyngu people of northeast Arnhem Land. Waddy (1988), however, 
considers these locality classes to be special purpose classifications in contrast to existence classes which 
are biological classifications. A number of these ‘locality classes’ have already been mentioned above in 
relation to some of the fish and to birds, and the very general classifications employed by the Yanyuwa 
such as inland/mainland and coastal/island/sea. In contextual and everyday usage, Yanyuwa methods of 
classification do not relate to biological classification, but rather to the environment where individual 
species may be found. Such a system of classification is culturally relevant when one considers the 
relationships that exist between Yanyuwa people and place, and the living things that occupy ‘the place’.
Some people often introduce a bird species by describing their appearance with a combination of noun 
and adjective, so for example a brolga was once described to Bradley as being jumanykarrawirrba or 
Tong legs’, and the jabiru as jumanykarrangurru or Tong nose’. During his early research Bradley 
followed a system of putting birds into such descriptive categories, but it had no apparent order. Such 
birds as the jabiru and egret are also described as being long legged. With increased language skill, 
Bradley found that the word jibiya was used more often for defining the taxon of julaki, birds and flying 
foxes. The term jibiya is a general term which basically means ‘a countryman’, ‘belonging to’ or 
‘associated with’, ‘as one’s proper place’. It is used for plants, animals, fish and humans. Thus, for 
example, a seagull can be described as being jibiya antha or ‘belonging to the sea’, but more specifically 
the seagull may be described as jibiya Wuwunala which is its specific site associated with its activities as 
a Spirit Ancestor, and thus in this instance the bird species is tied to a clan, place and people. Important 
bird species are often described in this manner; a brolga for example is often called jibiya Wubunjawa 
referring to its most important site and the white-bellied sea eagle is referred to as a-jib iya Wul ib irr a while 
the wedge-tailed eagle is referred to as a-jibiya Marrinybul. Another term that Bradley discovered with 
increased linguistic understanding, was nganji. This word can mean stranger or enemy, but when 
accompanied by a pronominal prefix it means kin or family relation in much the same way that the English 
terms host and hostile are related to each other. However, the implicit meaning of nganji in some instances 
also speaks of a codependency between entities. The dependency is often associated with a hunter and 
prey relationship, with the hunter always being the kin to the hunted. Many animals, plants and people
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are described using this term. In relation to birds it is particularly used to define that group of birds which 
are waders along the coast, exposed mudflats, rocky shores of the islands, and which hunt fish. It would 
be wrong to overemphasise the use of this word, but experience in the field has shown that the Yanyuwa 
do have very specific purposes for the word, and there are perceived right and wrong uses. Thus, for 
example, the term jibiya can be used generally to describe a brolga inhabiting a lagoon complex but the 
word nganji can not. The term nganji can, however, be used for a brolga and its place on the vast grass 
savanna lands that are a part of mainland Yanyuwa country. The term nganji seems to also have notions 
of permanence or of enduring relationships. In relation to lagoons the term nganji is not used because by 
the end of the dry season they have nearly all dried up and no bird species can have an enduring 
relationship with them. Rather, birds such as ducks and ibises are described as being jibiya nankawawu 
or belonging in a general way to a lagoon environment. It also needs to be said that both the terms nganji 
and jibiya  are multivocal and the given meaning is dependent on context and the understanding that the 
speaker is trying to highlight.
It seems that the basic decisions Yanyuwa people make when describing birds are either habitat, sameness, 
or diet, and occasionally a relationship with another natural feature or the species as a spiritual entity takes 
precedence. Some of the major category divisions are listed in Table 8 and shown diagrammatically in 
Figure 3.
Table 8. M ajor Yanyuwa category divisions for julaki -  birds, bats and flying foxes
Category Contains
a-jalbarramba large birds of prey. See also ngulkunmanj amara.
biiyukawu of the fire, a number of hawk/kite species
rru-m arrabal aw u of the grevillea tree, two possibly three hawk/kite species
kurrkurr owls, nightjars and ffogmouths
nu-minju seed eaters, pigeons and some parrots
wulanthanthawu flower eaters, flying foxes and some parrots. However, they are classified by 
some people as julayarriyarriyu  or ‘for the morning glory cloud formation’.
a-wakalakala bats
nankanankawu of the lagoons, wader birds, ducks
wumburrwumburru of the plains, brolgas and the pratincole
wulawulangi of the river, birds of river systems and riverine forest and plains. This 
category is often further divided into wabudawu -  freshwater, wumdawu  -  
of the trees, wujurru  -  of the grass and Ihukandu -  of the mangroves, rails 
and bitterns.
nyiki-nganji ki-arlkuwu kin to the fish, coastal waders
anthawu of the open sea, birds that obtain fish by diving into the sea or next to small 
islands
a-kuwaykuwayk spiritual, invisible bird
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A-jalbarramba -  Large Birds of Prey
The taxon of a-jalbarramba includes two bird species that are also the largest birds of prey to be found 
in the southwest Gulf of Carpentaria, namely the wedge-tailed eagle and the white-bellied sea eagle. There 
is also a mythological basis for placing these two bird species together. In the Creation period, the white- 
bellied sea eagle was just like a wedge-tailed eagle in its colouring. The white-bellied sea eagle refused 
to share with the wedge-tailed eagle white feather down ritual body decoration. The result is that the sea 
eagle still has a beautiful white crest and underpart, while the wedge-tailed eagle is rather drab coloured 
(see Bradley 1988:64). Both birds can be called a-jalbarramba. The speaker then makes the distinction 
by calling the detailed name of the species or by naming the Ancestral site associated with the species that 
is:
a-jalbarramba a-karnkamka -  The large bird of prey the white-bellied sea eagle.
a-jalbarramba a-jibiya Marrinybul -  The large bird of prey which is associated with Marrinybul (the
wedge-tailed eagle).
These birds have several names: the white-bellied sea eagle is known as a-karnkarnka, a-wurrwilhi or a- 
kariwaykalngu while the wedge-tailed eagle is called a-kilyarrkilyarr or a-dijangkarrdijangkarr.
The two terms for the wedge-tailed eagle are synonyms, and both are seen to be onomatopoetic, as is the 
first term recorded above for the white-bellied sea eagle. The second term for the white-bellied sea eagle 
is classed by some people as an archaic term, whilst older people state it to be a term used to describe a 
fully grown bird with flawless white chest plumage. Evidence tends to support the latter meaning. The 
term was once used in highly secret and sacred ceremonies called Kundawira, which were primarily 
associated with this bird. For the duration of this ceremony the white-bellied sea eagle was known as a- 
wurrwilhi. The term in this ceremonial context has implications of power and importance. The last term 
is used for the bird when it is seen far inland and in places where it is not normally seen, such as in the 
freshwater regions of the McArthur River above Borroloola. The term literally means ‘the feminine one 
which has come up from the coast’.
The young of both species are called by the same term, a-ruburubu, and in past times, the white fluffy 
down of these birds was much sought after as a decoration for performers’ bodies in rituals and sacred 
objects. These feathers have now been replaced by cotton wool or the absorbent material found in the 
liners of disposable nappies.
Buyukawu -  Of the Fire
The taxon of buyukawu -  ‘of the fire’ is used for a number of falcon and kite species. This term is both 
related to mythological events and actual habit. Species such as the brown hawk and black kite are often 
seen in the vicinity of burning fires, searching for insects, reptiles and small animals that are trying to 
escape the fire. The peregrine falcon, and the other species of falcon listed are, in Yanyuwa Law, 
mythologically associated with the making of fire using firesticks, and are sometimes seen close to 
burning country. The black falcon is associated with the making of fire in the Garrwa peoples’ Law. The 
ceremonial body designs for these species are two long strips painted on the torso of the dancer 
representing fire sticks.
Rru-marrabalawu -  Of the Grevillea Tree
In Yanyuwa, the tree species Grevillea pteridifolia is called a-marrabala, the dative case being rru- 
marrabalawu. This dative form becomes the taxon for two, maybe three, birds of prey -  the whistling kite, 
brown goshawk and possibly the little eagle. The grevillea tree is often called the ‘hawk tree’ in English
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because its flowering is associated with the nesting of the above species. The nests are most often seen 
along the banks of rivers. Ida Ninganga stated that:
The flower of the grevillea is beautiful, it is for smelling. It smells with a wonderful scent like well-cooked
meat. It is for that reason these birds [hawk species] desire it (Bradley Field Diary 1988).
The Yanyuwa say then that the birds nest at this time because they like the smell of the flower. They also 
believe they prey on many of the smaller birds which come and eat the nectar from the grevillea flowers 
early in the morning.
When working on general classifications associated with birds of prey Bradley has, on a few occasions, 
attempted to see if the Yanyuwa perceive them as one group, for example, as eaters of meat, and whilst 
the Yanyuwa agree with this, they still say that the various birds of prey have differences. The closest 
Bradley ever got to bringing all birds of prey under one taxon was when one elderly man thought that all 
birds of prey were ngulkunmanjamara which literally means ‘those that desire to ring the necks of others’ 
or ‘those that desire to throttle others’ (Ginger Bunaja, Bradley Field Diary 1984). This suggestion was 
seen to be a possibility, but on checking data against this term, people still placed the birds of prey under 
the various taxa as offered here. This was reinforced during a number of ceremonies when birds of prey 
were represented as belonging to the various groupings suggested in this monograph.
Kurrkurr -  Owls, Nightjars and Frogmouths
The term kurrkurr is used for all owls, nightjars and frogmouths, but it is also the specific term given to 
three species -  the bam owl, masked owl and eastern grass owl. It would appear that the three owl species 
share the same name because of similarities in appearance or habitat. All birds classed as owls, with the 
exception of the tawny frogmouth, are associated with the Mambaliya clan. The tawny ffogmouth is for 
the Wurdaliya clan and is also associated with a potent form of sorcery called a-kardajala. This clan has 
quite a few associations with sorcery, including the green tree frog mentioned above.
Bradley’s first sighting of a tawny frogmouth and his subsequent questioning lead to a short but interesting 
text from a senior woman regarding what is a perceived peculiarity of this bird species:
That bird which is called the tawny frogmouth, she talks at night when we are asleep. We can hear her talking 
in this manner, 'Jiliwidjiliwid!, jiliwidjiliwid! kibidkulu! -  [move in together] kibidkulul -  [move in together] ’ 
Later she changes her voice. We can all hear her talking in this manner, ‘ Jiliwidjiliwid! dij, dij, dij, dijV. And 
then again later on she changes her voice. We can hear her talking like this, ‘ Jiliwidjiliwid! bunkurij! 
bunkurijV This bird she talks much more differently than any of the other birds (Dinah Norman Marmgawi, 
Bradley Field Diary 1988).
The spotted nightjar, yilayi, is an important species in Yanyuwa religious life and is associated with 
important funerary rites and an extensive song cycle verse in a sacred but public song cycle of the 
Mambaliya clan. The large white wing spots seen on these species during ventral flights are of particular 
significance and are considered to be the nightjars’ ritual design (Yanyuwa Families et al. 2003).
Nu-minju -  Seed Eaters, Pigeons and Some Parrots
The taxon of nu-minju consists of those birds that the Yanyuwa class as seed eaters. The term nu-minju 
is the dative form of nu-mi or seed. This group consists of a number of parrot species, quails and pigeons 
with the exception of the Torres Strait pigeon.
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There are no generic terms for parrots or pigeons. When people identify each of the individual species that 
makes up this taxon, they do not identify them with any concern for separation of species, except that they 
are always careful to comment that the Torres Strait pigeon is excluded. Rather, distinction seems to be 
based upon what could be generally classed as ‘big seeds’ (na-wurrirri na-mi) and ‘small seeds’ (na- 
yumbu na-mi). The adjectives wurrirri and yumbu do not really convey the meaning of big and small. 
There is an implicit association with these words that would see them better translated as mature and 
immature. This monograph, however, uses the gloss as provided by the Yanyuwa speakers themselves. 
Big seeds are such things as pandanus nuts and the fruit and seeds of certain tree species such as acacias, 
the tree species Cavarium anstraliaum and certain palms; small seeds are the seeds of grasses and shrubs. 
The following statement from Tim Timothy Rakawurlma highlights this:
The black cockatoo she is eating the seeds of the a-bunungkurr tree [Cavarium australiaum] and the seeds 
of the acacia tree which the old people ate. The peaceful dove, bar shouldered dove, quail and crested pigeon 
eat the seeds of the spear grass and wild rice while the galah and sulphur crested cockatoo eat the nuts of the 
pandanus palm (Tim Timothy Rakawurlma, Field Diary 1984).
Wulanthanthawu -  Flower Eaters, Flying Foxes and Some Parrots
As with the above classification of ‘ seed eaters ’, this taxon is named after the dominant food of the species 
in question, in this instance flowers, blossoms and nectars. Included in this group are a number of parrot 
species, the Torres Strait pigeon and flying foxes. However, some people choose to base their 
classification upon the natural phenomena of the Morning Glory cloud formation, julayarriyarri, and 
despite a number of attempts to find out which term is the most favoured or ‘correct’, both terms are used 
regularly and often together. It is noted that the Torres Strait pigeon is in reality an eater of fruit from such 
plants as the Carpentaria palm and also small figs. What is of importance to the Yanyuwa is its yearly 
arrival prior to the wet season, at about the same time that the Morning Glory cloud formations can be 
seen in the Gulf country.
The term wulanthanthawu which is the dative case of the noun wulanthantha or flowers means ‘being for 
the flowers’. It is believed that the Morning Glory cloud formations which appear prior to the wet season 
actually spread the blossom eating birds, Torres Strait pigeon and flying foxes over the country. A song 
about these clouds follows:
Nyimbala-karra nguthundakarilu
Julayarriyarri
Walamirrimirri
Ngamalakarilu
Murrubangkayalu
You two look to the north!
The Morning Glory is coming,
It spreads across the sky into the south
Bearing (parrots, pigeons, flying foxes) within it
(song composed by Jack Baju Akarrunda, Bradley Field Diary 1987).
The creatures in this taxon are said to be carried by the Morning Glory cloud formation, a process which 
is also described in English as ‘coming in their time’ and is called in Yanyuwa by the single word muyu. 
Muyu is a term used to describe the seasonal movement of animals, fish and bird species. It could also be 
glossed as migration, though in the Yanyuwa sense when animals are ‘moving in their time’ it can also 
be associated with the best time to hunt them, and the term muyu when used with certain fish species such 
as salmon and barramundi carries this implicit understanding. Some animals that are not hunted also are 
involved in muyu. Birds such as brolgas as they travel from lagoon to lagoon do it because ‘it is their time’ 
or muyu.
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The following Yanyuwa song tells of a man travelling over the islands and hearing the call of the Torres 
Strait pigeon. This song is often used to describe the concepts involved in muyu:
Ngathanda rra-ja 
a-wulumamdaya? 
kanda-m anm arri 
nyungkidurli 
waliwaliyangka
Where is she?
The Torres Strait pigeon.
She was away but has now returned and, 
is calling from island to island
(song composed by Jack Baju Akammda, Bradley Field Diary 1987).
Within this taxon (things that belong to the Morning Glory cloud formation and things that are desirous 
of nectar), primary importance seems to be placed on the flying foxes. There is a generic term for all 
flying foxes, whilst the birds in this category are either individually listed or grouped under the generic 
term of julaki which is birds, with the specific intent of describing them as actual birds, remembering that 
this term julaki is also the term used to describe all flying things which includes flying foxes, bats and 
some larger insects such as locusts and dragonflies.
Flying foxes are sometimes described as being nyiki-nganji ki-Bujimalawu or ‘kinsfolk to the Rainbow 
Serpent’. Such a categorisation sets the flying fox apart from other species in that care is taken when such 
creatures are killed and how they are cooked. For example, the wings of the flying fox have a specific 
term, na-wawarl, whilst all other creatures such as mammals, fish and humans are given the term na-wi 
for their forearms, front legs, wings and front fins. The wings are removed during the cooking process but 
are then placed on top of the flying fox bodies, just before the ground oven is sealed. The body of the 
flying fox has the specific term na-ngambirrngambirr. Flying foxes are not gutted as the internal organs 
are perceived as a delicacy. The wings are described as being ‘kin’ to the flying fox. It is done because 
it is the Law, but also because the flying fox is associated with the Rainbow Serpent. To disrespect the 
flying fox is to risk disturbing the potential power of the Rainbow Serpent. There is a long narrative told 
in Yanyuwa society about the death of two initiates by the actions of a Rainbow Serpent because they 
disrespected the flying fox. One of the things that these two initiates were said to have done was to throw 
the wings of the dead flying foxes away (Avery 1985; Bradley 1988; Yanyuwa Families et ah 2003).
The Yanyuwa often express interest in the wings of the flying fox, and on many occasions when flying 
fox are being cooked, people have picked up the wings and described how flying fox used them during 
the wet season to keep themselves dry. A number of people have described them as being ‘just like 
raincoats or umbrellas’. A common statement made about these creatures’ wings is:
The flying fox covers his head with his forearms. He enfolds himself inside when it is raining (Bella Charlie 
Marrajabu, Bradley Field Diary 1988).
The special term bulurlyi can be used as a generic term for all species of flying foxes, but it has a very 
particular usage in that it is only used for flying foxes that reside and have been killed on land that is under 
secret and sacred restrictions. Only senior men associated with the land under question can eat these flying 
foxes (Bradley 1992).
The flying foxes classed as bulurlyi are usually killed when the animals are at their peak of condition 
which usually corresponds to the peak flowering time of the mangroves and paperbarks which is often 
towards the end of the wet season and the early dry season. Once the young have been bom in the latter 
part of the cool dry season, people will not hunt them. This is especially so of the red flying fox. The black 
flying fox is hunted during the build-up period, but not with the same intensity as the red flying fox.
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The Yanyuwa describe the red flying fox as being an inland dweller (ankawangu), usually of paperbarks 
along the edges of rivers and the occasional mangrove thicket on the river systems, whilst the black flying 
fox is considered a coastal and island dweller (arnindawangu) which enjoys living in thick stands of 
mangrove forests along river estuaries and mangrove-covered islets. The specific term na-wungkala is 
given to flying fox colonies.
Nyiki-Nganji Nungku-Ajinjala -  Being Kin to the Caves (Bats)
The Yanyuwa classify bats as nyiki-nganji nungku-ajinjala -  ‘being kin to the caves’. More precisely they 
say that bats are ‘kin to the caves in the north’, meaning the islands. In Yanyuwa belief, bats are primarily 
associated with the spreading of lice. It is believed that bats travel to a Ancestral Louse site on Centre 
Island before travelling on and depositing them in the heads of humans. Generally, all species of bats are 
called a-wakalakala, although amongst the older people the term nungku-aj injala or cave dweller could 
equally be used.
Bats are often encountered in rockshelters on the islands. During a visit to one of these rockshelters on 
North Island people disturbed a large species of bat which Bradley identified as a ghost bat. The term 
bamkarr was used and it was said that this was the term for such ‘big bugger bats’. On a visit to White 
Craggy within the same week another large ghost bat was disturbed, and again the same term was given.
On Bradley’s return to Borroloola, he questioned a number of elderly people concerning their knowledge 
of bats, and once they had been through the discussion of them being spreaders office, an elderly woman 
confirmed the existence of two names for bats. She described bats in the following manner:
Bats; there is the little one and the one that is a bit bigger. The bigger bats have wings and noses like flying 
foxes and they live in caves to the north on the islands (Ida Ninganga, Bradley Field Diary 1991).
Other informants have told Bradley that bats are kinsfolk for the caves and shelters on the islands, and that 
their presence in these caves and shelters helps keep the country well. Such a comment presumes a belief 
in a land that is animate, that can respond to the living things around it. It further demonstrates the concept 
of nganji, the notion of enduring kinship that exists between the features and creatures of the Yanyuwa 
world.
The term barnkarr was also used once by a number of elderly men and women for the northern blossom 
bat. Bradley has never seen one in the Borroloola area, and none of the wildlife surveys have recorded its 
presence (Callaby 1976; Johnson and Kearle 1991). The women observed the bat in a display at the Beny 
Springs Zoo, and were adamant that it existed in the Borroloola region, and that ‘the old people’ called 
it bamkarr. When Bradley made the comment that it was the same term for the large bat that fives in caves 
on the islands, they stated that was correct and that the northern blossom bat was also called by that term. 
They said that the northern blossom bat lived in paperbark forests and jungle thickets on the islands and 
along the river systems, which concurs with Western knowledge of this species (Sue Churchill, Bradley 
Field Diary 1994).
Nankanankawu -  Of the Lagoon Systems
The term nankanankawu is the dative case of the noun nankawa meaning lagoon. The duplication of the 
stem is also a feature of the Yanyuwa language used to highlight significance. In this instance, the term 
is used to head the taxa of those birds that the Yanyuwa perceive as being associated with lagoon systems. 
It is interesting to note that the bird species associated with this locality classification are not described 
as being kin to the lagoon. Instead, the more general word jibiya  or ‘belonging to’ is used. When Bradley 
attempted to use the word kin or nganji to describe the various species involved, people said it was not
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used because ‘they just lived there’. As discussed earlier it appears that nganji can only be used where the 
bond or link between animal and country is demonstrably strong or involves some other aspect such as 
spiritual knowledge.
There are three primary divisions within the taxa nankanankawu: a-yilwiyilwi -  ‘ducks and duck-like 
birds’, a-rrawanjaji -  ‘ibises’, and a collection of bird species that have no generic term except ‘of the 
lagoon’. The magpie goose is seen as an independent category and is given the names a-langkuna and a- 
wuthangu.
The categories appear to be based on what is hunted for food. Ducks are still regularly hunted as a food 
source, whilst the birds in the remaining category appear as being associated with lagoon environments 
but are not pursued as a food source. The magpie goose is alone as it is a primary water bird food source.
A few people tended to place the spoonbill as an independent species also, and this distinction was made 
because of its distinctive bill and mythological associations with water lily corms -  a major food source 
derived from lagoons.
Wumburrwumburru -  O f the Plains Country
The taxa of wumburrwumburru is the dative form of wumburr or plains country. It contains two species 
-  the brolga and a species of bird found on the coastal plains called the Australian pratincole.
In Yanyuwa thought, the brolga is ranked as supreme among the birds. It is an important Spirit Ancestor 
and its trumpeting call and dancing displays make it an emotional favourite with all age groups. The 
sacred but public funeral rites associated with this bird are also amongst the most spectacular in the 
Yanyuwa repertoire of ceremonies and dances. Whilst much of the brolga’s time is spent foraging for 
water reed corms and small crustaceans along the edges of lagoon systems, the Yanyuwa do not place it 
with birds associated with lagoons. The brolga is mythologically associated with the creation of vast 
savanna landscapes in Yanyuwa country. The plains were created by the brolga’s dancing. These birds 
often display their dancing on the plains country where they can be heard thumping and calling for some 
distance.
One particular large stretch of savanna plains, some 8km west of the Manangoora on the Wearyan River, 
is called Kumbarikanyajulaki, this term means ‘he is plucking his feathers or he is maulting’. This term 
is related to the actions, described by the Yanyuwa, whereby the brolgas rise to great heights in the sky 
and circle, and as they do their feathers drop down to the ground. This place name reflects both a 
significant ritual action of the Brolga Spirit Ancestor but also records what the Yanyuwa people observe 
as actual brolga behaviour. When discussion takes place in Yanyuwa society about faunal species having 
Law or culture, it is either the brolga or dugong that is first brought up.
The Australian pranticole is quite common on coastal plains during the diy season. Its inclusion in the 
category wumburrwumburru -  ‘of the plains country’ appears to be an afterthought. Bradley’s first 
recordings of this bird lead his informant to call the bird a-wumburr, which literally means ‘the female 
one of the plains’. It was not until a number of years later that he was given its proper term, a-yanamara, 
and told that it was a bird of the coastal plains.
In Yanyuwa, the eastern sarus crane (Grus antigone) is also called by the same term as the brolga due to 
the similarity in appearance.
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Wulawulangi -  Of the River Systems
The following taxa of birds appearing under the heading of wulawulangi is by far the largest, and basically 
comprises all those bird species that inhabit the riverine environments. Such environments include the 
actual waterways of rivers and creeks and the open forests and grasslands which are to be found on either 
side of the waterways.
There is a tendency amongst some Yanyuwa people to class all the birds in this taxa as 
yumbulyumbulmantha julaki which literally means ‘all kinds of any kind of birds’. It was only after a 
number of months had been spent working with differing classifications did a number of women come 
up with the system as presented here. As with all aspects of Yanyuwa classification, context is crucial; in 
this example the resulting classification should not be thought of as ‘the’ classification but as a method 
that is generally preferred over other possibilities. As with much of Yanyuwa classification, it is based 
around perceived environments.
The term wulawulangi is the duplicated form of the noun na-wulangi meaning river. However, in this term 
the prefix has been removed. In general conversation, the word can mean the waters of the river, the banks 
and waters of the river or the much wider zone of the riverine environment and the river channel that 
extends out into the sea. The species included in this taxon take the term in its widest possible meaning 
-  riverine environment. This category {wulawulangi) is often further divided into wabudawu -  ‘of the 
freshwater’, wurndawu -  ‘of the trees’, wujurru -  ‘of the grass’ and Ihukandu -  ‘of the mangroves’. 
However, it is also possible that these subcategories may be used more like major categories in their own 
right. It is the latter arrangement that is presented in Appendix 10 and Figure 3.
Many of the species listed in this category can, of course, be found on the islands, but people tend to see 
them more as birds of the mainland river systems. However, when seen on the islands, the same 
subcategories presented below are used to classify them.
There was some exception given to the inclusion of emu in the general taxa wulawulangi by an older 
Yanyuwa woman, who stated that it belonged to the taxa of large game animals, wunala, but she was 
silenced by other people present who said that the emu was most definitely a bird because it had feathers 
and a beak. In a subsequent conversation with this elderly woman, she said that ‘old people’ classed the 
emu as wunala. Such a category would not be unusual and is mentioned by David Wilkins in his work 
amongst the Arrente people (Wilkins 1993).
In this monograph the emu is included in the following taxa but it is listed independently, partly because 
people tended to do so out of deference to the old woman who objected to its inclusion at all. This 
situation is important as it demonstrates the malleability of Yanyuwa classifications. It can also be seen 
that because of the contextual nature of classification researchers have considerable influence in 
determining the structure of classifications. It is necessary to present a system of sorts to facilitate 
discussion and explanation but it is equally important to acknowledge that the very act o f recording (and 
publishing) folkbiological classifications implies a more stable system than that which operates in 
everyday situations.
Emu are infrequently seen, and the Yanyuwa say that they are food for the Garrwa and Gudanji people 
to the south and east. One elderly man said that emu were for the Garrwa people like dugong and sea turtle 
are for Yanyuwa people, in that the Garrwa had many different names for the emu and many names for 
the parts of the emu as it is being butchered (Isaac Isaac Walayungkuma, Bradley Field Diary 1986). The 
Yanyuwa will hunt emu if one happens to be sighted, and the meat is liked, but its eating is surrounded 
by various restrictions. All people who eat the meat must rub emu fat on their knees before eating so that 
their legs will not become bent, and care must be taken in disposing of things such as the head, lower legs 
and feet as they are associated with potent forms of sorcery and past ceremonial practices, in particular, 
the feared and highly secret and sacred Burrkuwala ceremony of the Gudanji people, which the Y anyuwa 
sometimes participated in.
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The emu also has associated with it a number of power songs which men and women still sing over their 
young infants’ backs to help them walk quickly. One such song rendered in English would be as follows:
Be like an emu chick, an emu chick,
Stand strong; stand straight, with strong hair.
Walk and go and go!
(Johnson Timothy Ngayijbungayijbulama and Maureen Timothy, Bradley Field Diary 1992).
The sad and mournful, child-like cry of the bush stone curlew is said to be related to the story of the 
mother curlew refusing to give the moon her children in exchange for eternal life. The cry is said to be 
the mother curlew searching for her children through the grass as the following statement highlights:
The curlew she is crying out at night, just like her children. She is following them on the road. She is imitating 
the cry of her children (Bella Charlie Marrajabu, Bradley Field Diary 1992).
Lhukandu -  Of the Mangroves
The Yanyuwa call this group by the general term arnindowangu which means ‘of the coastal areas’. 
However, they are more often called lhukandu or ‘of the mangroves’. Another term sometimes employed 
to describe these birds is nyiki-nganji Ihukannguwarra or ‘kinfolk to the mangrove country’ and nyiki- 
nganji arnindowangu which means ‘kinfolk to the coastal country ’. Again the word nganji reflects a belief 
in a mutual codependency on each other -  that the mangrove country would be poorer without these birds. 
This taxon also includes bitterns, rails, herons and mangrove songbirds or warblers. The Wuyaliya clan 
is also called by the term likilingnaji-lhukannguwarra, meaning ‘those people who are kin to the 
mangrove country’.
Most of the species in this category are important Spirit Ancestors for the Yanyuwa people, and all, with 
the exception of the mangrove golden whistler, have their own rituals within various ceremonies. In 
particular, the black bittern {Dupetor flavicollis) and the chestnut rail (Eulabeornis castaneoventris) are 
seen to be of singular importance as they are associated with activities in returning the spirit of deceased 
kin back to country. The chestnut rail, a-alanthaburra, is said to ‘keep the country up’ that is to constantly 
emotionally engage with it by calling out.
The mangrove gerygone (Gerygone laevigaster) is said to warn people of approaching sorcerers 
(mulungmva), and in past times, of revenge killing murdering parties (li-marrawi).
Nyiki-Nganji ki-Arlkuwu -  Being Kin to the Fish
The following taxa of coastal birds are generally classed as arnindowangu, or of the coastal regions. 
Sometimes they are called by a generic term of jibiya waliyangu ‘belonging to the islands’ or jibiya  
nguthunduwangu ‘belonging to the north’ which is an expression often used in everyday speech to mean 
the sea, coast and islands.
However, by far the most common generic statement used to describe the bird species which comprise 
those birds that are shore waders along the exposed intertidal zone, beaches and rocky coastline of the 
islands, is nyiki-nganji ki-arlkuwu which translates as ‘being kin to the Ash’. On first recording the names 
and habitats of the bird species listed below, people, especially the older men and women, would gloss 
every one of them with the following statement: ndiya wurralngu nyiki-nganji ki-arlkuwuyurrngumantha, 
they are ‘inhabitants of the water, they are kin to the fish forever’.
The Yanyuwa linguist Jean Kirton also found this term for the sea birds to be quite pervasive, and in some 
of her field notebooks (1967:26-27,1968:39, 1971b:45-46), the same term as given above is recorded on
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a number of occasions. A common statement given by a number of her informants, with variations, and 
which is still common amongst the older people Bradley has worked with is as follows:
They are spearing fish, inside the water. They are spearing fish and bringing them out (from the water). They 
bear them in their mouths. The fish flay around. They eat them alive. It is in this way they eat the fish that flay 
around in their stomach. They are another kind of birds these ones that eat fish, these ones that are inhabitants 
of the water, these ones which are kin to the fish for all time (Pluto Wurrumungkumungku in Kirton 1967:26- 
27).
From general conversation with people over the years, it would seem that it is this group of birds that 
people most enjoy talking about. As one woman put it: ‘They make me think about my country, my island 
and my mother poor thing’ (Annie Isaac Karrakayn, Bradley Field Diary 1992). What is also being 
demonstrated in this statement are the deep and enduring emotional links between people, country and the 
creatures that inhabit the area. Thus along with pragmatic needs to understand and live within the 
environment there is also a phenomenological rendering of a Y anyuwa understanding of the environment, 
which moves away from a presentation of empirical data to one which expresses the true consciousness 
of the people, including their belief in the consciousness of their environment.
In the instance of sea birds and the way in which nganji is used people stress their relationship with fish, 
and generally speaking, they believe that without the fish there would be no sea birds and without the sea 
birds there would be no fish. It is not, however, possible to reverse the statement and say that fish are kin 
to the sea birds. As with most of these statements involving kin, it appears that the hunter or predator is 
of primary importance. There is amongst the Yanyuwa people a strong belief that the hunting of fish by 
the birds actually increases the number of fish which is good for both birds and humans.
There are two further divisions of this group: wurrungkuwurrungku -  ‘of the beaches, intertidal zone and 
mudflats’ which is a term that is not often used and anthawu -  ‘of the open sea’. The group anthawu or 
‘of the sea’ represents those birds that are often seen flying over the sea and diving into the water to obtain 
fish. They are known to nest on the northern reaches of the islands. It should be noted that the white- 
bellied sea eagle does not appear amongst these birds.
As with the chestnut rail there are certain species in this group that are marked for singular importance. 
The red-capped plover, a-kuthayikuthayi, has a significance described in the following manner:
We hear the call of the red capped plover and we know she is holding all of the sea country, we know that 
the country is good, in the old days the old people would acknowledge her call, they would call out in the 
following manner, ‘Yes, you are there, dweller of the coastal country, allow us to harpoon a dugong, allow 
us to take fish, make the country good (Annie Isaac Karrakayn, Bradley Field Diary 1992).
This example illustrates that a single species can have an importance far beyond appearances and 
perceived biological importance. This bird does not appear in great Ancestral narratives or important 
ceremonies, yet has an importance of providing connection and well-being for all other living things in 
the coastal environment.
The osprey, jujuju, is included in this taxa. It is also known by the Yanyuwa as a bird that desires to eat 
young sea turtles. It is a very important ancestor for the Wurdaliya clan. In the mythology associated with 
the sea turtle, the osprey is a predator of fully grown turtles (Bradley 1997; Yanyuwa Families et al. 
2003).
The bird species classed as anthawu or ‘of the open sea’ are seen to belong to that part of the sea which 
humans rarely travel, the expanse of sea classed by the Yanyuwa as wunjurrkunjurr, a term which carries 
implicit notions of fear and some foreboding, the line where the sky meets the sea. The following public 
fun song is one of a number that speaks of sea birds out over the sea:
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The terns dive continually into the sea, 
the open sea far to the north.
They are one with the open sea; 
they hold fish in their mouths
(song composed by Jack Baju Akarrunda, Dinah Norman Marmgawi, Bradley Field Diary 1988).
A-kuwaykuwayk -  ‘Spirit Bird’
The final taxa of birds consists of one mythical bird belonging to the Rrumburriya clan. It is classed as 
a bird by the Yanyuwa, although it has never been seen. The bird is called a-kuwaykuwayk and if  it could 
be seen, it would resemble a bush bustard with shining white feathers. People say that it is only during the 
wet season that the bird can be heard calling out, and then only at night. It is said that the a-kuwaykuwayk 
bird has a role in stopping hail stones from falling out of the sky, and that during the wet season, the a- 
kuwaykuwayk bird is continually engaged in the activity of repairing ‘holes’ in the sky, through which hail 
stones could fall. In Yanyuwa, the term for hail stone is wayku, and this word can be seen to be the root 
of the invisible bird’s name a-kuwaykuwayk. The bird’s other name is jandini murumurumantharra ararr 
-  ‘she who closes up the sky (to stop the hail from falling)’.
The a-kuwaykuwayk bird is also associated with a potent form of sorcery in the form of small stones which 
are attached to a string which the a-kuwaykuwayk bird pulls through the sky. There are a number of sites 
on the islands and mainland associated with the path of this bird, and all the sites are seen to be linked by 
a string which the a-kuwaykuwayk bird pulls behind her. Furthermore, the power to kill people using the 
sorcery associated with this ‘bird’ is associated with the mainland sites, while the power to heal or obviate 
the negative power of this Spirit Ancestor is associated with the island sites (Bradley 1988:67, 1992:60- 
62).
The a-kuwaykuwayk bird also has important rituals in the a-Kunabibi ceremonies. The bird may indeed 
be mythical and invisible, but it is considered to be a reality by the Yanyuwa people.
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Chapter 14
Yumbulyumbulmantha -  All Kinds of Things
The final group of fauna are those things for which the Yanyuwa have no real system of classification. 
They are the residuals, and include such things as insects, spiders, ants, grubs, caterpillars and butterflies. 
The Yanyuwa have no real encompassing term for them. Rather, they use the term yumbulyumbulmantha 
-  ‘all kinds of things’. Within this group there are a number of generic labels. For example, banja for a 
number of ant species, a-miyimiyi for a number of flies, and another category called thanthamara which 
includes biting and stinging insects such as mosquitoes and lice.
Some species such as the dragon fly and praying mantis are classified as individual species because they 
are considered to be important in relation to some other factor. For example, the dragon fly has a 
relationship with the weather, in particular the cold season, and both share the same name, a-mardu. The 
praying mantis has the same term as the one used for Rainbow Serpents, bujimala. The praying mantis 
is seen to be a manifestation of the Rainbow Serpent. It is said that to kill a praying mantis is to risk 
causing large dust or thunderstorms.
The term law a for spiders is also the term given to their webs, and a term used for mould. On many 
occasions with different individuals, Bradley has tried to elicit another term for spiders, but has only ever 
obtained the term law a. He was once given a term ngubunthurrwuna but this is only another example of 
an adjective and noun being put together to make a descriptive term, so in this instance the word means 
‘dark anus’. It was not a term that other informants recognised or agreed with and it seems to be a 
idiosyncratic response but it does draw attention to issues of field recording and the need to verify data.
The two forms of termites are differentiated for the following reason: termites found in the vicinity of 
lagoons and wet boggy springs and water soaks are called a-rdingirdingi. The dry land termite is called 
a-wimawiji and is associated with a potent form of sorcery that is said to eat the bones of individuals and 
cause them to have constant vomiting and diarrhoea. This form of sorcery is reserved for those individuals 
who have been known to enact sorcery against others in their lifetime. The name for the dry land termite 
literally translates as ‘having faeces’.
The terms for cicada, lirrngindi, is considered to be an adult form of the word. Young Yanyuwa children 
use the term ngirringirri, a name that relates to the sound they make. This is similar to an observation 
made by Waddy (1988:65) on Groote Eylandt.
The group of creatures under the category of thanthamara, or ‘those desiring to bite flesh’, are those 
animals that either draw blood from the victim’s body or those that can inflict a bite of considerable pain.
Throughout northern Australia Indigenous people use the term ‘sugarbag’ to refer to native bees and the 
honey they make. The native bees of Australia belong to the Trígona species (Hadlington and Johnston 
1982). The Y anyuwa classify a number of different types of bees based on where the nest is found, habitiat 
and the kind of honey that is produced.
The single entry in Appendix 11 of na-wimbi for native bee, is not entirely accurate. The Yanyuwa 
differentiate between two forms of native bee. One is the na-wimbi or masculine bee that makes its nest 
in a tree, and the nanda-wimbi or feminine bee that makes its nest in the ground. The same root wimbi is 
shared by both terms, but the rules of the Yanyuwa language are such that it cannot appear without the 
prefix. In this example, we have done what the Yanyuwa do in general cases and used the term na-wimbi. 
There is also considerable variation in the type of wild honey that these bees produce and their
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significance. Generally speaking, the term given to the honey made by the masculine bee is called dulbarri 
when found on the mainland, and when in the mangroves it is called a-ojundu, while that made by the 
feminine bee is called a-wajkarna. Only one of the islands has any bees, and this is South West Island. 
The honey from the masculine bee from this island is called wiliwarrngu and is a powerful spiritual focus 
for the Wuyaliya clan associated with South West Island.
The honey that comes from feminine hives is described as being sweet, while the honey from the 
masculine hives is described as being bitter. The Yanyuwa describe the differences in the appearance of 
the bees in the following way:
wiliwarrngu (island honey from trees) -  The bee is big and black. 
dulbarri (masculine mainland honey from trees) -  Small and red. 
a-ajundu (masculine mangrove honey from trees) -  Small and red. 
a-wajkama (feminine ground honey) -  Black with long legs.
The honey from these hives is a much sought after delicacy and the wax from the hives is used to cover 
the string bindings on fishing spears or to rub into such implements as fighting or digging sticks to 
preserve the wood. The nest of the island wild honey produces no useable wax as it is very thin and is 
broken up when the honey is being gathered.
Two species of insect are identified as being wurralngu or inhabitants of the water. They are the water 
scorpion (Laccotrephes sp.) and the water beetle or whirlygig beetle (.Dineutus australis). The water beetle 
is said to be a kin to the Rainbow Serpent and has associated with it a number of power songs which are 
said to be able to wake slumbering Rainbow Serpents in the water from where they are residing, and cause 
storms and cyclones.
Grasshoppers, locusts and crickets are classified under the general term of jaruma. Grasshoppers were 
once considered a valuable food source by older Yanyuwa people who remember eating them and 
describing them as being very greasy once cooked. The large locusts were caught whole, roasted and then 
eaten while the swarm grasshoppers were ringed with fire with the fire left to bum over the top of them. 
The roasted grasshoppers were then collected in large amounts as the following comment highlights:
I saw them old people eat them Yanyula and Garrwa mixed, grasshoppers, biggest mob o f them. When they 
finished, their mouths were nothing but grease, really rich that one I reckon. I don’t know; I never tried 
(Maureen Timothy, Bradley Field Diary 1992).
Certain insects are also ritually important. The bushfly or ‘island fly’ as it is sometimes called, has 
associations with the Dugong Hunter Spirit Ancestors that traverse the Sir Edward Pellew Islands. It is 
said that these flies are particularly attracted to the meat of dugong and sea turtles. The butterfly once had 
important rituals in the highly sacred but now defunct Kundawira rituals. The native bees have rituals in 
a number of ceremonies, namely a-Kunabibi and Wambuyungu, and the mosquito has rituals in the 
Wambuyungu ceremony also.
An unusual increase in the number of biting insects at any given place is usually attributed to the activity 
of a jealous individual who has the power and knowledge to perform negative sorcery to increase the 
species involved. An example of the association of insects arising from their Ancestral country is given 
below:
They would sing that country, Anthawarrra, they would sing it and that large mosquito (a-wurrkayny) and 
that small mosquito (mumdu) they would bite the country hard, their mouths would be heated and they would 
bite the country, people would say to each other, “Aaah! What is wrong with this country? There are too many 
mosquitoes; maybe someone has sung that country AnthawarraT’ From there someone would then sing the 
cold weather wind and cause it to blow from the south, and that would cause the mosquitoes to bury 
themselves into the ground. That is the way it was when I was a small girl (Roddy Harvey Bayuma, Bradley 
Field Diary 2003).
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There is no association of caterpillars with butterflies or moths amongst the older people, although 
younger people know of the relationship between cacoon/chrysalis and butterfly or moth. In Yanyuwa, 
cacoons and chrysalis are called na-waba which means ‘its shell or covering’, the ‘it’ referring to the grub 
or buyuyu inside. Buyuyu is the generic term used for all caterpillars and caterpillar-like creatures. 
Included in this general category, in addition to caterpillars, are creatures such as the curl grubs and 
leaches. The curl grub is called ngakarla which literally means ‘moon’. This is related to the crescent 
shape of the grub and is often called ‘moon grub’.
Maggots are associated with putrefaction and in general everyday speech, the same term is used for 
infected wounds, pus and other discharges from wounds, although the term nganybarna is more correct 
for such discharges.
The term burnduburndu for a wasp gall or bush coconut is the same term used for women in their middle 
stages of pregnancy. The relationship is based upon the round shape of the gall and the shape of the 
pregnant woman’s abdomen. Inside these galls are small grubs which are called by the same term as the 
gall itself, although Bradley has recorded some elderly people calling the grub by the same term as edible 
grubs, kulurl. Contemporary Yanyuwa speakers are unsure about whether their ancestors ate them or not.
Wichetty grubs and mangrove worms are classified as kulurl and are grouped together based on their 
edibility. They are no longer gathered and eaten by the Yanyuwa, though older people speak of seeing 
their grandparents gathering them. In the mangroves, the Yanyuwa recognise two types of ku lu rl-‘edible 
mangrove worm’ : burnalkarra kulurl -  ‘a white one’ and wumuliji kulurl -  ‘a grey to pink one’. The white 
one was cooked before being eaten, while the grey-pink one could be eaten raw. If not cooked, the white 
one is said to cause mouth ulcers. Old people would often search out these worms as they were considered 
an ideal cure for stomach upsets and the red/grey/pink worm in particular, for flatulence and diarrhoea. 
There is no recognition amongst the Yanyuwa that the toredo worm, rdingirdingi, which was once 
responsible for the destruction of dugout canoes, and the edible mangrove worms, kulurl, are of the same 
toredo species.
The term ngalarrngalarr for parasitic worms reflects the finding of such creatures in kangaroos, dugong 
and sea turtle. A number of Yanyuwa men have said that it is because of these parasitic worms that they 
do not eat dugong liver. The term is now also used to describe such parasitic worms as hookworm and 
tapeworm.
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Chapter 15
Yanyuwa Classification of Floral Species
Introduction
As discussed in the introduction to this monograph, there is no generic term in Yanyuwa for living things. 
People speak of ‘all kinds of things’ or ‘every kind of thing’. It is possible to call living things Ihungkirri, 
that is ‘having life’, but this would appear to be a modem term constructed, as it were, for the needs of 
White researchers. When Bradley first began detailed work on flora in the Yanyuwa world, the first thing 
he was told was that as with certain faunal species, especially birds, the flowering of certain plants and 
trees tell the Yanyuwa of other changes that are occurring in the environment. The flowering of a certain 
grevillea species, for example, is said to be the time when blue tongue lizards, terrestrial and marine 
snakes are mating and a number of hawk species are nesting. The yellow flowers of the acacia tree tell the 
hunters that sea turtles are fat. Below are two more examples of the relationship between floral species 
and faunal species:
When the flowers of the ghost gum burst open then the oyster is there in large numbers and her body is big. 
That other shellfish too [Batissa violácea] its flesh is growing (Nora Jalirduma, Bradley Field Diary 1991).
When the pandanus nuts are falling, the red nuts, the young stingray and river sharks are fat, the fully grown 
sharks and stingray have no fat (Bella Charlie Marrajabu, Bradley Field Diary 1981).
Other knowledge relates to matters súch as firewood, ideal woods for the constmction of canoes and bush 
medicine plants, as these three examples show:
In the wet season, the cypress pine, coolibah and other eucalypt [Eucalyptus papuana] are good fire wood, 
but the other eucalypt [Eucalyptus camaldulensis] is poor quality fire wood (Ida Ninganga, Bradley Field 
Diary 1991).
The paperbark [Melaleuca viridiflora] that is this way, in the east along the banks of the river and then further 
inland on the river is the big leafed tree, the Leichhardt pine. They are good for making canoes (Dinah 
Norman Marmgawi, Bradley Field Diary 1987).
Alright when we have the flu we get the silky oil grass and we wash ourselves, the leaves of the sand dune 
vine [Ipomoea sp.]. We make them hot when the stingray or catfish has speared us and for boils, and the 
flower of the sand dune vine is for the box jellyfish when it grabs us when we are standing in the midst of the 
water. There are many kinds of medicinal plants growing on the islands and coast and further inland (Don 
Miller Mamarra, Bradley Field Diary 1988).
Observations like those given above were once important knowledge in terms of knowing the most 
suitable wood or plants from which to construct material objects, cook food and heal. During field 
research ecological knowledge was repeatedly presented in a similar format to the examples above. While 
recording this information Bradley had the impression that these short statements of ecological knowledge 
were in fact formal statements of knowledge and use. Other quotes given throughout this section in 
relation to floral species also give the impression of a common store of ecological and environmental 
knowledge that is couched in short statements which people learn. It is similar to the certain important 
segments of the mythical stories that are always told in the same manner by many different speakers 
because it is perceived to be important knowledge.
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When discussing the taxonomy of floral species Bradley found a fair degree of disagreement amongst 
informants as to which species should be grouped under the generic terms that are available and are 
recognised by the Yanyuwa. For example, the term wurnda is the generic word for tree. It is also the word 
for stick, potential firewood, splinter, and an elusive way of referring to sacred hollow log coffins, 
normally called larla. Amongst the Yanyuwa there is disagreement as to whether the cycad palm, cabbage 
palm and, amongst other people, the pandanus palm, should be classed in this taxa. There are strong 
cultural and religious reasons why the cabbage palm and cycad palm would be classified separately. The 
reasoning behind a separate classification for the pandanus palm is less clear. There is no generic term for 
palm in Yanyuwa nor is there a term for soft wooded plants as there is amongst the people of Groote 
Eylandt (Waddy 1988:70-71).
Other people argue that they are all trees so they are all wurnda, but it is very rare in general everyday 
speech for the above three species to be discussed as wurnda, unlike the many other tree species which 
are discussed under this general term.
The broad habitat divisions seen in other areas of Yanyuwa classification such as ‘of the sea’ and ‘of the 
mainland’ are also applied to the floral species. However, it is noted that their application by Yanyuwa 
people is not as rigid as some of the faunal species. For example, the water lily is presented here under 
the broad habitat term wabudawu -  ‘of the freshwater’ but is just as likely to be placed in the category 
wurdurru -  ‘food’. Such variable classifications are not to be dismissed, indeed it is a distinction of this 
monograph that it does not seek to find a unified theoiy of folkbiological classifications as other authors 
have done. Rather it accepts the ‘inconsistencies’ as a natural part of Yanyuwa classification. Despite the 
inherent variation, the taxonomy presented here is felt to be a good general representation of the way in 
which Yanyuwa people actually classify plants in everyday situations.
The general divisions of floral species utilised by this monograph are listed in Table 9. Because of the 
disagreement concerning the palms species, they have been left as single species. However, this reflects 
the view of older people. Some middle-aged people have no hesitation in classing cabbage palms and 
pandanus palms under the generic term for tree. However, they will still question the cycad palm.
The complete taxonomies are included in Appendix 12.
Maraman -  Seagrasses
That’s the weed, the proper food for dugong and turtle (Johnson Timothy Ngayijbungayijbulama, Bradley 
Field Diary 1986).
The places where the seagrass grows its all got a name, name o f country, name for that grass we know it 
because our fathers and grandfathers told us (Wylo McKinnon Widamara, Bradley Field Diary 1994).
As with the mainland the Yanyuwa call the sea and underwater country by the term aw ara. It is a word 
which conveys a large number of meanings, such as earth, ground, place, country, camp, sea, reef and 
sandbar. The term highlights the Yanyuwa concept that the sea and the underwater country are known 
places, that they are named. As such, it is perfectly reasonable to ask for the name of a stretch of sea, reef, 
sandbar or seagrass bed. Often the seagrass beds, for example, are seen to be an extension of the mainland 
and carry the same name as a section of the coast. In other cases the seagrass beds and the reefs have their 
own names by which they and the surrounding area of sea are known.
The Yanyuwa name for seagrass beds is ki-maramanda, which means ‘the place with the seagrass’. The 
term is the ablative form of the noun maraman -  ‘seagrasses’ and is a generic way of describing the area 
where one may find seagrass and also dugong and turtle. A person hunting on this type of country is also 
described as being ki-maramanda which refers to hunting ‘on/with/by the seagrass beds’.
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Table 9. Major Yanyuwa category divisions for floral species.
C ateg o ry C onta ins
maram an seagrasses
bulinja w ater weeds in freshwater and river systems
m a-wirdawiji reeds/sedges/corm -bearing plants
m a-rnayi w ater lilies
ma-arnbaka cycad palms
m a-wukarra pandanus palms
mujbayi cabbage palms
Ihukan mangroves
w um da trees
(i) na-lhanu/yiriri paperbarks
(ii) yilirriw iji/ngililiji literally having blood or ju ice  (red sapped and clear sapped 
trees) -  eucalyptus/pines and other trees that are not 
paperbarks
(iii) nungku-minja ; seed-bearing trees
(iv) Note
---------- 1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
i Ihukan  -  mangroves can also be classified in this category
ngurrbun shrub-like bushes including some melaleucas
wujurr grasses
na-w ulaw ulcmga vines
ma-ngarra vegetable food (yams)
wurdurru food plants
(i) m a-wirrawirra fruit-bearing trees and shrubs but not palms w hich bear food
(ii) Note : ma-ngarra -  yams, both edible and non-edible
(iii) Note ma-rnayi -  waterlilies are often included in this category
liyi-maranjawu banyan tree, supplejack and hardwood shrub
walyawu species used in the cooking process o f  dugong and sea turtle
jirnkarr m edicinal plants
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Na-ngunantha is the proper noun for seagrass beds. It really relates to seagrass beds that are known and 
named whereas ki-maramanda is a very generic non-specific term. If people are talking about specific and 
known seagrass country it is appropriate to use the term na-ngunantha:
na-wini aw ara Wuthanda na-ngunantha barra walikija-wingkayi bajiwuthu kulujumba-wudurrumanji barra 
na-ngunantha ki-maramanda barra awara jiwini wurra na-wini Wuthanda
The name of the country is Wuthanda, it is a seagrass bed, the dugong comes to this place and feeds himself, 
on the seagrass beds, it is a place with seagrass, it is a country that is underwater its name is Wuthanda 
(Johnson Timothy Ngayijbungayijbulama, Bradley Field Diary 1985).
Like many Yanyuwa words, the term na-ngunantha implies other meanings. In this case the term is 
prefixed with the Class 6 ina- arboreal prefix that is used to denote the homes or camps of humans and 
other animals. Thus this term highlights the idea that the seagrass beds are the ‘home’ or ‘camp’ of the 
dugong and sea turtles. The term is becoming archaic with people tending to use the more general word 
ki-maramanda.
Because these seagrass beds and reefs are seen to be country that is identifiable by name and therefore 
known, it is also owned. The underwater country has clan association and thus it too is intertwined within 
the complex social workings of the kinship system, which in some respects is an expression of material, 
territorial and economic rights. The majority of the major seagrass beds that followthe coast are associated 
with the Wurdaliya and Wuyaliya clans, with a small area being Mambaliya-Wawukaniya. The reef areas 
are associated with the Wurdaliya, Wuyaliya and Rrumburriya clans. There is some significance in which 
groups have control over what seagrass beds, significance which has more to do with a spiritual ordering 
of the environment than an economic one; these will be discussed further below. Ultimately, however, 
regardless of where seagrass is found its essence or ngalki is as listed in Appendix 12a. Classification by 
ngalki takes precedence over any issues of where seagrass may be found.
Some of the seagrass beds and reefs are important sites due to the activities of the Spirit Ancestors, and 
many of them have song cycles travelling over them that are still sung during ceremonial performance. 
The Yanyuwa names given to the seagrass are also celebrated in these song cycles.
In Yanyuwa, the term mar aman is used to describe all seagrass species. Seagrasses that are perceived to 
belong to the major seagrass beds that follow the coastline and may be exposed at low tide are called by 
the term ma-lhanngu. This term would encompass at least the following species: Syringodium isoetifolium 
(by far the most common species in the area), Halodule uninervis, Halophila ovalis (small), Halophila 
spinulosa and Halophila ovalis (large).
The Yanyuwa also make a distinction between the seagrasses that are found on inshore and on offshore 
reefs. The seagrasses found on reefs are said to be the ‘proper’ food for sea turtles, though it is 
acknowledged that dugong will eat them also. The term na-wirralbirral is used for inshore seagrasses; this 
term is given to the species known as Cymodocea rotundata.
However, any other seagrass that is found on these inshore reefs is also given the above description of 
na-wirralbirral. The term na-julangal is used for those species of seagrass which are found on offshore 
reefs, and the term is best associated with the species known as Cymodocea surrulata and Thelassia 
hemprichii and quite often Halophila spinulosa which is also categorised by another term when found on 
the major seagrass beds.
Linguistically, there is also a change in the prefixes attached to the Yanyuwa terms for seagrass, which 
highlight the Yanyuwa perceptions of their categorisation of seagrass. The seagrass species which are 
associated with the maj or seagrass beds of the coast, ma-lhanngu, carries the Y anyuwa ‘ ma- ’ Class 5 non­
meat vegetable food prefix, while the other two categories, na-wirralbirral and na-julangal, carry the 
‘na-’ Class 8 possessive prefix which is usually translated as ‘its’. The ‘it’ in this instance is referring to
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the reefs. In women’s speech this prefix would appear as Thus, the seagrasses are seen to be 
possessed by the reefs on which they are said to be found. The Yanyuwa state that dugong and sea turtle 
also feed upon algae that they find upon the reefs. This information concurs with what is known of dugong 
and sea turtle feeding habits (Lanyon et al. 1989; Marsh et al. 1982) although the Yanyuwa hunters 
believe the sea turtle feeds on algae more often than does the dugong. The algae are known as miyalmiyal. 
Yanyuwa, hunters also believe that dugong, in particular, seek out these algae when they are not well. 
According to Marsh (pers. comm., 1996), this could be so, but it could also be starvation food, when the 
seagrass beds have been severely traumatised, such as occurred in 1985 after Cyclone Sandy. In these 
circumstances whole herds of dugong can be seen seeking this algae.
One species of seagrass, Enhalus acoroides, is classed on its own. It is the largest species of seagrass in 
the area and is often called ‘tape grass’ in local English. In Yanyuwa this species is commonly called 
ma-warladaji, although older Yanyuwa speakers would sometimes refer to it as ma-barnayurruwarlu, 
saying that this was its ‘big name’ or important name. This seagrass is sometimes described as being 
ma-wurrama or the ‘seagrass of authority’. Unlike other species of seagrass, E. acoroides is associated 
with a specific site, and is seen to be an actual Spirit Ancestor. This seagrass is associated with a reef that 
lies between Steep Cut Rock and Daisy Islet on the east coast of Vanderlin Island. The reef is called 
Mungkumalhannungungka, which is actually an irregular ablative form of the term ma-lhanngu and can 
thus be translated as ‘being with seagrass’. This species of seagrass is associated with the activities of the 
Dugong Hunter Spirit Ancestors. An area of reefs and sea along the southeastern coast of Vanderlin island 
is called Mungkuwarladajiya, again this is an irregular ablative form of the noun and name of the species, 
ma-warladaji.
Yanyuwa dugong hunters tell how this species of seagrass had all but disappeared from the area, and it 
is only within the last three or four years that they have begun to see an observable increase in this species 
throughout the region (Steve Johnston and Wylo McKinnon Widamara, Bradley Field Diary 1994).
The Yanyuwa perceive that there is a close relationship existing between the varying seagrasses and the 
dugong and sea turtle as is evident in the expression walya nyiki-nganji ki-maramanngku -  ‘the dugong 
and sea turtle that are kin to the seagrass’ (Charlie Miller Mamarra, Bradley Field Diary 1980). As 
discussed previously, the term nganji is often used to describe relationships between species where a 
codependency is perceived. It is said by the Yanyuwa, obviously enough, that without the seagrass there 
would be no sea turtles, in particular, green turtles, or dugong; but likewise it is said that without the 
dugong and sea turtle, there would be no seagrass, as the feeding upon it keeps it healthy. In addition, the 
death of dugong and sea turtles, by Yanyuwa hunters, is seen to be important to the maintenance of the 
seagrass beds.
In summary, explaining the classification of seagrasses has necessitated a discussion of seagrass habitat, 
kinship and of dugong and sea turtle as this is how the Yanyuwa speak of seagrasses. What is important 
to Yanyuwa is not so much the names of the varying species of seagrass but the possible relationships that 
seagrass can have to other animals, country and kin.
Bulinja -  Water Weeds
Bulinja can be translated as ‘freshwater plants’ and refers to all water weeds of the lagoon, river and creek 
systems. This group is distinct from the groups of ‘reeds’ that are discussed below because bulinja always 
five in the water as opposed to reeds which are said to live along the banks of rivers or the shallows of 
lagoons. Bulinja is also the specific name given to a type of duck weed. The term bujinbujin is given to 
those weeds with small, serrated edges that cling to the legs or impart a slight sting. The other term 
miyalmiyal is the term for green algae. It is also used for the algae that dugong and sea turtle eat. A 
number of water weeds classed under the term of bulinja are ritually important, and in particular are 
celebrated in the ceremony known as Wulubuwa.
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Ma-wirdawiji -  Reeds/Sedges, Corm-Bearing Plants
The generic term ma-wirdawiji refers to reeds that grow along the edges of the river and creek systems, 
as well as reeds that grow in the lagoon environment. Although some tall reed species are included in this 
taxa, the general basis for classification is that these reeds provide corms which are dug up from the base 
of the plants. These corms are all classed under the general term of wirda. When Bradley first travelled 
to the bush with Yanyuwa people in 1980, such corms were eagerly sought, and were gathered in large 
numbers. Then during the mid-to-late 1980s nobody gathered them at all. With the effect of the cane toad 
upon local goanna and blue tongue populations in the later 1980s and early 1990s, people returned to 
gathering these corms again.
Ma-rnayi -  Water Lilies
The water lilies are represented in Appendix 12b under the general habitat category wabudawu -  ‘of the 
freshwater’. However, they are equally likely to be classified as wurdurru -  ‘food’. The term ma-rnayi 
is generally used for all water lily species, but is specifically used for the white coloured lily. All the water 
lilies gathered by the Yanyuwa are of the Nymphaea species. The corms are called ma-kakayi and 
classified in the same grouping. Significantly, the edibility of all the water lily species is indicated by the 
use of the Class 5 noun class prefix ‘ma- which is used for non-meat food. All water lilies are associated 
with the Wuyaliya clan.
Ma-arnbaka -  Cycad Palm
The cycad palm, ma-arnbaka, is one of the most significant trees in Yanyuwa thought. It is invested with 
a high degree of emotion that is based upon issues associated with Spirit Ancestors and economic, 
historical and personal significance (see Bradley 1988:1 -31 ). There are large stands of this palm along the 
lower Weary an River, with many hundreds of them at Manangoora. They are of the species Cycas 
angulata (Brock 1988:131). The Yanyuwa language has a vocabulary of 27 different terms to describe 
this tree and the preparation of the kernel taken from it. These terms describe parts of the tree through to 
the various stages of preparing the toxic fruit to make it safe to eat. The cycad palm’s special status is 
marked in several other ways, for example it is the only tree species where the fronds of the palm are not 
called by the generic term wanjirr, leaf or fronds, but rather nu-warda, meaning ‘its hair’. In addition this 
tree species, along with the dugong and sea turtle, are the only food species to be referred to as wurrama, 
a word that carries the meaning of great authority, importance and emotion. In Yanyuwa the cycad palm 
can be described as ma-wurrama, the food of authority, and sometimes but more rarely, ma-wirrimalaru, 
the food of great spiritual power. Wurrama is a term most commonly in the root of the word for duelling 
ground where disputes are settled. Although the food is only rarely gathered in contemporary times, 
amongst the older Yanyuwa people it still remains a tree and food source of singular importance.
The cycad palm has the generic term of ma-arnbaka, which is further divided into three terms. The three 
terms do not represent separate species but reflect the detail by which the Yanyuwa categorise this species. 
The first term, ma-jamurru, reflects those palms where the trunk is short and the palm’s fronds bend down 
to touch the ground. The second term, ma-ardakantha, reflects those palms where the fruit can be gathered 
without having to cut notches in the trunk. The third term, ma-kaykalkaykal, reflects those palms that have 
to be climbed to obtain the fruit, and those palms that are very tall and are classed as being spiritually 
important and usually left alone. There is also a special term kurdakarnbaka for ‘stunted’ cycad palms, 
associated with the Wurdaliya clan and the Spirit people Ancestral beings.
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Ma-wukarra -  Pandanus Palms
The pandanus palm also used to be a valuable food source and is still gathered today as the small kernels 
found in the drupes are highly favoured by both adults and children. The term ma-wukarra is used as a 
generic term but is also the term given to the species known as the spiral pandanus {Pandanus spiralis). 
The leaves of this species are also gathered for the making of baskets and mats that are now primarily 
made for the tourist trade. The other species of pandanus palm present is the river pandanus or Pandanus 
aquaticus.
Mujbayi -  Cabbage Palm
As with the cycad palm, the cabbage palm are ritually very important. They only grow on the islands and 
are associated with the potent Kundawira rituals. The inner pith of the young palms, ma-rramundu, is also 
a highly desired food source. As with the cycad palm, the cabbage palm is classified according to height. 
The shorter palms, yaburruma, are accessed as a food source while the taller palms, karrkakuwaja, are 
seen as being ritually important and left alone.
Lhukan -  Mangroves
Lhukan is the general term for all mangroves. They are included in the general category arnindawangu 
-  ‘of the coastal regions’ but it would also be appropriate to classify them under the general category of 
wurnda -  ‘trees’. It is entirely contextual as to which term a Yanyuwa person would favour in everyday 
situations.
The mangroves are ritually important for the Wuyaliya clan, and one of the terms given to members of 
this group is likili-nganji Ihukannguwarra, or ‘those people who are kin to the mangroves’, primarily 
because much of the coastal areas of their country is covered in mangroves. A number of the mangrove 
species listed in this group have their own body designs and rituals within a number of Yanyuwa 
ceremonies. This depth of feeling affects the classification of these plants as demonstrated by the quote 
in the introduction to this monograph. In this instance Annie Isaac Karrakayn chose kinship terms as the 
most salient method of classifying the grey mangrove. As discussed throughout this work, classification 
according to kinship is a common and widely used method of classifying the environment.
Wurnda -  Trees
The primary taxonomy of wurnda, which in this instance is taken to mean trees, is further subdivided into 
three secondary taxa. The first one of these is the melaleuca species that are called by the generic term na- 
Ihanu, or yiriri which is an archaic Yanyuwa generic term for all large melaleuca species. Na-lhanu 
literally means ‘paperbark’ and refers to the quality of the bark that is flaky and can be removed in large 
sheets for shelters. It was also used for making rafts (wukungu) and smaller sheets were used for wrapping 
food prior to cooking or for sealing the top of ground ovens. In addition, paperbark often forms the core 
of a number of sacred objects made by the Yanyuwa. Yiriri is considered an ‘old bugger word’. It was 
used rarely by older speakers of Yanyuwa in the early 1980s and today it is no longer used. There are six 
species represented in the ‘paperbark’ category and a seventh term a-jiwimda which refers to melaleuca 
species that have developed a large bulge where water is trapped between the layers of bark.
The second grouping is called y  ilirriwiji and literally means ‘being with blood’. This refers to eucalypt 
trees that have red coloured sap. Another term used with as much regularity as the above term is ngililiji 
which can mean literally ‘being with tears’ or ‘with sap’. It appears that this grouping is used for all other 
large tree species that are not melaleucas, the majority of them being hardwood trees such as eucalypts, 
some acacia species, casuarinas and a few others.
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There are also recorded a number of ceremonial song cycle verses in which trees running with sap after 
being cut are dealt with in some detail. An example is given below. It is taken from the public but sacred 
song cycle of the Mambaliya-Wawukarriya clan:
The blood (sap) is running, 
the blood of the eucalypt, 
running from the tasselled spear thrower, 
as it is shaped
(Isaac Isaac Walayungkuma, Bradley Field Diary 1986).
The third grouping of wumda -  ‘trees’ are called nungku-minja which literally means ‘being with seeds’. 
It refers to those tree species that were utilised in past times as a food source. The seeds of these trees were 
collected, ground into a paste and then baked into small cakes. Most acacia and kurrajong species are 
included in this grouping along with two species of grevillea that are included because their flowers were 
collected in large numbers as a source of sweet nectar and also their seeds were occasionally collected and 
ground also.
The seeds of these species are called na-mi, while acacia seeds are further divided into light coloured or 
shiny seeds, ma-wija, and dark coloured, dull seeds, ma-buja. The seeds of the kurrajong are called ma- 
ngarrkangarrkananthamara, which literally means ‘the food which desires to spear’. This refers to the 
sharp tiny prickles that cover the individual seeds within the seedpod of the kurrajong. Immature species 
of kurrajong {Brachychiton diversifolins), ma-lhalhaki, are not used for seeds but rather it is the tap root 
which is collected, roasted and eaten. It is included in this group because it is still acknowledged to be a 
kurrajong.
Ngurrbun -  Shrubs and Bushes
The term ngurrbun is more often than not translated as meaning ‘scrub’, with the duplication of the stem 
to ngurrbunngurrbun, meaning ‘ scrubby country’. It is also used as a generic term for medium height trees 
and shrubs which tend to provide an understorey for the taller species of trees such as eucalypts and 
melaleucas. Consequently a broad range of species are listed in Appendix 12e under the primary taxa of 
ngurrbun.
Wujurr -  Grasses
The grouping of wujurr -  ‘grasses’ contains a number of species including the various types of spinifex. 
At times the spinifex grasses are given the generic term arnkirr. The term is also used to describe any 
potential hazard on the ground that may hurt one’s feet or puncture tyres or even to describe a spiky 
shaven head or shaved legs. This would seem to agree with the Yanyuwa perception of spinifex as being 
a bothersome plant to walk on or through.
Na-wulawulanga -  Vines
The generic term na-wulawulanga refers generally to the vine thickets found behind the foredunes and 
amongst the rocky valleys of the islands. It is also a term used to describe a number of other vines that 
grow on the mainland, including introduced species such as watermelon and stinking passionfruit. It 
should also be noted that the vines associated with certain yam species are not included in this taxa. For 
vines with yams attached, it is the yam which gives identity and subsequent classification.
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Wurdurru -  Food
The primary taxa of wurdurru, which literally means ‘food’, includes three secondary taxa, ma-rnayi 
which are water lilies, ma-wirrawirra which are fruit-bearing trees, and ma-ngarra which are yams. The 
term wurdurru can be used to include all kinds of food, including meat. It is also the root of the verb to 
feed oneself or others.
The term ma-wirrawirra is a more specific term than wurdurru -  ‘food’ and means any tree that is well­
laden with finit, and in this instance is used to describe those trees, shrubs and plants that have the most 
desired fruits. Included in this taxa are tamarinds and mangoes. There are a number of tamarinds growing 
on the islands and they also mark past camping sites of the Macassan traders. The Yanyuwa term for 
tamarind is nukurnu which is an archaic form of wurdurru, meaning ‘any kind of food’. In Yanyuwa, 
mangoes are known as ma-mangku. This fruit has been known by the Yanyuwa for over a hundred years 
since a large grove of them was planted at Borroloola by a Chinese gardener (Spencer 1901). They are 
a much sought after fruit in the latter half of the year during the build-up period.
Recording the names (in Yanyuwa) of some fruit-bearing plants and other species has at times been full 
of confusion, for example a-kalwakalwa is the term for the white berry bush Securinega virosa. Further 
on in Bradley’s research, he found and gathered some of the berries of this plant, only to be told it was 
called a-bulangangkarr which literally means ‘white mucous’. At a later date he gathered the same berries 
on the islands and was told that they were called a-mangkudiji. After a somewhat confused conversation 
it eventually became clear that the first term a-kalwakalwa is the general everyday term for the species. 
The second term a-bulangangkarr is an avoidance dialect term used when speaking to certain relatives, 
while the latter term a-mangkudiji is classed as island speech whereby certain words used on the mainland 
are replaced with synonyms which are only used on the islands. Further research has revealed that many 
of the flora and fauna species that have been recorded also have synonyms that reflect cultural situations. 
In relation to the white berry bush, it was not three separate species that Bradley had found, but rather 
three different culturally conditioned words.
Ma-ngarra -  Vegetable Foods (Yams)
The term ma-ngarra is a general term for all non-meat foods and is also used as a generic term for yams. 
With the exception of one yam species called karrubu, all the yams are edible. However, the inedible yam 
is included in this taxa because it is described as being kin, nganji, to one of the other edible yams, 
wanjiya. In this instance the ‘kinship’ is based upon shared habitat. However, there is also another 
relationship that can be discussed: the yam known as karrubu is also the same term for the hawksbill turtle 
(Eretmochelys imbricata). The Yanyuwa will not eat the hawksbill turtle because it is also considered 
poisonous. This understanding relates to the time when the Hawksbill Turtle Spirit Ancestor was on the 
earth and it ate the yam. The two species are considered to be kin and belong to the same Wurdaliya clan. 
This example illustrates the complexities of Yanyuwa classification. In this case cultural understandings 
dictate that two quite different organisms are viewed as belonging together in a classificatory sense. 
Waddy (1988:65) also found this form of classification taking place on Groote Eylandt.
With the exception of the two wild potato species, ma-wabarr (Eriosema chínense) and wanjiya 
(Microstemma tuberosum) the other yams are infrequently gathered. Yams such as ma-juwambi and ma- 
juwayuwa (Dioscorea sp.) need treating before eating. They are related to the Dingo Spirit Ancestor as 
it was the urine of the dingo that caused these yams to require treating. Both yam species and the dingo 
belong to the same Wuyaliya clan.
As previously noted, Yanyuwa classification is contextual and organisms can be grouped in various ways, 
often simultaneously. The method that is most consistently applied is dependant on the speaker and the 
context of the situation. In relation to the floral species there are two alternative taxa that clearly illustrate
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this process. The first is the general taxonomic term liyi-maranjawu which translates as ‘being for the 
dugong hunters’ while the second is the term walyawu which means ‘for the dugong and sea turtle’.
Liyi-maranjawu -  Being for the Dugong Hunters
Several of the tree species mentioned above can also be classified under the term liyi-maranjawu which 
means ‘for the dugong hunters’. The banyan tree, ma-wurruyu {Ficus virens var. virens), is classed under 
this term because the inner bark of this tree was used to spin harpoon ropes. Today, commercial nylon 
ropes are used, but the importance of the banyan tree is still remembered in this taxa. Similarly the vine 
species ma-rilkarra {Flagellaria indica) was once important for the stitching of bark canoes and for the 
making of plaited armbands which are mythologically associated with the dugong hunter, and up until the 
1940s were commonly worn by Yanyuwa men and women (see Bradley 1992, 1997). The shrub species 
na-wubulu {Phemphis acidula) provided a very hard wood that was once used for harpoon points. When 
Bradley first recorded this classification, he enquired as to why the budanja {Eucalyptus tetrodonta) tree 
was not included as its bark was once used for the construction of bark canoes. His informant said that it 
was used for many other things as well, such as bark dishes and shelters, and only things for the dugong 
hunters were put in this category. Today this taxa is rarely considered as its information is historical and 
is only of emotional worth to a number of old people.
Walyawu -  For the Dugong and Sea Turtle
Another taxa under which some plant species may be classified is walyawu which means ‘for the dugong 
and sea turtle’. Included in this group are plant species that are used for the cooking of dugong and sea 
turtle. This taxa includes the particular species of wood favoured for cooking dugong and sea turtle and 
the floral species whose foliage is used to lay on the hot coals of the ground oven before placing the meat 
into it. For example, ma-kawurrka -  ‘torulosa wattle’ {Acacia torulosa) is seen to be ideal wood for 
cooking turtle and barlbaji -  ‘beefwood’ (Hakea aborescens) for cooking dugong. The older people say 
that using the wrong type of wood in cooking dugong and sea turtle will lead to a scarcity of the species.
The notion of plant species having a relationship to dugong and sea turtle is also found in the following 
example. The green plum, ma-bikiki {Buchanania obovatd), which ripens during the wet season, has to 
be treated with respect because of associations with the Rainbow Serpent and the dangerous Stone Spirit 
Ancestor. On the islands during the wet season, the fruit is called ma-marrin and likewise, a turtle killed 
during the time the fruit is ripe must be called by the same term. It is one of the only cases in Yanyuwa 
where a meat class object which takes the ‘na- masculine pronominal prefix is given the ‘ma- non-meat 
vegetable prefix. Such a classification is based on cultural and mythological considerations, but it again 
raises the issue of spiritual/mystical-cultural values being a basis for classification by the Yanyuwa people. 
Unlike the other examples given above, the sea turtle and the green plum do not share the same clan 
affiliation, and are in fact opposite to each other, because said one informant: ‘They are dangerous to each 
other’ (Johnson Timothy Ngayijbungayijbulama, Bradley Field Diary 1992).
Jirnkarr -  Medicinal Plants
Another taxonomy which people often compile is called jirnkarr or medicinal plants. Many of the plants 
that have been mentioned above have healing properties that are still used by the Y anyuwa, a few of which 
are listed below. When people gather bush medicine or talk about bush medicine they always describe 
what part of the plant is used. The category of medicinal plants is subdivided by the following terms: 
wujurr -  ‘grass’, wanjirr -  ‘leaves’ and na-yirra -  ‘bark’. This division reflects that part of the plant that 
is used for healing. For example, the bark of the bikiki tree {Buchanania obovatd) is pounded, soaked or 
boiled in water and the resultant mixture is used for skin irritations such as ringworm; leaves from the ma-
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burdala tree (Clerodendrum floribundum) are taken and crushed in water and the resultant mixture is used 
for aches and pains associated with the flu and small amounts may be drunk for diarrohea. The grass a- 
yandinya (Cymbopogon bombycinus) is boiled until the water goes yellow/green and a person suffering 
from the flu or a heavy cold is bathed in it.
There are a few plants where the finit or the roots, called na-warlmurr, are used as healing agents, and 
these are usually listed independently of the three groupings given above. Two examples are the finit of 
the ma-burnaringma (Morinda citrifolia) and the root of the ma-yikarri (Asparagus racemosa) plant.
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Ngabaya -  Spirits
It is rare for spirits to appear in texts of folkbiological classification. They appear here because Yanyuwa 
view them in similar ways to flora and fauna; that is, they are part of the environment and have their place 
and Law like every other living organism. In a Yanyuwa worldview, classification does not just relate to 
plants and animals but is related (as the name of this monograph implies) to yumbulyumbulmantha ki- 
awarawu -  all kinds of things from the country.
Spirits are not generally Ancestral beings but rather entities that live in the biological world and interact 
with the animals, birds, plants and humans of this world. They are real and can be interacted with, and 
have personalities that may be benign or dangerous. A key form of interaction is speech -  Yanyuwa 
people often ‘sing out to country’ so that these spirits know who is coming and why and in doing so try 
to obviate any dangerous interactions. Strangers on country, both White and Black, are particularly seen 
to be at risk from these spiritual inhabitants of the country and sea. Wrongful behaviour on country can 
also result in spiritual attack; for example, not treating dugong with respect during hunting may result in 
a harpoon point coming away from the hunted prey, or prey being driven beyond the reach of humans. 
Spiritual entities can also enter the dreams of individuals and tell them to leave or may manifest 
themselves and cause physical harm to people. Such stories in Yanyuwa tradition constitute a whole genre. 
For an example see Bradley (1992:569-571).
The classification of spirits follows a similar model to the flora and fauna. They are classified under the 
general term ngabaya, which means, ‘spirit being’, but according to context can carry other meanings. 
They can then be divided according to the broad habitat terms such as ‘of the sea’ or ‘of the mainland’ or 
‘of the islands’ depending on where people feel they are likely to be encountered. In addition, the spirit 
called baribari is classed as ‘of the stars’. The baribari is associated with shooting stars and becomes 
present on the earth when they land on the ground. Baribari are associated with potent forms of sorcery 
and it is one of the most feared of all sorcery practices in this area of the Gulf. Baribari are also said to 
be able to enter into animals and cause unusual or dangerous behaviour. The baribari or Shooting Star 
Spirit Ancestor is a spirit associated with evil things. The old people believed that an eclipse of the moon 
was caused by a baribari trying to eat the moon. Old people sang the following song during an eclipse 
of the moon, it is said to allow the moon to shine again unscathed:
Kakalimirri 
Jaka munduluku
Moon hanging in the sky,
I drive away your enemy,
I make its “crooked” path tame.
(Dinny McDinny Nyilba, Bradley Field Diary 1982).
People can also be made ill from being in contact with country where the baribari is said to be 
direct contact with a baribari. The following song is a general one that many old people know to 
over people who are thought to have a sickness caused by a baribari:
Wanthama bari 
Yamilyi wirri 
Dungudungu janyi 
Bukabuka yabayirri mungubayi 
Wanthama!
or from 
be sung
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Out! Away!
Shooting Star I am aware of you 
Soar! Fly upwards!
I am driving you out!
You will move and all will be well.
Shift when darkness comes 
Out! Away!
(Dinny McDinny Nyilba and Isaac Isaac Walayungkuma, Bradley Field Diary 1983).
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Conclusion
This monograph contributes to an established field of study known as ‘folkbiology’ or sometimes 
‘ethnobiology’, where folkbiology is defined as ‘the study, in the broadest possible sense, of the complex 
set of relationships of plants and animals to present and past human societies’ (Berlin 1992:2), or simply 
as ‘people’s everyday knowledge of the biological world’ (Medin and Atran 1999:1). Studies of 
folkbiology are interdisciplinary with research being done in the fields of social and cognitive 
anthropology, linguistics, and more recently cognitive psychology. In general researchers have sought to 
describe people’s systems of classification, or in a cognitive sense, to infer human behaviours from those 
systems. Outcomes can generally be placed along a continuum with extremes described as relativist and 
universalist.
The universalist/relativist debate pre-dates both anthropology and psychology, reflecting early divisions 
in Western philosophy (Foley 1997). Folkbiology, as a field of study, was developed within the American 
school of cognitive anthropology, the doctrines of which continue to influence the direction and 
methodologies of current folkbiological research. Hunn (1977:5) notes:
The ultimate goal of cognitive anthropology and of folk science is to construct a theory that adequately
accounts for the pan human ability to form concepts and to organise them in efficient systems.
The aim of cognitive anthropology is reflected in universalist theories of folkbiological classification. 
Universalist authors such as Berlin et ah (1973,1974; see also Berlin 1992), Boster et al. (1986), Waddy 
(1988) and Brown ( 1984) propose that all people perceive and classify their environment in the same way. 
While cultural and social interactions with nature vary between societies, the inherent structure and form 
of nature does not. This fact leads universalist authors to propose that all people make classifications based 
on the obvious morphological differences in nature.
In contrast, relativist authors such as Atran ( 1998), Bulmer ( 1979), Ellen ( 1993) and Healey ( 1993) claim 
that classification is based on a variety of cultural, social and ecological factors, including morphology, 
utility, religion, myth, habitat, danger, cultivation, context, kinship and so on. As these factors are also 
the basis of cultural diversity, it is expected that the principles of classification will vary between cultures. 
This monograph supports the relativist position. The Yanyuwa classify their environment based on the 
total amount of biological, cultural and social information that relates to the classificatory task at hand. 
Classification is constrained by what is contextually and culturally acceptable, not purely by the ‘obvious 
discontinuities in nature’. Possible methods of classification are as varied as those described by other 
relativist authors. Of significance are the numerous cases of non-taxonomic relationships that exist 
between creatures, for example, classification according to kinship and the concept of nganji. It was noted 
that nganji can refer simply to similar habitat or morphology but also represent more personal 
relationships that exist between creatures. For example, the classification of sea birds as ‘kin to the fish’ 
is based on an understanding that sea birds and fish rely on each other for survival; if the sea birds do not 
hunt the fish then the fish numbers will decline.
Also of note is the wide occurrence of classification according to habitat, such as the distinction between 
freshwater and saltwater. This division is explicitly maintained despite the fact that it creates a number 
of anomalies, such as barramundi being classed as both a freshwater and a saltwater fish. It was suggested 
that inconsistent habitat classification is maintained by the Yanyuwa people as an expression of identity 
and self-realisation, a sentiment which Waddy (1988) also noted in her Anindilyakwa research.
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Formal kinship also plays an important role in classification and is a primary way of categorising the 
environment, often utilised in everyday situations before any other method. It is grounded in the Yanyuwa 
concept of ngalki or ‘essence’ where all plants, animals, humans and phenomenon such as weather are 
seen to have a particular type of essence derived directly from the actions of the Ancestral beings. The 
nature of an object, organism or human’s essence is evident by its membership to one of the four clans. 
Ngalki and clan membership denotes particular rights and responsibilities, which determine the possible 
relationships that one entity can have with another. It is these relationships that the Yanyuwa are interested 
in expressing through their systems of classification, hence the high incidence of classification according 
to kinship, for example, when people refer to a mangrove tree, or mosquito by a formal kinship term such 
as ja-murimuri -  ‘my most senior paternal grandfather’. Some kinship classifications are counter-intuitive 
and indicate that classification is based upon strong perceptions of the actions of Spirit Ancestors. For 
example, the cycad palm is associated with the Rrumburriya clan, while the fruit of the palm is associated 
with the Wurdaliya clan.
The role of language can also not be underestimated; word choice, synonyms, noun class prefixes and 
other elements of language and its various registers all reveal additional layers of meaning in what is 
notionally called ‘Yanyuwa classification’. There are also important ethical issues in relation to language 
recording, as some of the deeper language registers are associated with sacred and restricted knowledge 
and may be best not recorded. There are questions that exist beyond this work that concern whether or not 
Indigenous people have the right to own their languages and restrict outside experts from unlimited access 
to its deeper registers.
Yanyuwa is a dying language. At the time of completing this work there are fewer than 10 full-time 
speakers of the language who understand and use all registers and use the language in all its forms and 
nuances. As languages like Yanyuwa die, it can be argued that science loses one more irreplaceable form 
of data, one more of the diverse and unique ways through which the human condition can express itself.
As a complete system of thought Yanyuwa classification is not limited to the partitioning of the 
environment into groups, and the taxonomic relationship between those groups. Instead classification is 
an expression of Yanyuwa people’s total understanding of their environment and their place within it. 
Such a view begins to demonstrate the idea that classification can incorporate all aspects of the 
environment. That is, dragonflies can be the cold season; certain winds are associated with various life 
forms such as stingrays and crabs. Even objects such as the sun, stars and moon have a relationship with 
people and certain other things on the earth. For example, the nautilus shell is the earthly physical 
representation of the moon, and the Pleaides star constellation is the blue-ringed octopus.
The Yanyuwa system of classification highlights a comment by Birch who considered that the ecological 
model is a world of internal relations. No event first occurs and then relates to the world; the event is a 
synthesis of relations to other events (Birch and Cobb 1981:83). Yanyuwa classification can be thought 
of as a ‘system of relatedness’ (Bradley and Tamisari in press) which is not concerned with ordering 
objects from the general to the specific. Rather it is focused on the singular nature of objects and their 
potential to relate, influence and interact with all the other entities in a Yanyuwa environment. An 
important part of this relatedness is the potential of objects to move between the vital and supervital 
domains.
There are times when any attempt to classify becomes pointless because people are much more concerned 
with the Law of the creature in question; that is, with its supervitiality. People will often comment on the 
ability of particular species to perform their own Law or culture. For example, the Brolga, kurdarrku 
{Grus rubicundus), is a tall elegant bird with a distinct red head. It gathers in large numbers and dances 
in pairs calling out loudly. Sometimes this call can travel many kilometres over the landscape. Such a 
striking display is said to be an obvious demonstration of the Brolga’s Law. There are other species which 
are less obvious but which are also considered to have Law. The tawny frogmouth, a-jiliwidjiliwid 
{Podargus strigoides), is an example. At night, its eerie call is said to be calling all other tawny
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frogmouths to come together and dance its specific rituals. Thus the common sight of many frogmouths 
lined up together along a branch is said to be the birds dancing their rituals, but when humans come near 
they stop. In Yanyuwa classification such understandings, that is, the potential o f the living things that 
inhabit the cosmos to continually demonstrate their Law and knowledge to people who claim them as kin, 
are o f primary importance.
In this way Yanyuwa classification is about understanding a particular system of logic which is 
constrained and informed by factors as diverse as authority, utility, aesthetics, ecology, habitat, ownership 
and religion. For the Yanyuwa potentially endless classifications and reclassifications can be made. This 
is possible because the goal is not to arrive at a particular system but rather to explore and understand the 
various relationships that may exist in accordance with Yanyuwa Law. Therefore the most defining 
features of Yanyuwa classification are context and the potential for flexibility. In a Yanyuwa sense the 
context of a classificatory act should be given as much weight as the resultant taxonomy (Bradley and 
Tamisari in press).
Consequently, the gathering o f any information is dependent upon the skill and desire o f the informants 
to assist the researcher, and to this extent researchers must also ask themselves why are they seeking 
certain and particular types o f information. As Berlin (1992:199) has stated:
Cultural knowledge is distributed throughout the population in ways related to a number of factors, associated 
at least with a person’s sex and age, social status and role, kinship affiliation, personal experience and basic 
intelligence. The manifestation of this knowledge in action is strongly constrained by the social context.
Research for this work has shown that the gathering o f information is also very much dependent on the 
type o f relationship that exists between the researcher, those being researched, and the bias of the 
researcher. Therefore it is possible that individuals with a grounding in a particular field, for example, 
natural history, may be more inclined to have a hidden bias towards finding natural or hierarchical 
categories in their data (Ellen 1979).
In the Yanyuwa examples of classification, many aspects o f a Yanyuwa worldview reflect individualistic 
thought upon the matter. Amongst individuals there is sometimes strong disagreement as to how that 
world can be classified and ‘put in the book’, to use their own words, for the research for this monograph. 
Arguments are sometimes caused by the age difference between people. Older Yanyuwa informants, most 
of whom are now dead, presented a worldview which was virtually free from the acceptance o f knowledge 
from a more Western scientific viewpoint. Their first language was Yanyuwa. Other people from middle 
age to younger, in varying degrees, reject or accept the knowledge o f these old people. Such contextual 
issues as these are important when considering ways in which people speak of the knowledge and 
technology associated with the hunting of dugong and sea turtle, to give one example.
The taxonomies represented in this work are an attempt to represent a Yanyuwa common ground; the basic 
and consistent classifications applied by people to their environment. No overriding system has been 
proposed as it is intended that the discussion remain as uncluttered as possible by preconceptions about 
the supposed nature of folk classification. What has emerged is a system that is grounded in extremely 
detailed understandings of the biological world but which is based on contextual, cultural and social 
understandings o f the environment. This volume also illustrates that people such as the Yanyuwa are 
constantly in the process of sustaining an emotional relationship with country. I f  there is no sustaining 
emotional relationship country is described as being Tow down’ or ‘closing itse lf up whereas country that 
is being constantly engaged with is ‘high’ or ‘being held’. It suggests a Yanyuwa perception o f moral 
ecological relations where humans are part o f the environment only to the extent that they are in constant 
emotional engagement with it. Thus, any account detailing Yanyuwa classification and the relationship 
o f species to environment must move beyond specifying observed and rationally explained biological and 
ecological processes, to examining the subjective and emotional interactions between the concrete and, 
in the eyes o f ‘scientific’ and ‘Western observers’, the ‘imagined phenomena’.
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Appendices
Yanyuwa Taxonomies
The appendices presented below are not exhaustive nor do the authors presume them to be completely 
accurate. It was not always possible to identify the common and/or scientific names for organisms. Also, 
given the variability of common names, the terms used here may be different from those in other 
publications. Furthermore, some of the scientific names may have changed since the time of research.
The appendices below use hierarchical schemes to identify which Yanyuwa terms are more inclusive. The 
highest order term, that is the most general terms, are in bold capital letters, followed by increasingly 
smaller fonts for more specific terms. There are four levels with a fifth intermediate level sometimes 
inserted where necessary.
The reader should be aware that this hierarchal system represents only one way in which Yanyuwa 
classification may be conceptualised. The very act of recording Yanyuwa taxonomies in tables is 
dangerous in that it implies a more stable and structured system than really exists. However, for the sake 
of readability and clarity it is necessary to adopt a reasonably consistent approach. However, the reader 
will note that the hierarchical terms are not entirely consistent. For example ‘habitat terms’ such as 
ANTHAWU-WURRALNGU ‘being inhabitants of the sea’ are generally the highest order terms and are 
therefore labelled in bold capital letters, however, in some case more definitive terms such as ARLKU 
-  ‘fish’ are the broadest terms so they are labelled with bold capital letters, even though ‘fish’ is obviously 
a more precise term than ‘being inhabitants of the sea’.
We have not tried to resolve these inconsistencies into a united theory of folkbiological classification as 
other folkbiological authors have done; to do so would be to deny the dynamic nature of Yanyuwa 
biological classification. As such, hierarchical terms should be relied on to help conceptualise how the 
Yanyuwa people view their environment, but it should be remembered that the system as a whole is 
entirely flexible depending on the context of the situation.
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Appendix la. Dugong.
Y anyu w a N am e C lan  T ranslation C om m on N am e Scientific N am e
A N T H A W U -
W U R R A L N G U
‘being  inhabitan ts 
o f  the se a ’
i
W A L Y A dugong &  sea 
tu rtles
1
w alik i
1
D ugong D ugong  dugon
w iriji W aw ukarriya  o ld  m ale/fem ale 
(po ten tia l rainbow  
serpent)
ja  w arn  w arn R rum burriya ; young  m ale
bungkurl R rum burriya ‘d w arfed ’ dugong
m ayili R rum burriya young m ale 
(traveller)
jiy am iram a W uyaliya lone m ale
rangkarraku R rum burriya dom inan t bull
a-w urduw u R rum burriya young cow
a-ku lhaku lhaw iji R rum burriya p regnan t young 
cow ; Lit: being  
w ith  child
i
a-ayarra R rum burriya cow  w ith  sm all 
c a lf
a -ngam inybala R rum burriya cow  w ith  large 
c a lf
a-m irram ba R rum burriya non-lac tating  cow  
w ith  c a lf
a-lhum urraw iji R rum burriya ¡ p regnan t cow  w ith  
; large c a lf  
fo llow ing
a-bayaw iji
j
R rum burriya m atu re  cow ; no t 
pregnant; no 
fo llow ing  calves
a-ban tham u R rum burriya ; o ld  cow ; past
reproductive age
nyank i-a rdu R rum burriya c a lf
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Appendix lb . Sea Turtles.
Y anyu w a N am e C lan T ranslation C om m on  N am e Scientific N am e
A N T H A W U -
W U R R A L N G U
‘being  inhab itan ts 
o f  the  se a ’
W A LY A dugong  &  sea 
turtles
w un dan yuk a m arine tu rtles
m alurrb a /k ud ab i
!
W urdaliya G reen T urtle C helonia  m ydas
a-tharra W urda liya fem ale G reen  
T urtle
a-w andangum ara W urdaliya very  large fem ale 
G reen  T urtle
w arriku liyangu / 
w arrij kunday  angu
W urdaliya m ale G reen  T urtle
b ank iba W urdaliya very  large m ale 
G reen  T urtle
ngu lu lu rru W urdaliya im m ature G reen  
T urtle I
i
liyarnb i W urdaliya ;
i
i
O live R idley L ep idochelys
o livácea
lim arrw u rrirr i/
k a lum alu w ardm a
W aw ukarriya L oggerhead  T urtle C arreta  carreta
karrubu W urdaliya H aw ksbill T urtle E retm ochelys
im brica ta
a-ngurrin W urdaliya
1
fem ale H aw ksb ill 
T urtle
y ibarriw una W urdaliya m ale H aw ksbill 
T urtle
w irn d iw irn d i W urdaliya F latback  T urtle N a ta to r  depressus
a-k am in ja
j
W urdaliya fem ale F la tback  
T urtle
i
dilhali W urda liya m ale F latback  
T urtle 1
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Appendix 2. Dolphins and Whales.
Y an yu w a N am e C lan T ranslation C om m on  N am e Scientific N am e
A N T H A W U -
W U R R A L N G U
‘being inhab itan ts 
o f  the se a ’
Y U L A N G U potentia l a ttribu tes 
o f  a rainbow  
serpent
W hales &  
D olphins
m iriy i R rum burriya D o lph in  (generic)
m iriy i R rum burriya m ale B ottlenose 
D olph in
Turiops truncatus; 
T. aduncus
m ale Indopacific
H um pback
D olphin
Sousa chinensis
a-bum irri R rum burriya fem ale B ottlenose 
D olphin
Turiops truncatus; 
T. aduncus
fem ale Indopacific
H um pback
D olphin
Sousa chinensis
w u n du m arlam arla R rum burriya Irraw addy / 
S nub fin  D o lphin
Orcaella
breviostrus
kun gkabubu R rum burriya F alse  K iller W hale Pseudorca
crassidens
S hortfin  P ilot 
W hale
Globicephala
macrorhynchus
y u rlur ry  urlurr wi j i R rum burriya S perm  W hale Physeter
macrocephalus
H um pback  W hale 
&  m aybe other 
la rge  species
Megaptera
novaeangliae
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Appendix 3. Sharks, Rays and Sawfish.
Y anyuw a N am e C lan T ranslation C om m on N am e i  S cien tific  N am e
A N T H A W U -
W U R R A L N G U
‘being  inhabitan ts 
o f  the se a ’
A D U M U cartilag inous fish
j
1
m ayiw iji
1
‘hav ing  te e th ’ 
(la rger shark  
i  species only)
Í¡
i
w arriyanga layaw u / 
nuw anyngb irri/yu lm unj i
R rum burriya H am m erhead
Shark
S p hyrna  sp.
ngu rdungu rdu /
b ay a lm akurra /
ayababaraku /w ukuw arrba
R rum burriya
i
T iger Shark G aleocerdo  cuv ier
w u lukuku / ngayum bu W aw ukarriya B lack  T ip Shark C archarh inus
sp a lla za n i
n g u lku R rum burriya
!
E paulette Shark H erm iscy lliu m
o ce lla tu m
m am k alh a R rum burriya S peckled  C at 
Shark
C h ilo scy llium  
1  p u n c ta tu m
arribarri R rum burriya B anded
W obbegong
O recto lobus
o rna tu s
y im d in ib a R rum burriya L eopard /Z ebra
Shark
S teg o sto m a
fa sc ia tu m
a-adum u/a-m ayarra /a -
w alarraw iji
W aw ukarriya R iver/N orthem  
W hale r Shark
C a rcharh inus  
m acrurus; C. 
s te ve n si
R iver W haler 
Shark
C a rcharh inus
m acrurus
N orthern  W haler 
Shark
C. s te ve n si
m arinari/m anum anu R rum burriya E agle R ay M ylio b a tu s
a u stra lis
m ali/m ankalka R rum burriya M anta Ray M an ta  diabolism M. 
b iro s tr is
kam bum ba/
k am burrw alaw ala
!
R rum burriya B lack Ray D a sya tis  sp.
a-janngu W uyaliya C oachw hip  Ray H im a n tu ra  uarnak
lhangkam ulh il/nangka W urdaliya ‘rubb ish  on  to p ’ B lue Spotted  
S tingray
D a sya tis  kuh lii
jiw a ran g u rri R rum burriya B row n Spotted  
S tingray
D a sya tis  flu v io ru m
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Y anyu w a N am e C lan T ranslation C om m on N am e S cien tific  N am e
w u rrudungu M am baliya Freshw ater
S tingray
Himantura
chaophraya
nguku R rum burriya R at T ailed  R ay Gymnura australis
w am ajaw iji W uyaliya C ow tail Ray Pastinachus
sephen
a-m urrba/
a -thuba thuba
W aw ukarriya G reen  Saw fish Pristis zijsron
a-w am kili M am baliya F reshw ater
S aw fish
Pristiopsis
leichardti
a-m irrbundu /
a-w am d aw a
W aw ukarriya C om m on Shovel 
N osed  Ray
Rhinobatos
armatus
N yik i-n ganji ki- 
adum ungku
‘k insm en  to  the 
sh a rk ’
a larlaa la rla R rum burriya Suckerfish /
R em ora
Eche neis sp.
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Appendix 4a. Fish (other than Sharks, Rays and Sawfish) -  Freshwater.
Yanyuwa Nam e Clan Translation Com m on Nam e Scientific Nam e
ARLK U bony fish
A N K A  W A N G U -M A  Y A N G K U ‘o f  the freshwater 
inland areas’
W IR R N G I freshw ater fish
warrbul small freshwater 
fish
Rainbow  Fish M elanotaenia
splendida
Glossima aprion
Leiopotherapon
unicolour
Gerres
Filam entosus & 
other species
wurum ul freshw ater fish 
used for bait
a-m ajkum di W urdaliya Com m on Archer 
F ish
Toxotes chatereus
jurlbi/bathubathu W uyaliya G u lf Archer Fish Toxotes jacu la to r
lhunduba W urdaliya Barram undi Lates calcarifer
ngubayi W uyaliya Saratoga Scieropages
ja rd in i
j a-ngundurrngundurrm a ‘one who grunts/ 
snores’
G runter Fish
a-ngurm gu W uyaliya Sooty Grunter H epaestus
fu lig inosus
a-lhangkarla W uyaliya Spangled Grunter Leioptherapon
unicolour
jam ukawiji ‘having w hiskers’ C atfish species
w alakurrw iji M am baliya Eel Tailed Catfish Tandanus
tandanus
Straight Backed 
Catfish
Neosilurus hyrtlii
m andim andi Rrum burriya Freshw ater Fork 
Tailed Catfish
H exanem atchys
berney
m undulu bream  species
walarrkunja Rrum burriya Freshw ater Bream Nem atalosa erebi
m undulu Rrum burriya B ony Bream Nem atalosa come
ngabalhannku M am baliya L ong Tom Strongylura krejfti
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Appendix 4b. Fish (other than Sharks, Rays and Sawfish) -  Saltwater.
Y anyu w a N am e C lan T ranslation C om m on N am e Scien tific  N am e
A R L K U bony  fish Í
A RN IN D A W ANGU- 
A N TH A W U
i ‘o f  the coasta l 
reg ions &  the  se a ’
M A TH A M B IJI sa ltw ater fish i
w ulyulard i ? sm all sa ltw ater 
school fish , 
im m ature o f  m any 
species !
m aw url ? sm all baitfish , 
m any species
rd ard ard ard am ayi ‘hav ing  uprigh t/ 
sharp te e th ’
a-m arrinda/ a-m ayin / 
a-w uyurrangka
W uya liya B lack/P ikey
B ream
:  Acanthopagrus 
berda
w urryu W uyaliya M angrove Jack i  Lutjanus 
argentimaculatus
H ussar L. amabilis
M oses Perch L. russeli
lakulu W uyaliya ‘left h and  s id e ’ H alibut ?Psettodes erumei
a-rlirrbi R rum burriya B lue T usk  Fish Choerdon 
!  cyandonus
ngarrabum a R rum burriya S u rf  Parrot F ish ;  Sarcusfasciatus
V io le t L ined 
Parro t Fish
S. globiceps
G reen  F inned 
Parro t F ish
;  S. sordidus
B lue B arred 
O range Parrot F ish
S. ghobban
M oon W rasse Thalassoma lunare
y u m duyum du R rum burriya young  o f  
n garrabum a
jam ukaw iji
1
‘having w h isk e rs’
a-w andim utha R rum burriya B lue Catfish Arius graeffi
w abalarra R rum burriya T hreadfin  C atfish A. armiger
ngurru R rum burriya Salm on C atfish A. leptaspis
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Y anyu w a N am e C lan  T ranslation C om m on N am e S cien tific  N am e
a-yubara /
a -w um dinyw irrba
W uyaliya
1I
T hreadfin  S alm on  Polydactus 
macrohir; P. 
multiradiatus
Blue T hreadfin  P. p lebeu is ;
Eleutheronem a  
! tetradactylum
larnarran gu W urdaliya G iant F ly ing  F ish  Cheilopagon
pinnatibarbatus
a-w arlin y R rum burriya ¡ G olden  L ined  Sillago analis 
W hiting
b irr im ayu rr W uyaliya C leaner F ish  , Labroides 
dim idiatus
w u rn iw u rn i
!
W uyaliya  m ulle t species
a-m ankurdu rdu W uyaliya  1 D iam ond S caled  Liza vaigiensis 
M ullet
w and irr
1
R rum burriya F lat T ailed  M ulle t L. dussum iera
yirdan ji R rum burriya Sea M ullet M ugil cephalus
w urn iw urn i W uyaliya T iger M u lle t Liza argéntea
thu rruyu thu W aw ukarriya Blue T ailed  M ulle t Valamugi seheli
ju rn k a rr treva lly
w ardu l W urdaliya D iam ond T rev a lly  Alectis indicus
yim ang ji W urdaliya B ludger T revally  Carangoides 
gym nostethus
w arraranga W urdaliya L ea thersk in  Scom beroides 
gym nostethus
a-ka lib irrm a W urdaliya G iant T revally  Caranx
sexfasciatus
m ankarlkarrka W urdaliya T urrum  Carangoides 
fu lvogutta tus
a-w urruyku em perors & 
sw eetlips
w ujbu R rum burriya Red E m peror Lutjanus sebea
a-w urruyku R rum burriya Sw eetlips Lethrinus 
E m peror chrysostom us
a-w ubu lngu W urdaliya Painted  Sw eetlip s Plectorhychus 
pictus
a-w uliya W uyaliya Spangled E m p ero r Lethrinus 
nebulosus
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Y an yu w a N am e C lan T ranslation C om m on  N am e S cien tific  N am e
w an gk u w a cods &  cod-like 
fish
w an g k u w a W aw ukarriya E stuary  C od Epinephalus
undulatostriatus
a-an thakaya
1
W aw ukarriya i  ‘carry ing  the se a ’ C oral T rout Plectopomus
chrysostomus
a -w ararm g u W aw ukarriya S tripey Lutjanus
carponotatus
a-m unu jbu rr W aw ukarriya B lue Spotted  R ock  j  Cephalopholis 
C o d  cyanostigma
a-yarram ara W aw ukarriya C oral T rou t C od C. miniatus
1
RAW UNGKA ‘o f  the re e fs ’ [
a rlku jarra /
w alkuw alku langu
W aw ukarriya
!
M ilk fish  Chanos chanos
i
w uluw u jarra / 
liw urrw urru j arra
W aw ukarriya :
j
1
B lack  K ingfish  Rachycentron 
canadus
N arrow  B arred  Scomberomorus 
Spanish  M ackerel commerson
\
B road  B arred  S. semifasciatus 
Spanish  M ackerel
S potted  M ackerel S. munroi
School M ackerel Cybium
queens landicus
S hark  M ackerel Grammatorcynus 
bicarniatus
Slim y M ackerel 1 Scomber
australascius
N orthern  B luefin  Thunnus tonngol 
T una
!
Y ellow fin  T una T. albacares
WARARRU ‘o f  the m u d ’
w uluw u/j a-ladaladarrin j i W urdaliya ‘being  w ith 
p o iso n ’
S tonefish  Syanceia hórrida
a-nguyanguyarm gu/
a-jaburduburdu
R rum burriya ‘she tha t dances 
like in the 
K unabibi r itu a ls ’
M udsk ipper Periophthalmus 
argentilieatus; P. 
fraycineti; 
Scartelaos 
histiophorus
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Y anyu w a N am e C lan  T ranslation C om m on  N am e Scien tific  N am e
a-m ukarra barracuda & 
barracuda-like  fish 1
a-buthuluku W uyaliya  ' im m ature 
barracuda
S lender B arracuda S yyraena  je l lo
1
!
a -yungku jungku
i
W uyaliya S triped  Sea P ike Sphyraena  
i obtusa ta
a-m u rru m m g k u W uyaliya B arracuda  S p hyraena  
barracuda
a-kurid i groper ■
a-kurid i W uyaliya  ¡
1
G ian t G roper ¡ P ro m icro p s  
lanceo la tu s
a -m urrum m gku W uyaliya , im m atu re/juven ile  
: g roper ,
a-m an jirirringu
1
W uyaliya very  large g roper
1
ralyi ¡ eels &  eel-like fish
1
ralyi
1
R rum burriya
1
H airta il B lenny  X ip h a sia  se tife r
S m ooth  F istu la ria  
F lu tem ou th  com m erson ii
M oray /C o n g er E el A n g u llid ea  sp.
a-ranuka R rum burriya M oonfish  D rep a n e  p u n c ta ta
w ajbulungu W uyaliya G arfish
w ajbulungu B lack -B arred  H em ira m p h u s fa r  
G arfish
S nub -N osed  A rrh a m p h u s  
G arfish  sc lero lep is
ngulum iri W urdaliya B arram und i L a tes  ca lca r ifer
lakuyarlku im m ature
B arram undi
rdiw abi m ature
B arram undi
w irrum burrangu very  large 
B arram undi
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Appendix 5. Crabs.
Y anyu w a N am e C lan T ranslation C om m on N am e Scientific N am e
A R N IN D A W A N G U -
A N T H A W U
‘o f  the coastal 
reg ions &  the se a ’
n y i n g a / j i k u y u
!
crabs (generic)
nyinga M u d  C rab Scylla serrata
yu rla
!
R rum burriya m ale M ud C rab
a-w an th irl , fem ale M ud  C rab
kad ikad i im m ature/j uvenile 
M ud  C rab
m am durrbu M ud  C rab hav ing  
shed its shell; new  
¡ shell is still soft !
m u lhu lhu m oulting  M ud 
C rab
a-n gariyan gk a R rum burriya
i
M anna  C rab Portunus 
pelagicus
R ed  Spot C rab Portunus
sanguinolentus
a-m u lk angk a/
a-ju luw angu
W urdaliya F idd ler C rab Uca flammula
k u ranthu rrku rathu rr W uyaliya H erm it C rab Coemobita sp.
yu rrarra W urdaliya G host Crab Ocypode convexa
a-bu la W urdaliya S p ider D ecorator Majidea sp. 
C rab
a-m aw u rru n gka
1
R rum burriya S w im m er C rab Thalamita crenata
w ard ard aw ard ard a W urdaliya  1 S o ld ier C rab Mictyris
1 longicrapus
A N K A W A N G U -
M A Y A N G K U
‘o f  the in land/ 
! m ain lan d ’ 1
m urru R rum burriya F reshw ater C rab/  Holithuisana 
B lack  Soil C rab (Austrothelphusa) 
transversa
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Appendix 6. Shellfish, Shells and Shell-Like Creatures (or Parts of Creatures).
Y anyu w a N am e C lan T ranslation C om m on N am e Scien tific  N am e
A R N IN D A W A N G U -
A N T H A W U
' ‘o f  th e  coastal 
reg ions &  the se a ’
N A -Y IR R N Y I shellfish , shells 
and shell-like 
! c reatu res 1
M A R A N JA W U ‘for the dugong 
h u n te rs ’ i1
rabu W u yaliya
1
B aler Shell M elo  am phora
w irringkayi : large B a le r Shell
tha lim bu very  large B aler 
! Shell
a-rabij inda/ a-w uluw angku
1
W urda liya C onch  Shell S yrinx  a m a n a s
W A L Y A W U ‘fo r th e  dugong & 
sea tu r tle ’
na-w urlu rlu R rum burriya
\
C uttle F ish  Shell Sepia  sp.
Ihundu W urda liya B arnacle C helonib ia  
\ testud inaria
ngakarla W aw ukarriya   ^ ‘m o o n ’
!
Pearly  N au tilu s N autilus  
Shell pom p ilu sa lu m n u s
m im m im ja liji W uy a liy a  ‘h av ing  eye 
la sh e s’
Sea U rch in  : E ch ino idea  sp.
LH U K A N D U ‘fo r the 
m an g ro v es’
ngaaj u/  a lkuw alku W uyaliya ? B atissa  v io lácea
a-yaka W uyaliya T elescope M u d  T elescopium  
C reeper ¡ te lescop ium
bakarla W uyaliya M ud W helk  T erebrada  
1 p a lu s tr is
N U W A R N U -W U T H A N D U
1i
‘for the in tertidal 
z o n e ’
1
I
a-ngu liny R rum burriya  i O yster Saccostre  
tubercu la ta
a-w uw ari R rum burriya  very large O yster ¡
w alba R rum burriya  ‘v ag in a ’ G iant C lam  Triacna squam osa
andarrw aliya W uyaliya ? M actra  sp.
a-w an thalw an thal W urda liya ? ¡ Tapes sp.
a-w anduw andu  | W uyaliya  i ? N ever it a  sp.
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Y anyuw a N am e C lan T ransla tion C om m on N am e Scien tific  N am e
a-w urlb ilirrin ja R rum burriya ? N everita  d idym us
a-yarlaw uka R rum burriya ? R egoza  f la v a
k u rruyu rru W uyaliya  , C ockle A nadara  sp.
a-raku lu thu rr W urda liya
1
1
W ards V olem a V olegalea  
w ardiana
jam u lm u lan d a W uyaliya
1
? C ym bolia
fla v ic a n s
nguy ay a W uyaliya
!
V ag ina H orse 
M ussel
M odio lu s vag ina  
suav ifer
la larda
j
W uyaliya Trisidos y o n g e i
M A Y A N G K U ‘for the m a in la n d ’
1
1
a-b ib iya
1
Freshw ater Velesunio angasi 
M ussels
a-m arlabakurra M am baliya  large F reshw ate r 
M ussels
a-m ajuku M am baliya 1 sm all F resh w ate r 
M ussels
A -K A M B A L N G U M am baliya ‘for the s u n ’ L and Snail X an thom elon  sp.
(large); A lb e rsia  
sp. (sm all)
w iriw irijka M am baliya  shell o f  th e  land 
snail
L and  Snail
R D A R U W U ‘for the
c ircum cision
in itia tes’
ja rm arra N ote: n o t 
ind igenous, 
b rough t in  on 
trade rou tes
1
1
1
G old  L ipped P inc tada  m axim a  
O yster
Pearl O yster P. a lb ina sug ila ta
W indow -Pane P lacuna  p la c en ta  
Shell
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Y anyu w a N am e C lan T ranslation C om m on  N am e Scientific N a m e
Y U M B U L Y U M B U L M A N T H A
K I-A N T H A W U
1
‘all k inds o f  th ings 
belonging  to  the 
se a ’
1
1
1
1
i
tharriba W urdaliya T repang  i  H olo thuriodea  sp.
w arda
i
‘h a ir ’, dark  
co loured  o r b lack  
T repang
j
rukaruka ¡ long/th ick  ligh t 
co loured  T repang
1
1
m ajika W uyaliya
!
B anana P raw n :  P enageus  
m erguiensis
y im b ayim b a/
y im b u rran ga la
W uyaliya
1
!
B row n T iger i  P. escu len tus  
P raw n  i
Shrim p M acrobrach ium  
rosenberg i
w urraly i W urdaliya  | P a in ted  C rayfish  P enaeus
m erguiensis
T rop ical R ock  P. longpipes  
L obste r fem o r is tr ig a
ngu rru lhan gka W urdaliya  ‘nose/face on to p ’
1
S tarfish  A stero idea  sp.
w u rrw u rr W urdaliya/
W uyaliya
S eahorse Syngna th idea  sp.
w arraw arra R rum burriya C oral/C oral R e e f  , ?
w urryu R rum burriya C hiton  A m phineura  sp.
bam bal R rum burriya Sponges ?
li-jakaram b irri W uyaliya  ‘those w ho  cam e 
; in front o r b e fo re ’
B lue R inged H apaloclaena  
O ctopus m aculosa
jab u rr iyarr i W urdaliya  ; Squ id  ?
w uthirri Je lly fish
w atha lungu ‘being  sm all’ Po isonous ? 
Je lly fish
na-w alkurrarra W urdaliya B ox Je lly fish / C hironex f le c k e r i  
S tinger
w aykalngu R rum burriya  ‘com ing u p stream ’
1
?  ?Rhizostom a  
p u lm o
na-m angkatharra W urda liya Portuguese M an- P hysa lia  p h ysa lis  
O -W ar
w urdiyi W uyaliya P orp ita  S iphonophora  sp.
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Appendix 8a. Reptiles and Amphibians -  Crocodiles.
Y anyu w a N am e C lan  T ranslation C om m on N am e |  S cien tific  N am e
L H U W A rep tiles & 
am phib ians
M A R D U M B A R R A
1
1
F resh  & Saltw ater 
C rocod iles
a-kaji/a -darrirrim a W uyaliya F reshw ater Crocodylus 
C rocod ile  johnstoni
m ard um barra  nyik i-  
nganji k i-w ararru
R rum burriya Saltw ater
C rocod ile  w h ich  is 
, k in  to  the m ud o f  
the r iver system s
S altw ater Crocodylus 
C rocod ile  porosus
1
m ardum barra i  m ale S altw ater 
¡ C rocodile 1
a-m irrw a fem ale S altw ater 
C rocodile
j
kuriyum ba hatch ing  or 
ju v e n ile  Saltw ater 
C rocodile
w aw urlm ara nyiki- 
nganji k i-w unuw arru
R rum burriya Saltw ater
C rocod ile  w h ich  is 
1  kin  to  the rocky  
1 ledges along the 
islands
S altw ater , Crocodylus 
C rocod ile  porosus
w aw urlm ara Saltw ater 
C rocodile 
(generic) 
avoidance or 
i is land  d ia lec t te rm
S altw ater Crocodylus 
C rocod ile  porosus
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Y anyuw a N am e C lan  T ranslation
1
C om m on  N am e S cien tific  N am e
L H U W A r e p ti le s  &  
a m p h ib ia n s
a-w ayu rr M a m b a liy a -
W a w u k a r r iy a
N o r th e r n  B lu e  
T o n g u e  L iz a rd
T iliq u a  sc in o id e s  
in te rm e d ia
a -k u la k a n g u fu lly  g ro w n  B lu e  
T o n g u e  L iz a rd
a -n g a lib a k u p re g n a n t  B lu e  
T o n g u e  L iz a rd 1
a -b a n g k u rlb a n k u rl im m a tu re  B lu e  
T o n g u e  L iz a rd I
a -ra n g k a ra n g k a ju v e n i le  B lu e  
T o n g u e  L iz a rd
1
1
1
Appendix 8c. Reptiles and Amphibians -  Turtles and Tortoises.
Y anyuw a N am e C lan  T ranslation C om m on  N am e S cien tific  N am e
L H U W A re p ti le s  &  
a m p h ib ia n s
1
m urndangu
1
F re s h w a te r
T o r to is e
m u m d a n g u / ru rru ru rru M a m b a liy a -
W a w u k a rr iy a
N o r th e r n  L o n g  C h e lo d in a  ru g o sa  
N e c k e d  T o rto ise
a -y u k u w a l M a m b a liy a N o r th e rn  S m elly  
L o n g  N e c k e d  
T o r to is e
C h e lo d in a  sp. aff. 
n o v a e g u in e a e
b a r lw i R ru m b u rr iy a  ¡
i
D ia m o n d  H e a d  ! E ls e y a  su b g lo b o s a  
T u r t le
n g u r lk u R ru m b u rr iy a S a w  S h e lle d  E ls e y a  sp . aff.
T u r t le  d e n ta ta
1
y a b u ru m a n ja R ru m b u rr iy a ? N o r th e m  ? E ls e y a  d e n ta ta  
S n a p p in g  T u rtle
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Appendix 8d. Reptiles and Amphibians -  Goannas and Monitors.
Y an yu w a N am e C lan  1 T ransla tion C om m on N am e S cientific N am e
L H U W A rep tiles &  
am phib ians
!
W A R D A B A
1
goanna
a-ralba W u rd a liy a
i
Spiny T ailed  Varanus 
M onitor acanthurus
a-w arrirri W uy aliy a
1
L ong T ailed  1 V. glebopalma 
M onitor
F reck led  M onito r V. tristus orientalis
jarrk arrk a la W uyaliya
1
M angrove V. indiens 
M onitor
a-w urnakungkala W uy aliy a Spotted  T ree V. scakaris 
M onitor
a-w ijku W u y a liy a  ju v e n ile  S po tted  
T ree M onito r
1
1
1
a-yarraka/a-m irlbala M am baliya M erten ’s W ater V. mertensi 
M onitor
w arrngu na W uy aliy a
1
G o u ld ’s Sand V. gouldii 
G oanna ¡
w arm guna m ale G o u ld ’s 
Sand G oanna
1
a-m alarraw im a fem ale G o u ld ’s 
: Sand G oanna
birrid irl : im m ature/j uvenile 
1 G o u ld ’s Sand 
G oanna
¡
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Appendix 8e. Reptiles and Amphibians -  Snakes/Snake-Like Lizards of the Mainland.
Y anyu w a N am e C lan T ranslation C om m on N am e Scientific N am e
L H U W A rep tiles &  
am phib ians
1
I
M A Y A N G K U snakes &  snake­
like lizards ‘o f  the 
m ain lan d ’
a -m u lw ajar la
!
R rum burriya M oon Snake Funia  sp.
B lind  Snake Typhlina
unguirostris
w u rryi R rum burriya
1
L egless L izard  Delema fra zeri
1
B urtons L egless ! Liaslis burtonis 
L izard
k arrim ala R rum burriya T aipan Oxyuranus
scutelatus
a-b u bu rn a/a-bu jibu ji W urd aliya
1
B lack  H eaded  
Python
Aspidites
melanocephalus
a-rdali R rum burriya D eath  A dder Acanthopis 
antarcticus
kurun R rum burriya B lack W hip Snake Demansia astra
n gu lw a/b alan kali
1
R rum burriya
1
K ing B row n Pseudechis 
Snake australis; P.
nuchalis
a-kululu W aw ukarriya G olden/G reen  Dendralis 
T ree Python  punctulatus
C hild ren ’s Python  Liasis childreni
1
C arpet Py thon  M orelia spilotes
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Appendix 8f. Reptiles and Amphibians -  Frill Necked Lizard, Skinks and Geckos.
Y anyuw a N am e C lan
1
T ranslation C om m on N am e Scien tific  N am ej ______________________
L H U W A ! rep tiles & 
i am phib ians
w u n b i W u yaliya  >
1
Frill N ecked  
L izard
Chlamydosaurus
kingkii
a-karlk i
1
Sm all lizard  ! 
species
a-karlk i
!
W uyaliya Skink species
Í
Carlia sp.
a-rdabu lu W uyaliya Skink species Sphenomorphus
sp.
a-b ithu rla /karrkaly i W uyaliya Skink  species
1
Hemidactylus sp.
kaburriw ala la W uyaliya
1
‘left h an d  liz a rd s’ Amphibolurus sp.
a-kam ku luku lu W uyaliya ? Agamidae sp.
w abarnnyi gecko lizards *
a-ngajarr W uyaliya ‘lig h tn in g ’ T ree G ecko Oedura rhombifer
a-karrkanda S piny-T ailed
G ecko
Diplodactylus
ciliarus
B yn eo ’s G ecko Heteronotia binoei
w arbam nyi W uyaliya i N orthern  D tella Gehyra australis
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Appendix 8g. Reptiles and Amphibians -  Frogs.
Y a n y u w a  N a m e
i
C la n  ! T r a n s la tio n C o m m o n  N a m e  S c ie n tif ic  N a m e
L H U W A re p ti le s  &  
a m p h ib ia n s
a -w a r n b u l
1
1 F ro g s
k a rru rd ji W u rd a liy a G re e n  T ree  F ro g L ito r ia  c a e ru le a
i N o rth e rn  D w a rf  
T re e  F ro g
L. b ic o lo r
a -b u k u r rb u k u r r W u rd a liy a R o c k e t F ro g  j L. n a su la ta
a -w a m b u l W u rd a liy a W o tju lu m  F ro g L. w o tju lu m e n s is
b u rr ly i W u rd a liy a G ia n t F ro g  
T a d p o le
C y c lo ra n a
a u s tra lis
a -k a y in tu d / a -c a n e -to a d W u rd a liy a  
(b u t o n ly  b y  
so m e p e o p le ; 
m a n y  p e o p le  
sa y  th a t i t  h a s  
n o  c a te g o ry )
C a n e  T o a d  
( in tro d u c e d  
sp e c ie s )
B u fo  m a r in u s
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Appendix 8h. Reptiles and Amphibians -  Snakes/Snake-Like Lizards of the Water.
Y anyu w a N am e C lan  T ranslation C om m on N am e ¡ S cientific N am e
L H U W A rep tiles & 
am phib ians 1
1
L H U W A snakes &  snake- 
like lizards
W U R R A L N G U ‘inhabitan ts o f  the 
fresh  &  sa ltw ater’ ii
W A B U D A W U
1
‘belong ing  to  the 
j  fre sh w ate r’ 1
1
a-bunubunu R rum burriya Javan  File Snake Arcrochordus
javanicus
a-y ibayibarra R rum burriya ‘she has p laced  all 
o v e r’ (in  rela tion  
i to sk in  texture)
L ittle  F ile Snake A. granulatus
dird ikurru M am baliya-
W aw ukarriya
O live Python Liasis olivaceus
B ujim ala ‘ra inbow  se rpen t’ 
N ote: ‘B u jim ala’ 
is som etim es used  
in p reference to 
‘d ird ik u rru ’
O live Python ¡ Liasis olivaceus
1
1
1
w irlb irlban ji M am baliya-
W aw ukarriya
juven ile /im m atu re  
O live Python
1
w urralbangu R rum burriya W ater Python Liasis fus cus
kurarlbungku R rum burriya im m ature/juvenile 
W ater Python
A R N IN D A W A N G U  K I-  
A N T H A W U
‘fo r the coastal 
reg ions &  the se a ’ j
a-biyungu W uyaliya R ichardson ’s Myron 
M angrove Snake richardsonii
S po tted  W ater Enhydris punctata 
Snake
B ackadam  ■ Cerberus rynchops
a-rikarika W urdaliya W hite-B ellied  Fordonia rynchops 
M angrove Snake
a-w irn inyb irn iny R rum burriya S pine-B ellied  Sea Lampemis 
Snake hardwickii
a-w urrarum u R rum burriya ‘w aves from  the 
d ep th s’/ ‘north 
w ind  from  the se a ’
S tokes Sea Snake Astrotia stokesii
a-ngakungakuyangu R rum burriya E legant Sea Snake Hydrophis elegans
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Appendix 9a. Terrestrial Mammals/Game Animals,
Y anyuw a N am e C lan T ran sla tio n C om m on N am e Scientific N am e
W U N A L A terrestrial anim als/ 
gam e animals
M U R L K U N m ice & rats
m urlkun Rrum burriya Delicate M ouse Pseudom ys
delicatulus
Red-Eared 
M arsupial M ouse
Pseudantechinus
a-w alurrum a Rrum burriya Brush Tailed Tree 
Rat
Conilurus
penicila tus
Tunney Rat Rattus tunneyi
Com m on Rock 
Rat
Zyzomys argurus
Long H aired Rat Rattus
villosissimus
N A M U R R /
R IY A R IY A N G K A N G U
W uyaliya W ater Rat H ydrom ys
chrysogaster
B IW A L I possum s & 
phascogale
w am kirrm a M am baliya Sugar G lider Petaurus breviceps
jim buna M am baliya young Sugar 
Glider
biw ali M am baliya N orthern Brush 
Tailed Possum
Trichosurus
arnhemensis
biwali M am baliya male Northern 
B rush Tailed 
Possum
a-wum ardu M am baliya female Northern 
B rush Tailed 
Possum
biw anarra M am baliya young Northern 
B rush Tailed 
Possum
m ararla/rilikini W urdaliya Black Tailed 
Phascogale
Phascogalhale
tapoatafa
A -W A K A N Y A Bandicoot
kudingi W uyaliya m ale Northern 
B row n Bandicoot
N orthern Brown 
Bandicoot
Isoodon
m acrourus
a-bindiwaji W uyaliya female N orthern 
Brown Bandicoot
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Yanyuwa Name Clan Translation Common Name Scientific Name
murdari W uyaliya ?male Golden 
Bandicoot
Golden Bandicoot Isoodon auratus
a-wangkulinya ?female Golden 
Bandicoot
A -W A B A L A R R A Rrum burriya Echidna Tachyglossus
aculeatus
W U N A L A kangaroos & 
w allabies
nangurrbuwala Rrum burriya male Hill 
K angaroo
Hill Kangaroo Macropus
robustus
a-jum abu Rrum burriya female Hill 
Kangaroo
bardakalinya W urdaliya male Antilopine 
Kangaroo
Antilopine
Kangaroo
Macropus
antilopines
a-warungala W urdaliya female Antilopine 
Kangaroo
mulirli W uyaliya male Agile 
W allaby
Agile W allaby Macropus agilis
a-jangkujangku W uyaliya female A gile 
W allaby
ngurluku W uyaliya N orthern N ail 
Tailed W allaby
Onycholgalea
unguífera
a-buluwardi Rrum burriya Short Eared Rock 
W allaby
Petrogale
brachyotis
dinybu joey  (generic)
K A R N B U L A N Y I quolls & feral cats
kam bulanyi M am baliya male N orthern 
Quoll
Northern Quoll Dasyurus
hallucatus
a-kaliba M am baliya female N orthern 
Quoll
kam bulanyi male Feral Cat Feral Cat Felis catus
a-bujikad ‘pussycat’ female 
feral cat
bujikad male dom esticated 
cat
a-bujikad female
dom esticated cat
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Appendix 9b. Dogs and Dingoes.
Yanyuwa Nam e Clan Translation C om m on Nam e Scientific Nam e
W A K U K U dogs &  d ingoes
wardali W uyaliya D ingo C anis fa m ilia r is  
dingo
w u m m d u rla W uyaliya m ale  D ingo
a-b ird im a W uyaliya fem ale D ingo
yarrarriw ira W uyaliya o ld  m ale D ingo
a-yangkab ird im a W uyaliya fem ale D in g o  w ith  
m any  pups
li-wakuku dom estica ted
D ogs
D og C anis fa m ilia r is
ny  a -w akuku* /w ak u k u  * * N ote: K in  
c lassifica tion  
is dep endan t 
on  ow nersh ip
m ale dom estica ted  
D og (N ote: * 
w o m an ’s d ialect; 
** m e n ’s d ialect)
a -w akuku fem ale
dom estica ted  D og
a-b im dajarra fem ale
dom estica ted  D og 
w ith  m any  pups
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Appendix 10a. Birds, Bats and Flying Foxes -  Birds of Prey.
Y anyuw a N am e C lan T ran sla tio n C om m on N am e Scientific N am e
JULAKI birds, flying foxes 
& bats
A -JA L B A R R A M B A large birds o f  prey
a-kam kam ka/a-w urrw ilhi/
a-kariwaykalngu
Rrum burriya W hite-Bellied Sea 
Eagle
Haliaeestus
leucogaster
a-kilyarrkilyarr/ 
a-dij angkarrdij angkarr
M am baliya W edge-Tailed
Eagle
A quila audax
B U Y U K A W U ‘o f  the fire’
bukaji Rrumburriya B lack Kite Milvus migrans
Square Tailed Kite Lophoictinia isura
karrm ula W uyaliya B lack Falcon Falco subniger
m alarrkarrka W uyaliya Peregrine Falcon Falco peregrinas
Spotted Harrier Circus assimillis
Collared
Sparrowhawk
Accipiter
cirrhocephalus
RRU-M ARRABALAV VU ‘o f  the Grevillea 
T ree’
julw irriw irri Rrum burriya W histling Kite Haliaster
sphenerus
Little Eagle Hieraaetus
morphonoides
a-karangkangu Rrumburriya B row n Goshawk Accipiter fasciatus
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Appendix 10b. Birds, Bats and Flying Foxes -  For the Seeds.
Y anyu w a N am e C lan  T ranslation C om m on  N am e S cien tific  N am e
i
N U -M IN JU ‘fo r  th e  s e e d s ’/ 
g ra n iv o ro u s  b ird s
n a-w urrirr i na-m i i  b ig  se e d s  (ea te rs  
o f) 11
a - l i r r a k a W u rd a liy a
1
R e d  T a i le d  B la c k  
C o c k a to o
1
C a ly p to r h y n c h u s
m a g n ific u s
a - rd in k ili R ru m b u rr iy a G a la h C a c a tu a
r o s e ic a p i lla
a -b a rra l R ru m b u rriy a S u lp h u r-C re s te d  C. g la e r i ta  
C o c k a to o
a -n g u li l i M a m b a liy a L itt le  C o re l la  ! C. sa n g u ín e a
n a-yu m b u  na-m i sm a ll se e d s  (e a te rs  
o f)
1
b a n b a ji M a m b a liy a
1
N o rth e rn  R o s e lla  P la ty c e r c u s  
v e n u s ta s
1
j i r r a j i M a m b a liy a  i C o c k a tie l  N y m p h ic u s  
h o lla n d ic u s
a -b u m b u lu
1
W u y a liy a  ¡ B ro w n  Q u a il  , C o tu r n ix  a u s tr a lis
k u n g k u d a b u r rd a b u r r W u y a liy a C h e s tn u t-B a c k e d  T u rn ix  c a s to n a ta  
B u tto n  Q u a il
b u jb u W u y a liy a R e d -C h e s te d  T. p y r r h o th o r a x  
B u tto n  Q u a il
ja k u k u R ru m b u rr iy a C re s te d  P ig e o n  O c y p h a p s  lo p h o te s
k u la k u k u R ru m b u rriy a B a r-S h o u ld e re d
D o v e
G e o p h ila  c u n e a ta
m a rra b a b a R ru m b u rr iy a P e a c e fu l D o v e  G. p la c id a
w ija la la R ru m b u rr iy a C r im s o n  F in c h  N e o c h im a  p h a e to n
? S ta r  F in c h N e o c h im a  p h a e to n
a -n y in u m a /a -n y in u m a rr i D o u b le -B a r re d
F in ch
P o e p h i la
b ic h e n o v ii
Z e b ra  F in c h P . g u tta ta
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Appendix 10c. Birds, Bats and Flying Foxes -  Of the Lagoon Systems.
Y a n y u w a  N a m e C la n T r a n s la t io n C o m m o n  N a m e S c ie n t if ic  N a m e
N A N K A N A K A W A W U ‘o f  the lagoons’
A -Y IL W IY IL W I ducks & duck-like 
birds
a-kambalmurdu M am baliya Pacific B lack 
D uck
Anas superciliosa
a-kuruburru Rrum burriya Grey Teal D uck A. gibberifrons
Pink-Eared Duck M alacorhynchus
membranáceas
ngirm girrm am i Rrum burriya R adjah Shelduck/ 
Burdekin D uck
Tadorna radjah
W andering 
W histling Duck
Dendrocygna
arcuata
Plum ed W histling 
Duck
D. eytoni
a-yalinjal W aw ukarriya G reen Pygm y 
Goose
Nettapus
pulchellus
a - la n g k u n a /a -w u th a n g u Rrum burriya Pied Goose/ 
M agpie Goose
Ansaranas
semipalmata
a -r r a w a n ja ji ibises
a-rrawanjaji W uyaliya Glossy Ibis Plegadis
fa lcinellus
kum irindi W uyaliya Sacred Ibis Threskiornis
aethiopica
a-murlunbi W uyaliya Straw N ecked Ibis T. spinicollis
a -b ir d ir r ir r i W uyaliya M asked Lapwing Vanellus miles
a -d ir n b id ir n b i W uyaliya Com b-Crested
Jacana
Irediparra
gallinácea
a -r a r r a w a W uyaliya Royal Spoonbill Platalea regia
Y ellow-Billed
Spoonbill
P. flev ipes
m u r u r u n g k u r n a W uyaliya Purple Swamp 
Hen
Porphyrio
porphyrio
r d u r d u r n W uyaliya Eurasian Coot Filica atra
d ib ib i W urdaliya
1
W hite-Faced Ardea  
Heron i novae ho llandiae
Pied Heron Ardea pictata
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Appendix lOd. Birds, Bats and Flying Foxes -  Owls, Nightjars and Frogmouths.
Y anyuw a N am e C lan  T ranslation C om m on N am e Scientific  N am e
kurrkurr i ow ls, n igh tjars &  
frogm ouths
1
yilayi M am baliya
1
i
A ustralian  O w let- A eg theles  cr ista tus  
N ightjar
S potted  N igh tja r E urostopodus  
argus
L arge-T ailed  C am prim ulgus  
N igh tjar m acrurus
a-jiliw id jiliw id W urdaliya T aw ny F rogm outh  P odarg u s  
str igo ides
kurrkurr M am baliya B am  Owl Tyto a lba
1 M asked  O w l T. novaeho lland iae
E astern  G rass O w l T. long im em bris
m ulurrku M am baliya Southern  N inox  
B oobook/M opoke novaeseeland iae
a-y arraj aj i/a -rdu lurdulu M am baliya B arking O w l N inox conn ivens
Appendix 10e. Birds, Bats and Flying Foxes -  Of the Plains Country.
Y anyuw a N am e C lan  T ranslation C om m on N am e Scientific N am e
W U M B U R R W U M B U R R U ‘o f  the p la in s ’
k u rdarrku/burrangku l W aw ukarriya B rolga/E astem  G rus rubicundus; 
S aum s C rane G. an tigone
m urrum ara W aw ukarriya ‘one w ho is 
desirous o f  
freshw ater c ra b s ’
B ro lga/E astem  G rus rubicundus', 
S aum s C rane G. an tigone
kurdarrku m ale B rolga
a-am darrm a fem ale B ro lga
y  arraj a ju v en ile  B ro lga
ngirrija
i
hatch ing  B ro lga
a-yanam ara R rum burriya ¡
1
A ustralian  Stiltia  Isabella  
Pratincole
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Appendix lOf. Birds, Bats and Flying Foxes -  Of the River Systems.
Yanyuwa Nam e Clan Translation Com m on Nam e Scientific Nam e
W ULAW ULANG I ‘o f  the river 
system s’
W U R N D A W U ‘o f  the trees’
a-nguwalili W uyaliya Bush Stone 
Curlew
Burhinus
grallarius
a-thuwa W urdaliya Com m on Koel Eudnnamys
scolopacea
Channel-Billed
Cuckoo
Scythrops
novaehollandiae
m anbakawaku W aw ukarriya D ollar B ird Eurostrymos
orientalis
m anjululu W aw ukarriya Leaden Flycatcher Myiagra rubecula
Broad-Billed
Flycatcher
M. rubecula
Restless
Flycatcher
M. rufiventris
burijburij M am baliya Grey Fantail Rhipidura
fuliginosa
N orthern Fantail R. rufiventris
a-kij irrikij irri/ a-j ik in ik irri M am baliya W illy W agtail R. leucophrys
a-birin W uyaliya Australian
M agpie-Lark
Grallina
cyanoleuca
yambalyambal M am baliya-
W awukarriya
M asked
W oodswallow
Artamus
personatus
marrikingki M am baliya-
W aw ukam ya
Black-Faced
W oodswallow
A. einereus
W hite-Breasted
W oodswallow
A. leucorhynchus
yam bayam ba W uyaliya Variegated Fairy- 
W ren
Malurus lambertii
Red-Backed Fairy 
W ren
M.
melanocephalus
a-ralm urr M am baliya Blue-W inged
Kingfisher
Dacelo leachii
Forest K ingfisher Halycon macleayii
j
1
Red-Backed j 
K ingfisher
H. pyrrhopygia
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Y anyuw a N am e C lan
1
T ranslation C om m on  N am e Scien tific  N am e
ngum ba W uyaliya Little Fryer Bird Philem on
citreogularis
B lue-Faced Honey 
Eater
Entomyzon
cyanotis
1
Y ellow -Throated 
M iner
M anorina
flavigu la
!
B row n Honeyeater Lichmera
indistincta
Banded
H oneyeater
Certhionyx
pectorials
i
i
¡ D usky Honeyeater M yzom ela obscura
Silver-Crowned 
Friar Bird
Philemon
argenticeps
bij abija W uyaliya Rufous Song Lark Cinclorhamphus
mathewsi
Brown Song Lark C. cruralis
1
Singing Bush Lark M irafra javanica
R ichard’s Pipit Anthus
novaeseelandiae
i
M istletoe Bird Dicaeum
hirundinaceum
j Striated Pardalote Pardalotus striatus
1
1
1
1
V aried Sittella
1
1
Daphoenositta
chrysoptera
a-birringkulbirringkul M am baliya Sacred K ingfisher H. sancta
A zure Kingfisher Ceyx azurea
jalburrurru M am baliya Pied Butcherbird
1
Graticus
nigrogularius
1
1
1
j ?Black
Butcherbird
G. torquatus
1
1
A ustralian M agpie
j
Gymnorhina
tibicen
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Appendix 10g. Birds, Bats and Flying Foxes -  Bats.
Y anyuwa Name Clan Translation Com m on Nam e Scientific Nam e
N Y IK I-N G A N JI N U N G K U - 
A JIN JA LA
‘being kin to the 
caves’
Bats
bam karr R rum burriya Ghost Bat Macroderma gigas
?N orthem  
Blossom  Bat
Macroglossus
lagochilus
a-wakalakala Rrum burriya Orange Horseshoe 
Bat
Rhinonicteris
aurantius
Common Sheath 
Tail Bat
Taphozous
georianus
Little Cave 
Eptisicus
Eptisicus
finlaysoni
Appendix 10h. Birds, Bats and Flying Foxes -  Of the Morning Glory Cloud Formation.
Yanyuwa Name Clan Translation Com m on Nam e Scientific Nam e
JULAYARRIYARRIYL ‘for the morning 
glory cloud 
form ation’
W U L A N T H A N T H A W U ‘those who are 
desirous o f  
blossom s & 
nectar’
a-wulum am daya/
a-m aw unkam aw u
R rum burriya Torres Strait 
Pigeon
Decula splirrhoa
birrililyi M am baliya R ed Collared 
Lorikeet
Trichoglossus
heamatodus
ngadajirri M am baliya R ed W inged 
Parrot
Aprosmictus
erythropterus
kiyinykiyiny/kiyinyldyi M am baliya flying fox
kinybutha/wundukari/
m arrim kinya
M am baliya-
W aw ukarriya
Little R ed Flying 
Fox
Pteropus
scapulatus
a-warranyuka/
a-kum bulukum bulu
R rum burriya Black Flying Fox P. alecto
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Appendix lOi. Birds, Bats and Flying Foxes -  Of the Grass.
Y anyuw a N am e C lan  T ranslation
¡
C om m on  N am e Scientific  N am e
W U J U R R U ‘of the grass’ i
a-karlbaku Mambaliya Rainbow Bee Merops ornatus 
Eater
a-wangka
i
Mambaliya Torressian Crow Corvus orru
a-bulbulkija/
a-bulbulkinya
Rrumburriya
j
Pheasant Coucal Centropus 
magnirostris
a-jurdin/
a-jurrin
Wurdaliya
i
Great Bowerbird Chlamydera 
nuchalis
jak u rd uk urdu /
jaku rruk urru
Wurdaliya : Note: very old 
people included 
Emu in Wunala 
category
Emu Dromaius
novaehollandiae
jakurdukurdu/
jakurrukurru
male Emu
a-mangantha
1
! female Emu ,
wirdirdi
1
Note: in some Emu chick 
cases the 
Emu chick is 
Rrumburriya
!
i
Appendix lOj. Birds, Bats and Flying Foxes -  Of the Freshwater.
Y anyuw a N am e C lan T ranslation C om m on  N am e Scientific N am e
W A B U D A W U ‘of the freshwater’
a-wuyin Mambaliya Darter Anhinga
melanogaster
antharrantharra Mambaliya Pied Cormorant Phalacrocorax 
melanoleucos
wuwuna Mambaliya Little Pied P. suliciristris 
Cormorant
wamurra Wurdaliya ¡ Little Egret Egretta garzetta
Intermediate Egret E. intermedia
Great Egret E. alba
dubudubu Rrumburriya Fairy Martin Cecropis ariel
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Appendix 10k. Birds, Bats and Flying Foxes -  Of the Mangroves.
Yanyuwa Nam e Clan Translation Com m on Name Scientific N am e
L H U K A N D U ‘o f  the m an g ro v es’
1
w irdardu
]
W uyaliya
I
L ittle Shrike 
T hrush
Colluricincia
mega
a-kakathu W uyaliya M angrove
G erygone
i
! Gerygone 
laevigaster
L arge-B illed
G erygone
Gerygone 
i magnisostris
a-kalbi W uyaliya/
W urdaliya
M angrove G olden  
W histler
Pachycephala
melanura
a-kandaw ard ji W aw ukarriya B lack  B itte rn D upetor flav ico llis
a-a lan thaburra /
a-w alan thaburra
W uyaliya C hestnu t Rail Eulabeornis
castaneoventris
a-kurrbanku W uyaliya B uff-B anded  R ail
\
Rallus philippensis
a-ku th irrku th irr W urdaliya G reat B illed  
H eron
1
i Ardea sum antrana
a-rlunda W urdaliya S triated  H eron Butorides striatus
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Appendix 101. Birds, Bats and Flying Foxes -  Being Kin to the Fish.
Y anyuw a N am e C lan T ranslation C om m on N am e S cien tific  N am e
N Y IK I-N G A N JI K I- 
A R L K U W U
b irds w h ich  are 
k in  to  the fish
!
i
1
W U R R U N G K U -
W U R R U N G K U
‘o f  the beaches, 
in tertidal zone &  
m udfla ts’
a-w urrw in W uyaliya B each  T hick K nee B urh inus
g ra lla riu s
balubalu W urda liya A ustralian  P elican P elecanus
consp icu la tus
a-kuthay iku thayi W uyaliya R ed-C apped
P lover
C haradrius
ru ficap illu s
w urru lib inka/
w urrm angurli
W uyaliya B lack-N ecked  
S tork/Jabiru
X en o rh yn ch u s
asia ticus
a-m arrjun ju W uyaliya Sooty
O ystercatcher
H eam atopus
fu lig in o su s
P ied  O ystercatcher H. o stra legus
m ilim nguw arra R rum burriya B lack-T ailed
G odw it
L im osa  lim osa
m ururrm ururm gu R rum burriya
¡
E astern  C urlew N um en iu s
m adagascariensis
a-w um ngaliku W uyaliya G rey-T ailed
T attler
Tringa breviceps
G reenshank T. nebu laria
w urrb ind ib ind i
j
W uyaliya R ed-N ecked S tin t C alid ris  ru fico llis
a-w irriyuruyuru W uy aliya  j R uddy T urnstone A ren a r ia  in terpres
m anganyku linya W uyaliya R ed K not C. canu tu s
1
G reat K not C. tenu iro str is
a-w ulbarla W uyaliya C om m on Sand 
P iper
Tringa hypo leucos
A N T H A W U ‘o f  the open se a ’ !
ju ju ju
1
W urdaliya O sprey P and ion  ha liae tus
a-nyana W aw ukarriya B rahm iny K ite H a lia s tu r  indus
a-arrb indi W urdaliya C om m on N oddy A n o u s sto lid u s
w im arr W urda liya G reat F rigateb ird F reg a ta  m inor
L east F rigateb ird F. a r ie l
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Y an yu w a N am e C lan T ranslation C om m on N am e Scientific N am e
bangan tha W urda liya G ull-B illed  T ern Gelocheldion
nilotica
C asp ian  T ern Hydropogne
caspia
B rid led  T ern Sterna anaethetus
L ittle T ern S. albifrons
B lack-N aped  T ern S. sumatrana
_
W hiskered  T ern Chlidonias
hybrida
a-w unarrkarrka /
a-w unarm gabu ji
R rum burriya S ilver G ull Lams
novaehollindae
a-w urrw ird W urda liya M asked  B ooby Sula dactyatra
jan d in i
m urum urum anth arra
ararr
R rum burriya ‘she w ho  closes up 
th e  sky (to stop the 
hail from  fa llin g )’
i
N o E ng lish  nam e 
exists. It is best 
labelled  as a 
‘Spirit B ird ’.
a-kuw aykuw ayk ‘she o f  the hail/ 
so rcery  s to n es’
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Appendix 11. Insects, Ants, Spiders, Sugarbag, Grubs etc.
Y anyuw a N am e C lan  T ranslation
i
C om m on  N am e Scien tific  N am e
Y u m bulyum bulm antha ‘all kinds of 
things’
'
A -M IY IM IY I fly
1
1
a-miyimiyi Rrumbumya Bush/Island Fly
malunungu Mambaliya Blue Fly
bibin Wurdaliya ¡ Small Bush Fly
badi
1
1
Wurdaliya Horsefly/March 
Fly i
a-walangarrwalangarr Wuyaliya Firefly
kuk urlam bim bi Rrumbumya Butterflies
b ujim ala Wawukarriya 1 rainbow serpent
1
Praying Mantis/ 
Stick Insect
a-kum bulukum bulu
i
Rrumbumya
1
Bush Cockroaches
a-wikalwikal Rrumbumya ‘she that is with 
urine’
Black & White ! 
Striped Bush 
Cockroach ¡
a-m ardu Wuyaliya ‘cold season/cold 
wind’
Dragonflies
lirrn gin d i/ngirringirri Wuyaliya Cicadas
d arlb um irri Rrumbumya ‘being humped up’ Beetles
law a
1Wurdaliya 1
1
Spiders
ban ja I  ants
a-dinmanja Mambaliya Bullant
a-mamburlawurla
1
Mambaliya Tree Nesting Ants
a-mulama Wuyaliya Meat Ants
a-kamba
1
Mambaliya ‘sun’ Ant Lion
biraki
1
Wurdaliya Ground Nesting 
Ants
a-rdingirdingi Wuyaliya
1
1
1
Termites of black 
soil & swamps 
with large dome 
nests
a-wunawiji Rrumbumya ‘being with 
faeces’
!
Termites of dry 
lands with slender 
pointed nests
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Y anyu w a N am e C lan T ranslation C om m on N am e
i
S cientific N am e
th an th am ara ‘those desiring  to 
b ite  f le sh ’
!
1
¡
i
a-w utha R rum burriya H ead  Louse
a-m ukaka R rum burriya im m ature H ead  
L ouse
1
!
bu jinbu jin R rum burriya B o d y  Louse
k ird il W uyaliya Sandfly
ju d a y i W uyaliya T ick
a-w iy inb iy in R rum burriya
1
W asps
b im d ilirri W urdaliya H ornets
a-w urrkayny W urdaliya large M osquito
J
1
M osquito  ,
m u m d u W urdaliya sm all M osquito M osquito
a-w unanka M am baliya Scorp ion Urodacus sp.
a-m alam ala M am baliya C entipede
na-w im bi native bees Bee Trígona laeviceps
Bee T. wynbenica
B ee T. cocherelli
Bee T. symei
dulbarri W urdaliya ‘boy  su g arb ag ’; 
tree h ive, sm all 
p ro trud ing  
en trance tunnel, 
bees sm all &  red
a-w ajkaraa R rum burriya
1
‘g irl su g a rb ag ’; 
g round  h ive, bees 
b lack  w ith  long 
legs
a-a jundu W uyaliya m angrove tree 
h ives, bees sm all 
&  red
w iliw arm gu W uyaliya
1
‘island  su g arb ag ’; 
only  found  on 
S outhw est Island, 
bees b ig  &  black
1
jaru m a grasshoppers, 
locusts & crickets
jaw ay aw a R rum burriya L ocust
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Y a n y u w a  N a m e C la n T r a n s la t io n C o m m o n  N a m e S c ie n t if ic  N a m e
rdajbirdajbi W aw ukarriya Swarming 
Grasshoppers & 
Locusts
b u y u y u caterpillars &
caterpillar-like
creatures
buyuyu Rrum burriya Sm ooth Bodied 
Caterpillars
a-balabalangarra W urdaliya H airy Bodied 
Caterpillars
ngakarla M am baliya ‘m oon’ Curl Grub
a-makardi M am baliya Leach
k u lu r l ? Edible gm bs, 
m angrove worms 
&  witchetty grubs
m a r n k a ? M aggots
n g a la r r n g a la r r ? Earthworms, 
parasitic worms
rdingirdingi ? Toredo worm
k u la r lu /b u r n d u b u r n d u ? ‘pregnant’ Bush Coconut/ 
W asp Gall
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Appendix 12a. Seagrasses, Water Plants.
Y anyu w a N am e C lan T ran sla tion C om m on N am e Scien tific  N am e
W U R R A L N G U ‘o f  the s e a ’
M A R A M A N Seagrasses 11
m a-lhanngu W uyaliya  Seagrass o f  the 
m ajo r coasta l 
; seagrass b ed s
Seagrass Syringodium
isoetifolium;
Halodule
uninervis',
Halophila ovalis;
Halophila
spinulosa
na-w irra lb irra l W urda liya  ! Seagrass o f  the 
inshore reefs
S eagrass Cymodocea 
rotundata
na-ju langal R rum burriya  Seagrass o f  th e  
offshore reefs
Seagrass Cymodocea 
surrulatœ, 
Thelassia 
hemprichii; 
Halphila spinulosa
m a-w arladaji/
m a-bam ayurruw arlu
R rum burriya T ape G rass Enhalus acoroides
W A B U D A W U ‘o f  the fre sh w ate r’
B U L IN J A freshw ater p lan ts Spirdela punctata', 
Najas gramínea', 
Vallisneria 
spirialis
bu lin ja W uyaliya D uck W eed
bulinbu jin W uyaliya E el W eed/R ibbon  
W eed
m iyalm iyal W uyaliya G reen  A lgae
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Appendix 12b. Water Reeds, Water Lilies, Palms.
Y anyu w a N am e C lan T ranslation C om m on  N am e Scientific N am e
W A B U D A W U ‘of the freshwater’
1
M A -W IR D A W I J I reeds/sedges & 
!  corm-bearing 
water reeds
i
1
1
nikukumarlarla Rrumburriya
i
Sedge Baumea
;  rubiginosa
ma-lakirr Wuyaliya River Club Rush Scirpus littoralis
ma-lharrkuntha Wuyaliya
1
Edible Spike Rush Eleocharis dulcís ;  
E. sundaica
ma-lhunjurr Wuyaliya Tall Spike Rush E. sphacelata
ma-walaburr/
ma-jirdamburr
Wawukarriya Rush species Cyperus  sp.
ma-kabijaja
1
Wuyaliya Club Rush Scripus validus
a-ngalarda Rrumburriya
1
1
Grey Sedge Lepironia
articulata
M A -R N A Y I
1 1
Water Lilies ; Nymphaea  sp.
ma-mayi Wuyaliya , white flowering 
Lily
ma-bujuwa Wuyaliya ¡  blue flowering 
Lily 1
a-wakaki Wuyaliya pink flowering 
Lily
ma-kakayi Wuyaliya < Water Lily corms
M A Y A N G K U ‘of the mainland’
J
m a-arnb aka Rrumburriya Cycad Palm Cycas angulata
ma-jamurru short, ground level 
Cycad Palms
ma-ardakantha average height 
1 Cycad Palms, 2-
I 4m
1
j
ma-kaykalkaykal very tall Cycad 
Palms in excess of 
4m
ma-mudi/ma-ngakuya Wurdaliya Cycad nuts
m a-w u karra 1 Pandanus Palms
ma-wukarra Wuyaliya j
i
1
Northern Pandanus spiralis 
Pandanus Palm
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Y anyuw a N am e C lan  T ranslation C om m on N am e i Scien tific  N am e
m a-w ird iw ird i W uyaliya Pandanus Palm  Pandanus 
aquations
m a-kurd ird i R rum burriya Pandanus N uts !
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Appendix 12c. Cabbage Palm, Mangroves.
Y anyuw a N am e C lan T ranslation C om m on N am e Scientific N am e
W A L IY A N G U Y U ‘o f  the is lan d s’
1
1
M U J B A Y I
!
R rum burriya F ine L eafed  Fan 
Palm
Livistonia inermis
yaburrum a food  source 
C abbage P alm ¡
karrkakuw aja tall C abbage Palm , 
ritua lly  very  
im portan t
i
1
A R N IN D A W A N G U
1
‘o f  the coastal 
reg io n s’
L H U K A N m angroves I1
w urnd a trees
m a-w am am barra W uyaliya Y ellow  M angrove Ceriops tagal var. 
australis
w ulanda W uy aliya  | R iver M angrove Aegiceras 
S corniculatum
na-m ururr W uyaliya
1
L arge-L eafed  
O range M angrove
Bruguiera  
exaristata\ B. 
gymnorrhiza
ard iny
i
W uyaliya 1 W hite-F low ered  
B lack M angrove
Lumnitzera  
, racemosa
ngubiw i R rum burriya M angrove Fern Acrostichum  
; speciosum
a-rrarram aw uka W uyaliya R ed M angrove Rhizophora stylosa
yilb irrin ji W uyaliya C lub M angrove Aegialitis annulata
k irlakanku W uyaliya C edar M angrove Xylocarpus
mekongensis
m ikuk ijuy ib iyu W uyaliya M angrove A pple Sonneratia alba
w ibi W uyaliya
f
‘m u m ’ M ilky M angrove Excoecaria  
\ agallocha
m a-w am jarm g u W uyaliya G rey/W hite
M angrove
Avicennia marina
m u rrum du R rum burriya Freshw ater
M angrove
Barringtonia
acutangula
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Appendix 12d. Paperbarks and Other Tree Species.
Y anyu w a N am e C lan T ranslation C om m on N am e Scientific N am e
W U R N D A trees
na-lh anu /y ir ir i m elaleuca- 
‘p aperbark ’ 
i species
i
w ulban /ku lban W uyaliya C oasta l Paperbark Melaleuca
acacoides
a-b in jirri W uyaliya S ilver Paperbark M. argéntea
w araji W uyaliya G reen  Paperbark M. viridiflora
m ungkam ungka R rum burriya C ajaput M. leucadendra
na-w arrka R rum burriya Y ellow -B arked
Paperbark
M. nervosa
d irrikala W uyaliya L in im en t Tree M. symphyocarpa
a-jiw im da m elaleuca species 
w ith  w ater bu lge 
(as w ater is 
trapped  betw een  
layers o f  bark)
y ilirr iw iji/ng ililiji ‘having b lood / 
hav ing  te a rs ’
1
yubalala M am baliya B loodw ood Eucalyptus
ptychocarpa
barlbaji M am baliya B eefw ood Hakea aborescens
ngalayarr
1
M am baliya D arw in  W oolybutt Eucalyptus
miniata
kalab irr W uyaliya R iver R ed  G um E. camaldulensis
kaburla W uyaliya G host G um E. papuana
linybun W uyaliya S carlet G um E. phoenicea
m a-m urrin ja W urdaliya H ill C oolabah E. tectifica
m a-w arlan W uyaliya R iverine C oolabah E. microthera
lam urra R rum burriya Ironw ood E. chlorstachyum
budanj a/bu lngada M am baliya M essm ate E. tetrodonta
w im inym arr/b im inym arr R rum burriya S alm on G um E. alba
yalirriyalirri R rum burriya S ilver Box E. pruinosa
na-kam anyi R rum burriya L ancew ood Acacia shirleyi
a-m arabam a M am baliya R iver C asuarina Casuarina
cunninghamiana
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Y anyuw a Nam e C lan T ra n s la tio n C om m on N am e Scientific N am e
a-wanykuwanyku
1
Rrumburriya Coastal Casuarina i C. equisetifolia
ma-rdumbuyumbu Rrumburriya True Sandalwood Santalum album
wakuwaku M ambaliya Cyprus Pine Callitris
introtropica
ma-buyarra W urdaliya Leichhardt Pine Nauclea orientalis
a-dawal W uyaliya Coral Tree Erythrina
vespertilio
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Appendix 12e. Shrubs and Bushes and Seed-Bearing Trees.
Y anyuw a N am e C lan T ranslation C om m on N am e Scientific N am e
W U R N D A trees
1
¡V UNG K U-M INJA ‘hav ing  se ed s’; 
trees  w ith  edible 
seeds
1
1
i
m a-buja sm ooth  ligh t 
co lou red  seeds !
m a-w ija sm ooth  dark  
co loured  seeds
m a-burrakalam bangu
1
W uy aliya B road-L eaved
W attle
Acacia
aulococarpa
m a-kaw urrka W uyaliya T oru losa  W attle A. torulosa
m a-jarrabarla W urda liya M im osa B ush A. farnesiana
m a-w ulung irr W uyaliya G undab luey / 
E legan t W attle
A. victoriae
rarrb i R rum burriya ? A. conspersa
lilyarr
1
M am baliya B eefw ood Gevillia striata
a-m arrabala M am baliya
1
F ern -L eafed
G revillea
G. pteridifolia
m a-kingkirra R rum burriya W ild  R ice Oryza rufipogon
N ative M illet Panicum
decomposition
m a-
n garrk an garrk an th am ar
a
seeds w ith  a sharp 
covering  o f  
b ristles
1
1
!
m a-m undarrarra/
m a-lhalhak i
W uyaliya N orthern
K urrajong
Brachychiton
diversifolius
m a-rdardaki R rum burriya R ed  F low ering 
K urrajong
B. paradoxum
N G U R R B U N shrubs &  bushes
m a-yikarri ? N ative A sparagus Asparagus
racemosa
m a-ngurdji ? Flueggea virosa
ngurdurr ? Vitex glabrata
w ardaw arda M am baliya T um kullum Macranga
tanarius
na-w ubulu W urda liya Pemphis acidula
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Yanyuwa Name Clan Translation Com m on Nam e i  Scientific Nam e
manjaba Wuyaliya Weeping Tea Tree
I
i  Leptospermum  
longifolium
jaburarri ?
i
Pink Perennial 
Hibiscus
Hibiscus zonatus!
i
warlanthalwarlanthal Jequirity Bush
!
; Arbus precatorius
wirrbiwirrbi
1
?
!
Lantern Bush Abuliton
otocarpum
yarrakayarraka Mambaliya ‘water monitor’ Red Ash Alphitonia excelsa
rdamalantha Wurdaliya Turkey Bush 1i  Calytrix 
exs típula ta
ma-jiwurr/ma-lhalhaki Mambaliya Kapok Tree ; Cochlospernum  
fra seri
ma-burdala
i
Wuyaliya
1
Clerodendrum
floribundum
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Appendix 12f. Grasses and Vines.
Y anyu w a N am e C lan T ranslation C om m on  N am e Scien tific  N am e
W U JU R R grasses
m atharlm antharl
1
? 1
1
S and  C ouch Sporobolus
virginicus
w unjurr
I
W urdaliya ? ?
w irm ga R rum burriya S pear G rass Sorghum intrans
na-w iyi R rum burriya K angaroo  G rass Themeda triandra
w im d aw im d a W uyaliya R iv er G rass Chionachne
hubbardiana
w urrum urriya/
burrum urriya
1
W uyaliya S altw ort/ 
S am phire  H eath
Tecticornia
australis
a-yandinya W urdaliya L em on  S cented  
G rass
Cymbopogon
bombycinus
arnkirr ‘p rick ly /sp ik y ’ S pin ifex  (generic) j
m a-nguyarr W urdaliya
1
Spinifex sp.
w ankiw anki R rum burriya Spinifex sp.
m arranym arrany R rum burriya Spinifex
longifoloius
na-w ulaw ulanga vines 1
m a-m um da W uyaliya
1
B each  V ine Ipomoea pes- 
caprae
balw uraw ura ? ¡ Snake V ine Tinospors
smilacina
bukum a C austic  V ine 1 Sarcostemma
australe
m a-m anja ? B ush  P assionfru it
1
Passiflora foetida
m a-ngayaya
j
W ild  G ooseberry  Í Physalis minima
m a-rilkarra R rum burriya
1
V ine-R eed  C ane Flagellaria indica
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Appendix 12g. Yams.
Y anyu w a N am e C lan T ranslation C om m on N am e Scientific N am e
m a-ngarra vegetab le food 1
m a-w uj ku /m aw uyku R rum burriya , C om m on Y am  
V ine
1
D ioscora  
1 transversa
m a-juw am bi R rum burriya ? ! ?
ma-j u  w ay  aw ay  a/ 
m a-juw ayuw a
W uyaliya
1
W ater Y am D ioscora  bu lb ifera
!
1
m a-yanjunji
Í
im m ature form  o f  
, m a-juw ayuw a
W ater Y am D ioscora  bu lb ifera
\
karrubu W urdaliya
!
H aw ksbill T urtle Trachym ene  
\ d id isco ides
m a-bu rruyu luyu W uyaliya Vigna lancelata
m a-ku luw ardam a/
m a-ngam birlngam birl
W aw ukarriya
i
1
V  vexilla ta
m a-y ika M am baliya T ar V ine/H og 
W eed
1 B oerhavia  
coccínea
m a-w unarrka W uyaliya ? ?
m a-w abarl M am baliya N ative Potato M arsden ia  
' virid iflora
m a-w abarr W uyaliya B ush  Potato E riosem a  chínense
a-rdangkarlrdangkarl W uyaliya N ote: no t eaten 
bu t inc luded  here 
because it grow s 
in the g round  w ith  
large bulb. 
C onsidered  yam ­
like.
O nion  Lily C rinum
angusto fo lium
\
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Appendix 12h. Fruiting Trees and Bushes.
Y a n y u w a  N am e C lan Translation C om m on N am e Scientific N am e
W U R D U R R U ‘fo o d ’
m a -w irra w irra fru it-bearing
plan ts
a-law um a M am baliya C ocky  A pple Planchomia
careya
ju b a rd irri R rum burriya
i
B lack  Ink  P lum  ! Gr evil lea 
\ retusifolia
m a-lhalba ? E bony T ree  Diospyros sp.
m a-w unj urrw unj urr R rum burriya B illy  G oat P lum Terminalia
ferdinandiana
m a-bik ik i/
m a-w uluw unyarra
R rum burriya G reen  P lum Buchanania
obovata
m a-n im aringm a W uya liya C haste T ree Vitex glabrata
m a-rd iw angku R rum burriya B ush  F ig Ficus racemosa
m a-m aniku ja W urda liya C onk leberry Carissa lanceolata
m a-w arringay i
i
W uyaliya  !
1
D ogs B all B u sh  Grewia retusifolia
m a-m ayarran ja /
m a-rarlun tha
1
R rum burriya 1 S andpaper F ig  Ficus opposita
1
m a-m arlaly i W uyaliya P lum  T ree/P u tty  Terminalia 
B ark T ree carpentariae
a-kalw akalw a/
a-bu langangkarr/
a-m angkudiji
1
M am baliya/
R rum burriya 1
1
1
W hite C u rren t Securinega virosa
nukum u archaic w ord  for 
food
T am arind  Tamarind indicus
m a-ngakalun ju rr W uya liya
1
N ative L asiandra  Melastoma 
1 polyanthum
m a-ngunbirlirli W uyaliya W ild  A pp le ! Syzigium sp.
m a-ngaw aka/
m a-burdurdaburdurda
R rum burriya N ative G rape Ampelocissus 
acetosa
m a-bum kurri W uyaliya
!
1
1
L olly  B ush Clerodendrum 
inerme
m a-buninyi R rum burriya
\
Plum  T ree 1 ?
m a-karlaw um bi M am baliya B lack  P lum  ?
w ularla W uy aliya
1
1
B ush B anana Leichhardtia 
australis
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Y anyu w a N am e C lan
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T ranslation C om m on  N am e Scientific  N am e
m a -m im d il/m a -  
m a m a m a m a /  m a -ra m a r l
R ru m b u rr iy a ¡ e d ib le  g u m s
m a -m a n g k u m a n g o M a n g o
1
M a n g ife ra  in d ic a
m a -w u rru y u
1
R ru m b u rr iy a B a n y a n F ic u s  v ire n s  var. 
v iren s
m a -b u m a r in g m a
1
W u ra d a liy a C h e e se  F ru it /A w l 
T re e
j
¡ M o rin d a  c i tr ifo lia
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Appendix 13. Spirits.
Y an yu w a N am e
1
C lan  T ranslation C om m on  N am e Scientific N am e
N G A B A Y A ‘sp irit b e in g ’, 
generic
MANKAWIJI hav ing  a body  like 
a hum an, N gabaya 
can  also  be used 
specifica lly  for the 
sp irits o f  deceased  
k in  th a t live on 
coun try , they  can 
also  be ca lled  li- 
ngabangaku- ‘the 
deceased  o n e s ’ or 
li-wankala - ‘the 
o ld  p e o p le ’
MAYANGKU ‘o f  the m a in lan d ’ _________________
Jam bajam banyi W uyaliya sp irit o f  the b lack  
soil p la in s  &  
an th ills  (m eaning  
p ossib ly  derived  
from  the G arrw a 
w o rd  jamba 
m ean ing  ground)
1
K urdidaw u W urdaliya sm all hum an-like 
sp irit (incred ib ly  
strong)
ARNINDAWANGU ‘o f  the coastal 
re g io n s’
Jurdurrubanji R rum burriya sp irit w ith  a pen is 
like a  harpoon  
rope (uses pen is to 
flog  peop le  w ho 
en ter onto  country  
&  take resources 
w ithou t calling  out 
to  announce the ir 
p resence)
!
i
N garrim i W uyaliya  S pirit th a t lives 
w ith in  the 
m ang roves can 
ap p ear as a sm all 
I hum an-like  being 
' o r as a giant. 
U sually  sa id  to  be 
foul sm elling.
■
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K I-W A L IY A N G U Y U ‘o f  the islands’
Nam urlardanjanyngku Rrum burriya spirit o f  the rocky 
cliffs, caves & 
ledges o f  the 
island country
Y IJA N N K U ‘o f  the Creation 
period’
Yijan All clans Com m only called 
Dreamings, 
creative Spirit 
A ncestors in  all 
form s o f  flora, 
fauna & natural 
phenom ena. Gave 
form  & m eaning 
to Yanyuwa land 
& sea.
N gabaya W urdaliya term  given to 
group o f  
travelling Spirit 
People
A R N IN D A  W A N  G U ‘o f  the coastal 
regions’
a-kurrinya W uyaliya female, violent & 
often seeks to  kill 
people
a-m arlangkam a W uyaliya coastal spirit, 
resem bles a 
fishing net & 
hangs above the 
ground or w ater
1
M A R R A L H A W A W U ‘o f  the stars’
Baribari W uyaliya/
W urdaliya
potent shooting 
star spirit causes 
serious injury & 
death (can also be 
a Spirit Ancestor)
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^ conpronTED ^
by an oBjecT THaT is  
Tau_, with a woody TrunK, 
toots ano cjreen Leaves, mosT 
peopLe prom a wesTern European 
BacKCjrouno would CLassipY th e  ob¡ect 
as a Tree.
%
Features such as salt encrusted leaves, distinctive Fruits and above-ground 
roots alert us to the Fact that it is a mangrove tree. With Further examination and 
some scientific taxonomic knowledge we may be able to assign the mangrove to an exact 
genus and species such as Avicennia marina, the grey mangrove.
Yanyuwa people’s classification oF the environment immediately challenges this seemingly logical 
methodology, reminding us that there are other ways oF seeing and other ways oF understanding the
natural world. For example:
Ma-mancjaji ma-ngaTHa ma-jamurimuri ma-wurrama 
ma-mancjaji ma-wamjarmcju kulu nganu Li-wuYaLiYa 
¡aninYamBa-wunDarrBanji LiKiLinganji-KirLaKancjKU
That tree, the grey mangrove, is my most senior paternal ancestor, and we people of 
the Wuyaliya clan name ourselves as those people who are kin to the grey mangrove
Yumbulyumbulmantha ki-Awarawu explores Yanyuwa ways oF understanding and classiFying their environment. This 
volume argues that classification is a contextual act based on Factors as diverse as authority, utility, kinship, ecology, 
aesthetics, ownership and religion. For the Yanyuwa, potentially endless classifications and reclassifications can be made 
because the goal is not to arrive at a particular system but rather to explore and understand the various relationships that
may exist in accordance with Yanyuwa Law.
Yumbulyumbulmantha ki-Awarawu is written in clear, accessible language and will appeal to specialists in a wide variety
oF academic fields and to interested laypersons. Additionally, given the collaborative intent oF the work, it is readily 
accessible to younger generations oF Yanyuwa and serves as an important cultural resource For the Future. 
Well-developed arguments in Favour oFa contextual and socio-cultural understanding oF ethnobiological 
knowledge will be oF particular interest to specialists in ethnobiology, and are highly relevant 
to ongoing debates in the field. *
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